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Supervisor: Dr. D J. Smith

ABSTRACT

The aim of this research program was to examine the growth response of high- 

elevation conifers on Vancouver Island to past, present and future climates. Forty 

locations were sampled and 88 chronologies were used to describe radial-growth changes 

over time and space. Radial-growth trends have been similar across Vancouver Island for 

most of the past 500 years. Large-scale oceanic influences on climate were shown to be 

strong forcing mechanism to radial growth.

Master chronologies were constructed for each o f the five tree species examined: 

mountain hemlock, Tsuga mertensiana (Bong.) Carr., yellow-cedar, Chamaecyparis 

nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach, western hemlock, Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg., 

Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco, and western red-cedar. Thuja plicata 

Donn. The response of these species to climate were combined to develop multiple 

aggregate chronologies (MACs). The MACs are able to record a stronger relationship to 

climate than all but the best single-species chronologies, with relationships to 

seasonalized parameters improved to a greater degree than those of single-month 

variables.

Using these MAC relationships, proxy information was derived for four climate 

parameters (April 1 snowpack depth, June-July temperature, July temperature, July 

precipitation). The explained variance of the models was higher in the two seasonal 

reconstructions (April 1 snowpack depth r̂  = 41 %, Jime-July temperature if = 34 %)
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than for individual monthly reconstructions (July precipitation t^= 15 %, July 

temperature =24 %). A wavelet analysis showed that each of the four models contains 

dominant modes of variability  ̂throughout time at approximatelyl6,32,65 and 130-150 

year periods. Each mode of variability seems to be linked to ocean forcing mechanisms.

Climate/radial-growth relationships were used to predict radial growth under 

various future climate scenarios. TREE (Tree-ring Radial Expansion Estimator) was 

developed to present an interactive, internet-based radial-growth model, which calculates 

the short-term radial-growth response for each tree species to user-defined climate change 

scenarios. Long-term radial-growth responses were produced using data firom general 

circulation models to develop relationships that predict foture radial growth of each tree 

species. These predictions highlight which species are susceptible to future shifts in 

climate and indicate which climate parameters may drive changes in radial growth.
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1.0 Introduction

The maritime climate of coastal British Columbia is regulated by the Pacific 

Ocean through a complex suite o f forcing processes (Hanawa 1995). There is a growing 

recognition that the climate of the region is not static, and that shifts between climatic 

states have occurred not only repeatedly but often abruptly within the last millennium 

(Charles 1998, Gedalof and Smith 2001a). These patterns are largely a response to El 

Nifio /  Southern Oscillation (ENSO) related teleconnections and interdecadal climate 

variability  ̂driven by the Pacific Decadal Oscillation ̂ 0 0 )  ^ a re  1996, Zhang et al.

1997, Gedalof 1999). If future climatic patterns continue in the same manner, it is likely 

that there will continue to be significant interannual variations in climate that will in turn 

influence the ecosystems o f coastal British Columbia.

The potential for rapid climatic change in British Columbia over the next century 

makes it imperative to investigate the growth response of the province’s forests to 

predicted climate conditions (Leung and Ghan 1999, Flato and Boer 2001). In addition to 

ENSO and PDG shifts, general circulation models predict increases o f 2 to 5 °C in mean 

summer and winter temperatures within this region (Flato and Boer 2001) and increases 

in precipitation from 0.4 to 2 mm per day (Leung and Ghan 1999). Given that much 

smaller temperature and precipitation increases over the last 100 years appear to have had 

major impacts on the productivity o f conifer forests in nearby Washington state 

(Graumlich et al. 1989), it is essential that forest managers in British Columbia 

understand how climate changes have and may influence forest productivity.

Climate plays an important role in limiting tree growth in coastal British 

Columbia, and dendroclimatological and dendroecological techniques provide a robust
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tool for assessing the potential impacts o f climatic change. Mature conifors contain within 

their aimual growth rings a biological time series describing a response to a  varied of site 

factors, including competition, tree and stand age, fire and other disturbances, and 

climate. Fritts (1976) established a methodological fiamework that uses statistical 

methods to decipher the climatic influences on radial growth. By comparing the armual 

variations in ring width to variations in monthly and seasonal climatic data, descriptive 

dendroclimatic models can be developed. These models can then be used to predict likely 

growth responses to different climate change scenarios.

Dendroclimatological investigations on Vancouver Island on the west coast of 

British Columbia have excellent potential for establishing climate change effects on trees. 

Many o f the high-elevation tree species present are extremely long-lived and have a 

proven ability to retain a climate signal (Laroque and Smith 1999, Lewis and Smith 1999, 

Gedalof and Smith 2001b). The research presented in this dissertation investigates past, 

present and potential future climate/radial-growth relationships on Vancouver Island and 

strengthens the understanding o f these relationships with new techniques.

1.1 Background

Although previous studies have established that trees on Vancouver Island can be 

used to describe past climates, proxy reconstructions fiom this area retain large amounts 

of unexplained variance (Laroque 1995, Zhang 1996, Smith and Laroque 1998a, Lewis 

and Smith 1999). In the response functions used to generate the proxy reconstructions, 

climate data generally explain between one-half and three-quarters of the variation in 

radial growth, with multiple, combined climate parameters necessary to explain this much
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variation. The study with the fewest significant climate parameters needed to explain the 

variance in radial growth used only two climate parameters and a prior growth variable to 

explain the annual variance of mountain hemlock radial growth (r  ̂= 0.76) (Lewis and 

Smith 1999) (All tree species’ scientific names are listed in Appendix A.). In contrast, six 

climate parameters and a prior growth variable were needed to explain the annual 

variance in radial growth of both yellow-cedar (r  ̂= 0.61) (Laroque 1995) and Douglas-fir 

(r̂  = 0.61) (Zhang 1996).

The approach used in all of these studies was developed by Fritts et al. (1971) and 

was intended for individual tree species that are sensitive to a single dontinant climate 

factor. In the Pacific Northwest of North America, oceanic influences result in a subdued 

environment where no one dominating effect consistently limits growth from year to year 

(Hanawa 1995). It appears that radial growth, and consequent reconstructions derived 

from this growth, do not consistently capture the same Qrpe or magnitude of climate 

signal firom year to year.

With no single environmental limitation on radial growth consistently present, the 

single-species methodology has delivered poor results (i.e., low r̂ ) when reconstructing 

climate variables on Vancouver Island. These reconstructions are weak, with individual 

monthly parameters being reconstructed less reliably than seasonal climate parameters. In 

these studies, the strongest explained variance o f a single climate parameter when 

modeled gave a poor result, i.e., mountain hemlock reconstructing July temperature, r̂  = 

0.25 (Lewis and Smith 1999); yellow-cedar reconstructing August temperature, r̂  = 0.25 

(Laroque 1995); Douglas-fir reconstructing April through July precipitation, r̂  = 0.47
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(Zhang 1996). It may be possible to produce better proxy climate reconstructions either 

by means o f a better statistical interpretation o f climate/radial-growtb relationships using 

a single-species methodology, or by developing new approaches that account for the 

varying time fiume of growth firom year to year in a tree-ring series.

Multiple regression (Fritts et al. 1971) and principal components analysis (PCA) 

(Peters et al. 1981) remain the most conunonly used statistical methods to relate tree-ring 

widths to climate conditions. These techniques are generally able to reconstruct a large 

portion of the explained variance in a relationship, but they are limited by the signal 

strength and noise inherent in a tree-ring series. Artificial neural network (ANN) 

relationships have recently been employed to improve our ecological understanding of the 

relationships between climate and tree-rings f e lle r  et al. 1998, Woodhouse 1999), but 

they are limited in their ability and cannot produce proxy climate reconstructions (Zhang 

2000).

One remedy is to develop climate/radial-growth relationships that use the annually 

variable biological clock of each species to better define targeted climate parameters. Co

occurring tree species are likely to incorporate parts of the same climate information, but 

under slightly different time frames depending on the particular climate dynamics of a 

given year and on the tolerance limits o f each tree species. If each climate/radial-growth 

signal could be understood, then a multiple tree species approach should be able to define 

a stronger climate signal together than a single species could define independently.

The growth of individual coniferous tree species on Vancouver Island follows a 

predictable cycle finm year to year (Allen and Owens 1972, Owens 1973, Owens and
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Molder 1984a, Owens and Molder 1984b, Owens and Molder 1985). Nevertheless, the 

interval over which radial growth occurs for each species does not always coincide with 

the same calendar dates or progress at the same rate through the season baroque and 

Smith 1999, Gedalof and Smith 2001b). The use of the term “tree-time” is introduced in 

this dissertation to refer to a species’ natural schedule: when in its phenological cycle 

trees start to produce xylem, when they form the different ̂ rpes of woody tissue that 

make up a season’s radial-growth increment, and when they allocate energy needed to 

produce xylem the following season. Individual tree-times may help define what climate 

factors are likely to be most important to radial-growth in a  given year, and consequently 

may help predict which climate parameters can be reconstructed accurately for a given 

relationship.

A shortcoming of previous dendroclimatological research in the Pacific Northwest 

region is that researchers have derived climate proxies by assuming that calendar-time 

consistently matched tree-time. If  trees do not consistently form rings in the same 

calendar-time interval, the year-to-year climate/radial-growth relationship will contain 

excess noise. Noise is defined as extraneous information that weakens a direct tree-ring 

relationship to a particular climate variable (Fritts 1976).

With each half of the climate/radial-growth relationship using a different method 

of keeping track of time, it is not surprising that reconstructions derived firom these 

relationships do not produce strong results. Because seasonally variable climate 

conditions in a maritime location can greatly alter the tuning and rate of tree growth firom 

year to year, setting both the meteorological collection of data and the initiation o f growth
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onto the same timing system does not seem possible. To get better results, some form of 

compensation for the different timing of growth processes must be built into climate 

reconstructions. With this in mind, this dissertation focuses on, first, determining 

whether better climate/radial-growth relationships can in fact be established using 

multiple species, and if so, to then see how these newly derived relationships can be 

applied to dendroclimatological research in maritime locations.

1,2 Research Purpose

The aim o f this research program is to examine the growth response o f high- 

elevation conifers on Vancouver Island to climate. Building on the success o f previous 

tree-ring studies in this setting (Smith and Laroque 1998b, Laroque and Smith 1999,

Lewis and Smith 1999, Gedalof and Smith 2001b), this research explores ways to derive 

more reliable proxy climate reconstructions fiom multiple species in a maritime climate. 

This research is distinct fix)m past studies in two ways:

(1) The sampling density of the coastal tree-ring network is unprecedented in the 

literature (Biasing and Fritts 1976; Briffa et a l 1992). Such a sampling density is 

important in its own right, because previous dendroclimatological studies have assumed 

that limited sample sizes can adequately represent a coastal region. This assumption has 

never been tested. Furthermore, extensive sampling is particularly important on 

Vancouver Island because previous research has suggested that this area may be a 

meeting point for various large-scale climatic patterns (Wiles et a l 1996). Distinctly 

different chronologies have been found to the north and south of Vancouver Island along 

the coast, and to the east in the interior of British Columbia (Wiles et al. 1996, Beaubien
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and Freeland 2000, Watson et a i 2000). Tree-ring records on Vancouver Island 

consequently should be examined to see if  th ^  are distinct fiom those found in these 

other regions, and to what extent they may differ across Vancouver Island.

(2) The use o f multiple species fiom the same location, to derive better pro)qr 

climatic parameters, has yet to be attempted anywhere. This approach is used to derive 

reconstructions with stronger signal-to-noise ratios, which are then able to increase the 

amount of explained variance that characterize existing dendroclimatic proxy 

reconstructions fiom Vancouver Island.

13 Research Objectives

The research has four key objectives:

A. to collect increment cores fiom high-elevation conifer species fiom an extensive 

network of coastal sites on Vancouver Island;

B. to describe radial-growth changes over time and space on Vancouver Island;

C. to establish individual “tree-times” o f each species by relating the timing and 

responses of the radial growth o f these trees to known climatic parameters; and

D. to develop improved climate/radial-growth models capable of predicting the 

effects of past, present and future climates on selected conifer species.

Chapter 2 discusses the study sites on Vancouver Island. Chapter 3 documents 

the chronology development and describes the dendrochronological utility o f each 

species. It also describes the trees’ ages and radial-growth characteristics. C huter 4 

investigates the spatial and temporal patterns of the network. Chapter 5 explores the
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individual response of each species to climatic inputs, the tuning o f ring growth and how 

it relates to the physiological incorporation o f climate into radial growth. Chapter 6 

derives and tests a new multiple species modelling method to improve upon existing 

single-species climate/radial-growth models. Chapter 7 uses the derived models from 

Chapter 6 to hindcast past climate conditions using the established relationships. Chapter 

8 then incorporates climate data from historical records and forecasted general circulation 

models to predict the response o f radial growth under future climates in both the short 

and long term. The last chapter. Chapter 9, summarizes the dissertation, and concludes 

by discussing the strengths, weaknesses, and implications o f the various steps that were 

taken.
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2.0 Study Sites

2.1 Study Area

Vancouver Island is a 450 km long and 75 km wide island on the west coast of 

British Columbia, Canada (located between 47° and 52° north latitude, 123° and 128° 

west longitude), with a northwest-southeast orientation (Figure 2.1). Elevation rises fiom 

sea level to a maximum o f2200 m asl in the Vancouver Island Insular Mountain Range. 

These mountains run the length of Vancouver Island and help modify the large-scale 

climatic forcing mechanisms that play a role in the island’s biogeography.

2.2 Biogeoclimatic Zones

The British Columbia Ministry of Forests has developed a system o f classification 

for forested and rangeland areas (i.e., Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification, Pojar and 

Meidinger 1991). The system incorporates various factors such as major climate 

elements, characteristic plant species, and drainage characteristics of individual locations 

to better describe the province’s natural environment (Krajina 1965,1969). Four 

biogeoclimatic zones are present on Vancouver Island (Pojar and Meidenger 1991); the 

Coastal Douglas-fir (CDF) zone, the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) zone, the 

Mountain Hemlock (MH) zone, and the Alpine Tundra (AT) zone (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).

The CDF zone is restricted to the relatively dry, low-elevation area of 

southeastern Vancouver Island, which has cool, wet winters, and warm, dry summers 

(Pojar et a i 1987, Klinka et a i 1991). The area is dominated by Douglas-fir with smaller 

components of western red-cedar, grand fir, shore pine, Garry oak, western yew, big leaf 

maple, red alder, black cottonwood, and arbutus (Nuszdorfer et a i 1991). The forest
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Figure 2.1 - Map of northwestern North America highlighting the Vancouver Island study area.
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Figure 2.2 - The four biogeoclimatic zones on Vancouver Island. CWH = Coastal Western 
Hemlock zone, CDF= Coastal Douglas-fir zone, M H= Mountain Hemlock zone,
AT = Alpine Tundra zone (adapted finm Pojar and Meidinger 1991: 52).
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Figure 2.3 -The altitudinal separation o f the four biogeoclimatic zones on Vancouver 
Island according to the existing Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification system 
(adapted fiom Pojar and Meidinger 1991:55).
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structure in this zone is a mixture o f open and multi-storied canopies, but is hard to ^ i f y  

because it is also the most heavily influenced by hiunan impacts (Nuszdorfer er al. 1991).

The CWH zone is by far the wettest and largest o f all Vancouver Island zones.

The CWH has mild winters and cool summers, although short hot periods are possible in 

the summer months (Pojar et aL 1987, Klinka et a i 1991). This zone is the most diverse 

on Vancouver Island in terms of munber of tree species present, with western hemlock, 

western red-cedar, amabilis fir, western white pine, yellow-cedar, grand fir, shore pine, 

red alder, black cottonwood, bigleaf maple, western yew, Sitka spruce, and Douglas-fir 

all present in various numbers throughout the zone (Pojar et al. 1991a). CWH forests are 

typified by a continuous, multi-storied canopy with some gaps.

The MH zone has short, cool summers and cool winters with a deep snowpack 

(Klinka et al. 1991). On Vancouver Island the dominant trees in the MH zone are 

mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar, with a minor component o f amabilis fir or subalpine 

fir. Most trees grow in open areas as individuals or as part o f small tree islands, but they 

can also be found in more continuously treed areas in their lower elevations (Pojar et al. 

1991b).

The AT zone on Vancouver Island is limited to mountain summits where ice and 

snow remain nearly all year. The AT zone is predominantly treeless except for 

krununholz mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar that occur above 1500 m asl. In the AT 

zone, firost can occur at any time of the year, soil development is limited, and harsh wind 

conditions contribute to make seedling survival and tree growth nearly impossible (Pojar 

and Stewart 1991).
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The biogeoclimatic zones are presented as distinct, but sharp boundaries do not 

usually exist. While each zone is characterized by tree species that tolerate some degree of 

variability in their environmental requirements, these factors tend to shift gradually from 

zone to zone. The environmental factors that differentiate the zones include temperature, 

precipitation, elevation, aspect, and snowpack accumulations. Most of these factors are 

ultimately controlled by the large-scale physiographic effects o f Vancouver Island.

2.3 Physiographic Effects

On the west coast of Vancouver Island, prevailing winds bring moisture-laden air 

masses onshore, providing conditions that are cool and very wet. More moisture 

condenses out of these air masses as they reach further inland to the higher central areas 

of the island. On northern portions o f the island, similar cool and wet conditions 

dominate, but a more gradual elevation gain somewhat diminishes the high amounts of 

moisture received. On the eastern side of Vancouver Island a rainshadow effect is created 

by the central Insular Mountain Range, making for drier localized conditions. The 

southeastern portion of the Island is the driest of all regions, largely because it is 

influenced from the north and northwest by a rainshadow effect of the Insular Mountains, 

and is protected firom the southwest by rainshadow effects o f the Olympic Peninsula. The 

central portion of the island contains the highest elevations and, therefore, has the coolest 

temperatures and the largest snowpack accumulations (Hnytka 1990).

2.3 Study Site Locations

Tree-ring samples were collected at 40 high-elevation sites on Vancouver Island.

At each study site, increment core samples firom multiple tree species were collected.
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Figure 2.4 shows the 40 sampling sites and Table 2.1 presents information about each site 

(number, name, code, species sampled, and location). The sites are 6om treeline 

locations found along a northwest-southeast longitudinal transect and three east-west 

latitudinal transects. Treeline areas were selected because strong climate signals are 

characteristically retained in the tree-ring records o f trees growing at their tolerance limits 

(Fritts 1976). Potential sites were identified close to the axis o f each transect, but because 

high-elevation sites did not always fidl directly under the transects, sampling was 

sometimes carried out at the nearest suitable location. As much as possible, sites were 

positioned equidistant along the east-west transects. Sites were also positioned both east 

and west of the longitudinal transect to capture any wet-side/dry-side effects that might be 

present along the length of Vancouver Island.

The study sites were chosen so as to keep aspect, slope, and stand characteristics 

similar. Where possible, sampling took place at locations with a minimum 1000 m asl 

elevation and at the upper elevation limit o f growth for each tree species at each particular 

site. At most sites the limit o f growth was found at approximately 1250-1300 m asl for 

yellow-cedar, while for mountain hemlock sampling generally occurred at 1300 -1500 m 

asl or at the summit of the mountain. Whenever possible summit locations were chosen 

to reduce noise resulting from the ecological consequences of slope and aspect (Fonda 

and Bliss 1969). When locations other than the sununit had to be sampled, areas with as 

little slope as possible were sought

For mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar, sampling was limited to open subalpine 

tree islands (Figure 2.5a-c). Previous research found that sampling at scattered tree
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Study Site
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Figure 2.4 - Map o f Vancouver Island showing the transect lines and study sites.



Table 2.1 - The 40 study sites and sampling information. Tree species sampled
VlH = mountain hemlock, YC = yellow-cedar, WH = western hemlock, DF =

are abbreviated as follows;
Douglas-fir, WRC = western red-cedar.

No.
Name Site Code

Trees lecies Sampled Site Description (Latitude, longitude, average elevation, 
NTS map sheet, UTM coordinate)

MH YC WH DF WRC

1 Mount Cain 96N/97N X X X 50* 13' 55" N, 126* 19’ 30 " W, 1 lOOm asl, 92 L/l, 907670

2 Mount Bechcr 971 X X 49* 39’ 30 ” N, 125* 12’ 40" W, 1120 m asl, 92 F/11,407023

3 Green Mountain 96 V/97C X X X 49* 03’ 20" N, 124* 20’ 25" W, 1200m asl, 92 F/1,021344

4 Mount Macintosh 96K X X 50* 40’ 10" N, 127* 51’ 20" W, 696m asl, 92L/I2,808133

5 Castle Mountain 97M X X 50* 28’ 10" N, 127* 03’ 00” W, 1100m asl, 92 U l, 907670

6 Butterfly / Wolf Ridge 96T /96S X X 50* 11’ 10" N, 127* 43' 05" W, 610m asl, 92 L/4,899595 
50* 1 r  00" N, 127* 44’ 20" W, 518m asl, 92 L/4,916603

7 Colonial Creek 97K X X 50* 17’ 30" N, 127* 33’ 20" W, 915 m asl, 92 L/5,031722

8 Bulldog Ridge 97L X X 50* 17 50" N, 127* 14’ 00" W, 870m asl, 92 L/6,259731

9 Mrs. Wade Mountain 96L X X 50* 21’ 30" N, 126* 53’ 05" W, 1097m as|, 92 L/7,503804

10 Mount Elliot 96M X X 50* 17 50" N, 126* 29’ 55" W, 1433m asl, 92U8,780744

11 Mount Menzies 970 X X 50* 12’ 15" N, 125* 28’ 10" W, 915m asl, 92 K/3,232643

12 Apple Tree Hill 96P X X 50* 08’ 00” N, 126* 46’ 55" W, 1036m asl, 92 L/2,582550

13 Maquilla Peak 97P X X 50* 07 55" N, 126* 21’ 45" W, 1220m asl, 92 L/l, 891563

14 Silver Spoon Saddle 960 X X 49* 58’ 30" N, 126* 40' 45" W, 900m asl, 92 E/15,664386

IS South Sheena Creek 96Q X X 49* 55’ 45" N, 126* 09’ 55" W, 1158m asl, 92 E/16,032348

16 Nesook Creek 97Q X X X 49* 46’ 45" N, 126* 16’ 50” W, 610m asl, 92 E/16,964166

17 Mount Upana 96X X X 49* 49’ 10 ” N, 126* 07' 20" W, 1025m asl, 92 E/16,073225

18 Mount Heber 97E X X 49* 53’ 50 ” N, 125* 55’ 50 ” W, 1375m asl, 92 F/13,89831

19 Lupine Mountain 97D X X 49* 49’ 15" N, 125* 31’ 00 ” W, 1300m asl, 92 F/13,189215

20 Mount Washington 94MW/97H X X 49* 44' 35" N, 125* 17 30" W, 1400m asl, 92 F/11,350130

Os



Table 2.1- cont. The 40 study sites and sampling information. Tree species sampled are abbreviated as follows;
MH = mountain hemlock, YC = yellow-cedar, WH = western hemlock, DF = Douglas-fir, WRC = western red-cedar.

No. Name Site Code
Trees lecies Sampled Site Description (Latitude, longitude, average elevation, 

NTS map sheet, UTM coordinate)
MH YC WH DF WRC

21 Hanging Valley Creek 97F X X 49' 40' 10 " N, 125' 58' 30" W, 1130m asl, 92 F/12,855061

22 Circlet L.ake 93CIR X 49' 41' 30" N, 125* 23' 30" W, 1260m asl, 92 F/11,280070

23 Milla l.ake 94ML X X 49' 33' 20" N, 125* 23’ 00" W, 1380m asl, 92 F/11,265924

24 Cream Lake 95CRM X 49' 29' 00" N, 125' 31' 00" W, 1280m asl, 92 F/5, 166846

25 Mount Apps 960 X X 49' 26' 30" N, 124' 57' 55" W, 1200m asl, 92 F/7,578779

26 Mount Porter 96H X X 49' 18' 30" N, 125' 13' 45" W, 1140m asl, 92 F/6,380645

27 Mount Arrowsmith 94MA/97A X X X 49' 16' 15" N, 124' 37 30" W, 1120m asl, 92 F/7,818585

28 Mount Redford 97B X X X 49' 01' 30" N, 125' 24' 40" W, 680m asl, 92 F/3,239333

29 Pirate Peak 97J X X 49 '  06' 20" N, 124' 52' 55" W, lOIOm asl, 92 F/2,625407

30 Dougias Peak 96F X X 49' 08' 10" N, 124' 38' 45" W, 1365m asl, 92 F/2,802432

31 Mount Moriarty 96E X X X 49' 08' 30" N, 124' 28' 00" W, 1400m asl, 92 F/1,932440

32 Wapiti Ridge 96C X X X 48' 59' 40" N, 124' 26' 20" W, 1040m asl, 92 C/16,948277

33 Haley Lake 96U X X 49' 00' 30" N, 124' 18' 45" W, 1320m asl, 92 F/1,043293

34 Heather Mountain 94HM X X 48' 57 37" N, 124' 27' 23" W, 1135m asl, 92 C/16,936232

35 Mount Franklyn 96D X X 48' 54' 40" N, 124' 11' 00" W, 1060m asl, 92 C/16,118163

36 Mount Brenton 96J X X 48' 54' 00" N, 123' 50' 50" W, 1305m asl, 92 B/13,380166

37 Mount Prévost 95MP X 48' 49' 50 " N, 123' 43' 50 " W, 780m asl, 92 B/13,441089

38 T-A-D Ridge 96B X X X 48' 41' 40" N, 124' 16" 40" W, 980m asl, 92 C/9,062941

39 Mount Modeste 961 X X X 48' 38' 20 " N, 124' 06" 20 " W, 1 lOOm asl, 92 C /9 ,183875

40 San Juan Ridge 96A X X X 48'31' 15" N, 124' 07 50" W, lOOOm asl, 92 C/9, 163748
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Figure 2.5 - Three representative sites from the sturfy: A) A northern site, # 9, Mrs. Wade 
Mountain, B) A mid-island site, # 2, Mount Becher (Note: snow surv^ signs in the tree in 
the centre o f the photograph), C) A southern site, # 3, Green MountaitL
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islands greatly diminished the problems attendant with competition in closed stands 

(Laroque 1995; Smith and Laroque 1996,1998a, 1998b; Laroque and Smith 1999) 

Sampling o f other tree species in the study was conducted at as high an elevation as 

possible. Open stands were always sought but sampling often occurred under a more 

continuous canopy for western hemlock, western red-cedar, and Douglas-fir.

Field research took place in the sununers o f 1996 and 1997. Permission to access 

all o f the sites was granted by either the timber license holder or BC Parks.
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3.0 Chronoloyv Development

3.1 Introduction

Crossdating is the technique whereby radial-growth patterns from individual cores 

in a series are matched to define a coherent group pattern. This chapter describes the 

methods used to collect the cores and to develop the crossdated chronologies. Detailed 

are the procedures used to process the cores, the analytical protocol followed, the site 

properties, and the crossdating results.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Sampling Protocol

Increment cores (two per tree at cross-slope positions at dbh) were collected from 

20 trees per species at each site (Stokes and Smiley 1968). The largest and tallest canopy 

trees were selected for sampling, while trees with obvious structural damage were 

excluded. A minimum of two tree species were sampled at each site, except at three sites 

(# 22, # 24, and #37) where only a single series was collected. Both mountain hemlock 

and yellow-cedar trees were sampled at 32 o f the 40 locations. At the remaining sites 

only one of these species was sampled in conjunction with western hemlock, western red- 

cedar, subalpine fir or Douglas-fir (Table 2.1). In all, 88 sets of cores from 40 locations 

make up the sampling networic.

3.2.2 Sample Preparation

Individual increment cores were transported in plastic straws to the University of 

Victoria Tree-Ring Laboratory where they were air dried. Once dry, the cores were glued 

to slotted mounting boards (Fritts 1976). All samples were initially sanded using coarse-
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grade sandpaper (50 or 80 grit) with a belt sander. Following this, a hand-held orbital 

Sander with progressively finer grades o f sandpaper (120,240,400 grit) and a final hand 

polish with very fine sandpaper (600 grit) were used to finish preparing the samples.

3J23 Measurement

An image o f each tree core, created using a high-resolution Agfa Duoscan™ 

scanner (2000 dpi x 1000 dpi), was analyzed by WinDENDRO (Version 6.1b, 1996) 

software to assign ring boundaries. Once each ring boundary was visually confirmed by 

the operator, WinDendro measured every ring width to the nearest thousandth of a 

millimetre. These WinDendro-formatted data files were converted to the Tucson decadal 

format using the program CONVERT (Version 1.3,1996), which rounded the data to the 

nearest hundredth of a millimetre.

3.2.4 Crossdating

The ring-width data were checked for signal homogeneity using the International 

Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) program routine COFECHA (Version 3.0, Holmes 1999). 

COFECHA correlates incremental sections of ring-width data with the average result 

firom the entire group of cores. Using this program an operator can identify where a 

possible problem exists in the measurement data, or where a missing or false ring location 

might be located.

Individual cores fix>m a series that did not show a common growth signal and 

detracted firom a site’s homogeneity were eliminated firom fturther analysis. Common 

characteristics that forced the removal o f a  core firom analysis included: broken pieces 

that could not be interpreted; discolourations in the wood sequences that did not produce
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distinct ring boundaries; or growth sequences limited by factors other than climate.

COFECHA provides statistics useful for describing the collective radial-growth 

signal present in a set of data. The mean series correlation describes the average o f the 

correlations o f each core’s ring-width data to the overall master series in question. In this 

study positive values of the mean series correlation above 0.328 are significant at a p < 

0.01 level of confidence (based on 50-year segments) and indicate a series chronology 

that contains a homogeneous growth signal.

Mean sensitivity is defined as a measure of "mean percentage change firom each 

measured yearly ring value to the next" (Douglass 1936, cited by Fritts 1976:258). It 

shows how sensitive a tree or group of trees is to the year-to-year changes in factors 

affecting its growth. A value o f 0.0 indicates complacenqr or little year-to-year 

sensitivi^, and a value of 1.0 indicates extreme ring-width change fix>m year-to-year.

Mean measurement is simply the average measurement of all of the ring widths in 

all cores within each site series. The statistic gives further information on the individual 

growing characteristics for each series, and it is a helpful measure for comparing site and 

species chronologies.

Autocorrelation is a measure of the relationship of one year's radial-growth on 

radial-growth in the following year. This measurement has a scale of 0.0 to 1.0. A value 

of 0.0 indicates that no autocorrelation exists in the data, and would signify that the 

growth in one year has no effect on the next year's growth. A measure of 1.0 indicates 

that each year's growth completely dictates growth in the following year ̂ o lm es et al. 

1986; Colenutt and Luckman 1991).
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3.2.5 Standardization

Standardization is a two-step process that eliminates variation in ring widths 

resulting fiom changes associated with aging, and then combines the detrended data into 

a series index by calculating a robust mean (Cook 1999). Detrending, for example, 

provides a way to make the wide rings of a young tree more comparable to narrower rings 

firom an older tree (Schweingruber 1988,1993). Standardization, then, reduces the age- 

dependent variation in ring widths, ensuring that they reflect environmental constraints as 

much as possible. By averaging the standardized ring-width measurements into an index, 

a homogeneous series chronology is created.

The program TURBO ARSTAN V2.07 (Cook 1999) was used to detrend (remove 

the biological growth trend) and standardize the tree-ring data sets to eliminate any 

inherent growth patterns. The detrending function of the program provides a best-fit 

growth curve that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio of each core using three possible 

methods.

• A negative exponential curve describes a ring-width decrease as trees grow older 

and was the detrending method used for most cores in this study. This is the most 

common trend in trees that are growing in open-canopy stands (Figure 3.1a).

• A cubic smoothing spline curve corresponds to radial-growth trends in trees with 

a slow early growth, a peak in radial-growth rate in the middle o f the life cycle, 

and then reduced radial-growth in old age. This type of growth trend is common 

in closed-canopy stands, in which trees exhibit a growth spurt as a result of 

gaining sufficient height in the upper canopy to take advantage o f more available 

sunlight (Figure 3 .1b) (Cook and Peters 1981).
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• Linear regression equations are straight lines that approximate the radial-growth

trend of trees with highly irregular growth rates. This type o f detrending is most 

often used when tree growth has occurred in a closed-canopy stand in which a 

disturbance event alters the regular growth cycles (Figure 3.1c ) (Cook and Briffa 

1990).

A single detrending often eliminates only the age-related growth trend, leaving 

noise in the tree-ring chronologies from exogenous disturbances (e g., fire damage to a 

stand) and endogenous processes (e.g., gap-phase responses by a tree). To eliminate this 

noise, it is standard practice to detrend each sample a second time using a second 

detrending method (Cook and Briffa 1990). Some form of a smoothing spline, with 

either a high-frequency cutoff response or a high series length scaling factor, is used to 

highlight the climate signal. The common level of spline “stiffoess” uses a scaling factor 

of two-thirds the length of the data set (66 %). In this study, a second detrending was 

undertaken using different scaling factors depending upon the species. Because the 

mountain hemlock samples were found at the highest elevation at sites where little 

exogenous and endogenous disturbance occurs Rowells 1965), the stififest, and most 

conservative scaling spline was used (80 % series length cutoff. For other species 

sampled at lower elevations, the scaling factor was reduced to account for increases in 

competition effects in areas of more continuous canopy (Cook and Peters 1981). Yellow- 

cedar chronologies were detrended a second time using a 70 percent series length cutoff, 

while the western hemlock, western red-cedar, subalpine fir and Douglas-fir were
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Figure 3.1 - The three methods o f detrending used in this study: A) The negative 
exponential curve, B) The cubic smoothing spline, C) The linear regression equation 
(adapted fiom Cook and Briffa 1990:99).
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detrended a second time using a 66 percent series length cutoff. Once all o f the 

individual cores were double detrended, all cores in a  series were compiled into 

standardized tree-ring chronologies (one per species per site) using Turbo ARSTAN 

(Cook 1999).

3.2.6 Estimated Population Signals

A basic assumption o f dendrochronology is that the tree-ring data collected 

provides a good representation o f the overall population signal strength at the site. A 

simple test of this assumption can be derived from the Estimated Population Signal (EPS) 

statistic. EPS is a measure that determines how well a chronology based on a finite 

number of trees approximates the theoretical population chronology from which it is 

assumed to have been drawn. EPS values are favoured over other statistical tests (e.g., 

ANOVA) in dendrochronology, as the EPS can be calculated on series made up of 

variable core depths and lengths and even when the number of cores per tree differs 

(Briffa and Jones 1990). EPS takes into account the increasing uncertainQr in a tree-ring 

chronology as the sampling depth lessens (Wigley et al. 1984). If the EPS remains 

between 0.80 to 0.85 (Briffa and Jones 1990, Wigley et a i 1984), then the chronology is 

regarded as robust to allow for climatic reconstruction. The remaining portion of the 

chronology can still be used in a climate reconstruction, but the confidence placed in that 

portion of the reconstruction is not as strong (Briffa and Jones 1990, Wigley et a i 1984). 

33  Results

3.3.1 Tree Age Characteristics

The ages of the oldest individual trees found at each site are mapped in Figure 3.2,
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#  Study Site 
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Figure 3.2 - The oldest trees sampled at each study site iu the study. Ages were grouped 
and were broken into three classes and mapped.

revealing three general Vancouver Island age groups. On the north end o f the island and 

southward along the western coast to the Albemi Inlet, the high-elevation trees ranged in 

age from 400 to 700 years old. This group also occurs on the east side o f Vancouver 

Island Èom the northern tip southward to the Campbell River Lakes area. The oldest 

trees were found in the north-central and central parts of the island. This area 

encompasses Strathcona Provincial Park and the highest relief on the island. In this 

region trees up to 1200 years of age were found, with individuals over 700 years of age 

common at most sampling location, hi the eastern and southern areas o f Vancouver
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Island the youngest high-elevation forests were found. From the Nanaimo Lowlands 

southward along the east side of the Beaufort Range, and south o f the Albemi Inlet, high- 

elevation trees rarely exceeded 330 years. Two exceptions occurred; a 497-year-old 

yellow-cedar found in a high-elevation bog at the Heather Mountain site, and a 695-year- 

old mountain hemlock above a rocky ledge at the Mount Modeste site.

These three age groups have likely resulted 6om dominant climate forcing 

mechanisms and past disturbance events. In the southern and eastern regions, conditions 

are generally drier and snowpacks much shallower (Hnytka 1990). These conditions 

likely result in a higher local forest fire fiequency compared to regions on the north and 

west coast o f the island, where greater precipitation lessens the fire hazard (Gavin 2000). 

The age distribution on southern Vancouver Island is thought to be an artifact of fires in 

the 17* century. Laroque and Smith (1999) show evidence for a fire at high elevations in 

this region in the late summer of 1669 AD. Schmidt (1957) and Parminter (1990) concur 

and describe a large regional fire that occurred in the 1660s over the same region at low 

elevation. In general, montane areas exhibit cool, wet, rocky, and isolated drainage 

basins that help to curtail any forest fire activity (Pew and Larson 2001).

33.2 Altitudinal Boundaries

A significant biogeoclimatic boundary on Vancouver Island is the one that 

separates western hemlock stands from those dominated by mountain hemlock. Although 

the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification system assumes that this change in forest 

composition occurs close to the 1000 m contour (EC Ministry of Forests 1993), data from 

this study show that this is rarely the case (Figure 3.3). Instead the transition occurs at
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Figure 3.3 - The elevation of the western hemiock-mountain hemlock ecotonal boundary 
at each of the three east-west transect lines in the study.

elevations well below 1000 m on the west side of Vancouver Island, above the 1000 m 

contour along the main divide, and at lower altitudes on the east side o f Vancouver 

Island. These spatial patterns presumably reflect a response of either too much or too 

little moisture, which could affect the trees during their growing seasons.
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3 3 3  Crossdating Results

Results of the crossdating analysis are presented in Tables 3.1,3.2, and 3.3. The 

mean series correlations for mountain hemlock ranged from 0.323 to 0.623 (overall 

average 0.490); yellow-cedar had a slightly lower range (0.2S9 to 0.533, overall average 

0.433). The western hemlock series had a range from 0.328 to 0.592 (overall average 

0.447) for the 11 sites sampled, but limited sampling precluded defining ranges for the 

other species. In general, signals from all o f the chronologies were statistically significant 

and presented homogeneous patterns from each group of cores. In some cases there were 

a few sites where the cores did not crossdate well, likely due to the impact o f local 

variation within the site (e.g., local soil variability).

Yellow-cedar was as sensitive (average mean sensitivity 0353) as mountain 

hemlock (0.251) and slightly more sensitive than western hemlock (0.234). All three 

measures are considered high in previous dendrochronological analyses completed in the 

Pacific Northwest ̂ tt l  and Peterson 1995, Laroque 1995). While western hemlock had 

the highest average autocorrelation value (0.779), both yellow-cedar (0.764) and 

mountain hemlock (0.729) also had relatively high values, indicating that the previous 

year’s growth had a strong relationship to the annual growth of these species.

33.4 Species Utility

The chronologies in this study crossdate well and have good dendrochronological 

utility. Of the 88 original chronologies, 80 provide a statistically reliable signal over a 

multi-century time period. Mountain hemlock trees seem to be the best suited for 

dendrochronological applications and were the easiest of the species examined to
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crossdate. Only one site (Mt Upana) yielded a poor chronology for mountain hemlock.

Mountain hemlock trees produce a strong, coherent group signal when 18 or more 

cores are present in a chronology (Table 3.4). The relatively low autocorrelation 

(compared with the other species studied) and high mean sensitivity values recorded are 

positive features o f the species for dendroclimatological analysis in the regioiL Mountain 

hemlock also had the strongest EPS among the species studied (Table 3.4). Average 

values o f0.938 were recorded when 33 or more cores were used to construct a 

chronology. The species consistently showed the same radial-growth pattern (noted by 

recurring conspicuous rings) in almost all samples, and once these pointer rings were 

established, easier crossdating was facilitated (Figure 3.4a).

The only deviation firom a normal ring structure in mountain hemlock 

occurred when a black ring was encountered. The term '"black ring” describes a 

crystallized resinous zone of dark growth without normal wood cell structures (Figure 

3.4b). This narrow ring could be confused with a zone of latewood, but in fact it 

represents an entire year’s growth and must be counted as such for proper crossdating. 

Although the crystallized material in the ring has not been positively identified, there is 

some indication that it may be styloid crystals grown out from the previous year’s last 

formed latewood cells (Kellogg and Rowe 1981). The black rings do not occur in a 

continuous radius around the bole, nor do thqr seem to occur in the same year of growth 

in more than one tree. The formation of the ring is not thought to be related to climate as 

it occurs infrequently and never in the same year in different cores at a  site.

Yellow-cedar is more difficult to crossdate than mountain hemlock. In the pith



Table 3.1- Parameters for the crossdated mountain hemlock chronologies in the study.

Site
No.

Name n = Trees 
(cores)

Range 
(years AD)

Chronology 
length (years)

Mean series 
coneUtion

Mean
sensitivity

Mean
measurement

AulP-
cpirelatipn

1 Mount Cain 49(81) 1166-1997 832 0.510 0.292 0.410 0.596

2 Mount Becher 18(32) 1668-1997 330 0.550 0.284 0.620 0.759

3 Green Mountain 20(38) 1749-1996 248 0.561 0.298 0.690 0.595

4 Mount Macintosh 19(30) 1294-1996 703 0.440 0.235 0.330 0.795

S Castle Mountain 18(33) 1543-1997 455 0.450 0.234 0.570 0.739

6 Butterfly Ridge 15(25) 1655-1996 342 0.473 0.262 0.710 0.838

7 Colonial Creek 15(28) 1533-1997 465 0.431 0.278 0.530 0.759

8 Bulldog Ridge 19(32) 1445-1997 553 0.437 0.247 0.480 0.769

9 Mrs. Wade Mountain 19(32) 1370-1997 627 0.473 0.224 0.460 0.780

10 Mount Elliot 23(41) 1292-1996 705 0.467 0.270 0.520 0.568

II Mount Menzies 17(28) 1491-1997 507 0.403 0.249 0.500 0.787

12 Apple Tree Hill 20(39) 1339-1996 658 0.423 0.215 0.440 0.793

13 Maquilla Peak 19(34) 1320-1997 678 0.426 0.230 0.410 0.712

14 Silver Spoon Saddle 19(35) 1362-1996 635 0.483 0.244 0.470 0.740

IS South Sheena Creek 19(33) 1553-1996 444 0.408 0.212 0.630 0.772

16 Nesook Creek n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

17 Mount Upana 16(24) 1337-1996 660 0.323 0.239 0.500 0.779

18 Mount Heber 19(37) 1410-1997 588 0.544 0.257 0.450 0.684

19 Lupine Mountain 15(27) 1520-1997 478 0.413 0.232 0.450 0.710

20 Mount Washington 19(37) 1504-1997 494 0.558 0.277 0.570 0.732

21 Hanging Valley Creek 18(32) 1375-1997 623 0.443 0.219 0,440 0.795
tv



Table 3.1, cont.- Parameters for the crossdated mountain hemlock chronologies in the study,

Site
No.

Name n = Trees 
(cores)

Range 
(years AD)

Chronology 
lepgth (ytars)

Mean series 
correlation

Mean
sensitivj^

Mean
Mbpsurement

Auto
correlation

22 Circlet Lake 45 (67) 1557-1993 437 0.521 0.255 0.720 0.610

23 Milla Lake 21 (24) 1558-1993 436 0.525 0.262 0.640 0.661

24 Cream Lake 23 (39) 1412-1995 584 0.606 0.270 0.580 0.666

25 Mount Apps 16(30) 1552-1996 445 0.518 0.298 0.760 0.694

26 Mount Porter 20(36) 1747-1996 250 0.537 0.227 1.010 0.720

27 Mount Arrowsmlth 18(35) 1648-1997 350 0.619 0.263 0.620 0.714

28 Mount Redford n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

29 Pirate Peak 20(38) 1777-1997 221 0.531 0.258 0.670 0.716

30 Douglas Peak 20(38) 1708-1996 289 0.572 0.225 0.890 0.826

31 Mount Moriarty 20(36) 1738-1996 260 0.613 0.287 0.770 0.731

32 Wapiti Ridge 21 (38) 1784-1996 213 0.623 0.236 1.270 0.754

33 Haley Lake 22(41) 1876-1996 121 0.502 0.237 1.310 0.687

34 Heather Mountain 11(16) 1754-1993 240 0.470 0.307 0.780 0.592

35 Mount Franklyn 17(28) 1751-1996 246 0.499 0.249 0.890 0.797

36 Mount Brenton 17(28) 1641-1996 356 0.444 0.240 0.580 0.813

37 Mount Prévost n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

38 T-A-D Ridge 18(32) 1699-1996 298 0.489 0.230 0.790 0.735

39 Mount Modeste 20(38) 1301-1996 696 0.441 0.237 0.520 0.722

40 San Juan Ridge 15(23) 1490-1996 507 0.420 0.239 0.590 0.835

mean 459 0.490 0.251 0.637 0.729

median 455 0.483 0.247 0.580 0.735



Table 3.2 - Parameters for the crossdated yellow-cedar chronologies in the study.

Site
No.

Name n = Trees 
(cores)

Renge 
(years AD)

Chronology 
length (years)

Mean series 
cprreWon

Mean
sensitivity

Mean
measurement

Auto
correlation

1 Mount Cain 42(44) 1205-1994 789 0.450 0.257 0.360 0.619

2 Mount Becher 20(34) 1509-1997 489 0.457 0.255 0.580 0.792

3 Green Mountain 13(24) 1707-1996 290 0.533 0.263 0.670 0.785

4 Mount Macintosh 12(15) 1320-1996 677 0.357 0.261 0.310 0.784

5 Castle Mountain 17(29) 1172-1997 826 0.409 0.240 0.370 0.767

6 Wolf Ridge 14(23) 1470-1996 527 0.336 0.285 0.630 0.774

7 Colonial Creek 18(31) 1459-1997 539 0.475 0.287 0.530 0.752

8 Bulldog Ridge 17(32) 1421-1997 577 0,426 0.272 0.460 0.774

9 Mrs. Wade Mountain 17(31) 1065-1996 932 0,458 0.271 0.310 0.743

10 Mount Elliot 21 (31) 1290-1996 707 0.501 0.264 0.370 0.725

II Mount Menzies 18(31) 1390-1997 608 0.439 0.245 0.700 0.782

12 Apple Tree Hill 18(27) 1154-1996 843 0.401 0.258 0.330 0.782

13 Maquilla Peak 17(30) 1257-1997 741 0.358 0.222 0.560 0.799

14 Silver Spoon Saddle 16(30) 1237-1996 760 0.463 0.277 0.450 0.740

IS South Sheena Creek 10(16) 1067-1996 930 0.407 0,231 0.370 0.788

16 Nesook Creek n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

17 Mount Upana 16(28) 1305-1996 692 0.401 0.251 0.490 0.793

18 Mount Heber 16(30) 1354-1997 644 0.473 0.257 0.350 0.694

19 Lupine Mountain 17(28) 1133-1997 865 0.397 0.259 0.290 0.758

20 Mount Washington 48(91) 1702-1994 292 0.464 0.209 0.880 0.806

21 Hanging Valley Creek 16(25) 1243-1997 755 0.447 0.243 0.420 0.777



Table 3.2, cont. - Parameters for the crossdated yellow-cedar chronologies in the study.

Site
No,

Name n = Trees 
(cores)

Range 
(years AD)

Chronology 
length (years)

Mean series 
correlation

Mean
sensitivity

Mean
Measurement

Anto»
eprtfiatien

22 Circlet Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

23 Milla Lake 22(24) 798-1994 1196 0.300 0.279 0.430 0.692

24 Cream Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

25 Mount Apps 18(32) 1145-1996 852 0.450 0.236 0.500 0.820

26 Mount Porter 17(30) 1452-1996 545 0.404 0.236 0.670 0.829

27 Mount Arrowsmlth 44(61) 1105-1994 889 0.433 0.238 0.520 0.720

28 Mount Redford 10(18) 1761-1997 237 0.259 0.245 1.180 0.866

29 Pirate Peak 22(39) 1634-1997 364 0.479 0.257 0.570 0.773

30 Douglas Peak 19(36) 1752-1996 245 0.552 0.254 0.890 0.725

31 Mount Moriarty 17(30) 1707-1996 290 0.414 0.209 0.960 0.851

32 Wapiti Ridge 17(27) 1809-1996 188 0.484 0.261 0.950 0.670

33 Haley Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

34 Heather Mountain 14(25) 1497-1994 498 0.430 0.269 0.670 0.728

35 Mount Franklyn n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

36 Mount Brenton 18(31) 1704-1996 293 0.458 0.264 0.540 0.771

37 Mount Prévost n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

38 T-A-D Ridge 18(33) 1641-1996 356 0.500 0.234 0.620 0.762

39 Mount Modeste 21 (34) 1327-1996 670 0.521 0.279 0.570 0.778

40 San Juan Ridge 13 (20) 1533-1996 464 0.416 0.258 0.570 0.758

mean 60S 0.433 0.253 0.560 0.764

median 626 0.443 0.257 0.535 0.773 w



Table 3.3 -Parameters for crossdated chronologies of the other species in the study. Species codes are as follows; WH = western hemlock, WRC = western red- 
cedar, DF = Douglas-fir, and SAP = subalpine fir.

Site
No,

Name Species n = Trees 
(cores)

Range 
(years AD)

Chronology 
lengdi (years)

Mean series 
cotielafion

Mean
sensitivity

Mean
measuremenl

Anlor
çppTçlation

1 Mount Cain WH 15(24) 1320-1997 678 0.328 0.218 0.470 0.788

3 Green Mountain WH 17(32) 1696-1997 302 0.500 0.232 0.810 0.805

16 Nesook Creek WH 17(27) 1615-1997 383 0.370 0.230 0.600 0.75

16 Nesook Creek WRC 13(23) 1616-1997 382 0.474 0.178 0.940 0.789

27 Mount Arrowsmlth WH 8(15) 1705-1997 293 0.512 0.215 0.820 0.796

28 Mount Redford WH 13(25) 1469-1997 529 0.447 0.264 0.850 0.781

28 Mount Redford WRC 10(18) 1672-1997 326 0.501 0.189 1.140 0.86

31 Mount Moriarty WH 19(33) 1760-1996 237 0.471 0.231 1.440 0.797

32 Wapiti Ridge WH 13(24) 1791-1996 206 0.592 0.232 1.320 0.865

33 Haley Lake SAP 35(35) 1922-1996 75 0.474 0.243 2.200 0.412

33 Haley Lake WH 24(29) 1791-1996 206 0.448 0.293 2.250 0.609

35 Mount Franklyn DF 17(30) 1724-1996 274 0.575 0.213 1.130 0.882

37 Mount Prévost DF 32(35) 1740-1996 257 0.472 0.263 1.420 0.721

38 T-A-D Ridge WH 17(21) 1648-1996 349 0.400 0.225 0.630 0.801

39 Mount Modeste WH 8(14) 1601-1996 396 0.354 0.208 0.790 0.728

40 San Juan Ridge WH 19(27) 1708-1996 289 0.497 0.235 0.780 0.852

WHmean 351 0.447 0.234 0,860 0.779

WH median 302 0.448 0.231 0.790 0.796
wo\
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Figure 3.4 > A) a consistentpointer yearin ail mountain hemlock samples was the 1946 ring. 
The arrow points to the 1946 ring. B) a "‘black-ring” which was occasionally found only in 
mountain hemlock ring sequences. Through crossdating, all black rings were found to 
contain the growth increment o f a single year. The arrow points to the black-ring.

area of many yellow-cedar trees, it is hard to distinguish between actual ring changes 

and the often highly variable cell and wood colours. Wood tissue is often full o f reaction 

wood because of the pliable nature of saplings under deep snowpacks (Grossnickle 1992, 

Koppenaal and Mitchell 1992, Klinka and Chourmouzis 2001). In addition, near the bark 

of very old trees, the rings o f eariywood and latewood are not always easily discernable; 

the density of the two is similar (Josza 1992), the rings are small (< 0.10 mm), and the



Table 3.4 - The estimated population signal strength of all of the mountain hemlock chronologies in the study.

Site No. Name Estimated 
Population Signal

Number 
of cores

EPS
0.80-0.85

Number of
ÇOI0S

Date EPS is > 
0i^(M).85 (AD)

Range (AD)

I Mount Cain 0.98 80 0.85 27 1470 1166-1997

2 Mount Becher 0.96 32 0.89 10 1720 1668-1997

3 Green Mountain | 0.97 34 0.90 16 1800 1749-1996

4 Mount Macintosh 0.93 30 1 0.83 9 1600 1294-1996

5 Castle Mountain 0.92 30 1 0.86 10 1675 1543-1997

6 Butterfly Ridge 0.92 25 0.80 12 1860 1 1655-1996

7 Colonial Creek 0.92 28 0.80 22 1790 1533-1997

8 Bulldog Ridge 0.94 32 0.81 11 1650 1445-1997

9 Mrs. Wade Mountain 0.95 31 0.88 88 1680 1370-1997

10 Mount Elliot 0.95 40 0.88 25 1700 1292-1996

II Mount Menzies 0.92 28 0.81 19 1725 1491-1997

12 Apple Tree Hill 0.93 39 0.85 19 1565 1339-1996

13 Maquilla Peak 0.95 34 0.83 15 1555 1320-1997

14 Silver Spoon Saddle 0.95 35 0.81 16 1520 1362-1996

IS South Sheena Creek 0.91 33 0.88 28 1785 1553-1996

16 Nesook Creek n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

17 Mount Upana 0.85 24 0.81 22 1865 1337-1996

18 Mount Heber 0.96 37 0.81 9 1520 1 1410-1997

19 Lupine Mountain 0.89 26 0.85 17 1755 1520-1997

20 Mount Washington 0.97 33 0.89 25 1785 1504-1997

21 Hanging Valley Creek 0.94 32 1 0.88 19 1680 1375-1997 00



Table 3.4, cont. - The estimated population signal strength of all of the mountain hemlock chronologies in the study.

Site No. Name Estimated 
Population Signal

Number 
of cores

EPS 
0.80 - 0.85

Number of 
cores

Date EPS is > 
0,80-0.85 (AD)

Range (AD)

22 Circlet Lake 0.96 38 0.87 9 i7IO 1557-1993

23 Milla Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1558-1993

24 Cream Lake 0.97 38 0.84 8 1570 1412-1995

25 Mount Apps 0.94 30 0.85 10 1760 1552-1996

26 Mount Porter 0.96 36 0.89 20 1825 1 1747-1996

27 Mount Arrowsmlth 0.97 35 1 0,89 14 1725 1 1648-1997

28 Mount Redford n/a n/a 11 n/a n/a n/a 11 n/a

29 Pirate Peak 0.95 38 0.90 30 1830 1777-1997

30 Douglas Peak 0.95 38 0,89 15 1760 1708-1996

31 Mount Moriarty 0.97 35 0.94 26 1790 1738-1996

32 Wapiti Ridge 0.97 38 0.91 19 1840 1784-1996

33 Haley Lake 0.94 40 0.91 34 1930 1 1876-1996

34 Heather Mountain 0.89 15 0.81 9 1860 ] 1 1754-1993

35 Mount Franklyn 0.93 28 0.89 12 1810 ^ 1 1751-1996

36 Mount Brenton 0.91 27 0.81 20 1775 1 1641-1996

37 Mount Prévost n/a n/a I1 n/a n/a n/a 1 n/a

38 T-A-D Ridge 0.93 29 0.90 12 1750 1 1699-1996

39 Mount Modeste 1 0.94 38 0.82 13 1660 1 1301-1996

40 San Juan Ridge 1 0.92 22 0.84 10 1725 1490-1996

mean 0.94 33.5 0.86 18.8 1722

median 0.94 »  1 0,86 16 1737
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boundaries between successive rings are hard to discern because each ring is only a few 

cells wide. These problems are common concerns when crossdating yellow-cedar but are 

easy to rectify when the investigator is aware o f their occurrence.

Yellow-cedar chronologies yield strong EPS statistics provided there are 

sufSdent samples (n > 16) (Table 3.5). Signal strengths o f0.909 were possible when 29 

cores made up a chronology. This species’ high mean sensitivify and low number of 

crossdating problems secure its utilify to dendrochronology. Another positive 

characteristic of upper-elevation yellow-cedar on Vancouver Island is that the wood 

structure remains intact fer a long time (Kellner et al. 2000). This means that even 

sections of rings that are partially decomposed can still be easily distinguished, polished 

and measured fig u re  3.5). Although it has a weaker mean series correlation than 

mountain hemlock, the extreme longevify o f yellow-cedar trees on Vancouver Island 

(commonly > 750 years) makes it a useful species to study.

Yellow-cedar chronologies from four sites (Mt. Macintosh, Wolf Ridge, Maquilla 

Peak, and Mt. Redford) proved to have weak mean series correlation. In these cases, low 

core numbers and site-specific characteristics (e.g., soil characteristics) are probably to 

blame for the poor results.

High-elevation western hemlock proved difBcult to crossdate, even though the 

ring boundaries are easily discernable. The biggest problem encountered with this 

species is the frequent interruption of the ring sequence by one or more “pinched out” 

(locally absent) rings. Because western hemlock fypically grows under a canopy, it 

commonly shuts down cambium development at various points o f its circumference, or



Table 3.5 - The estimated population signal strength of all of the yellow-cedar chronologies in the study.

Site No. Name Estimated 
Population Signal

Number 
of cores

EPS
0,80-0.85

Number 
of cores

Date EPS is > 
0.80-0.85 (AD)

Range (AD)

1 Mount Cain 0.97 53 0.84 29 1635 1205-1994

2 Mount Becher 0.91 25 0.83 13 1655 1509-1997

3 Green Mountain 0.95 24 0.83 19 1810 1 1707-1996

4 Mount Macintosh 0.81 15 0.81 13 1780 1 1320-1996

5 Castle Mountain | 0.90 24 1 0.83 13 1555 1172-1997

6 Wolf Ridge 0.85 21 1 0.80 20 1805 1470-1996

7 Colonial Creek 0.93 30 0.84 12 1710 1459-1997

8 Bulldog Ridge 0.91 30 0.83 13 1655 1421-1997

9 Mrs. Wade Mountain 0.94 30 0.84 9 1395 1065-1996

10 Mount Elliot 0.96 31 0.83 22 1650 1290-1996

II Mount Menzies 0.91 31 0.86 14 1775 1390-1997

12 Apple Tree Hill 0.91 25 0.81 20 1635 1154-1996

13 Maquilla Peak 0.89 29 0,86 16 1610 1257-1997

14 Silver Spoon Saddle 1 0.95 24 0.84 17 1690 1237-1996

IS South Sheena Creek 1 0.87 16 0.82 14 1620 1067-1996

16 Nesook Creek 0.57 n/a 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a

17 Mount Upana 0.92 18 1 0.82 12 1585 1305-1996

18 Mount Heber 0.92 30 1 0.84 II 1560 1354-1997

19 Lupine Mountain 0.93 27 0.82 25 1565 1133-1997

20 Mount Washington 0.97 82 0.87 22 1785 1 1702-1994

21 Hanging Valley Creek 0.91 20 0.85 14 1650 1 1243-1997



Table 3.5, cont. - The estimated population signal strength of all of the yellow-cedar chronologies in the study,

Site No. Name Estimated 
Population Signal

Number 
of cores

EPS
0.80-0.85

Number 
of cores

Date EPS is > 
0.80-0.85 (AD)

Range (AD)

22 Circlet Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

23 Milla Lake 0.83 22 0.83 22 1850 798-1994

24 Cream Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

25 Mount Apps 0.94 31 0.87 25 1675 1 1145-1996

26 Mount Porter 0.92 28 1 0.81 20 1785 1 1452-1996

27 Mount Arrowsmlth { 0.97 57 0.84 27 1760 1105-1994

28 Mount Redford 0.66 18 n/a n/a n/a 1761-1997

29 Pirate Peak 0.92 31 0.83 24 1835 1634-1997

30 Douglas Peak 0.96 36 0,84 14 1810 1752-1996

31 Mount Moriarty 0.90 30 0.87 10 1810 1707-1996

32 Wapiti Ridge 0.94 27 0.86 16 1860 1809-1996

33 Haley Lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

34 Heather Mountain |1 0.91 22 0.84 14 1800 1497-1994

35 Mount Franklyn 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

36 Mount Brenton |1 0.92 31 0.83 1835 24 1704-1996

37 Mount Prévost n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

38 T-A-D Ridge 0.95 32 0.82 1700 1 1641-1996

39 Mount Modeste 0.95 29 1 0.80 1580 10 1327-1996

40 San Juan Ridge 0.88 18 0.86 1840 17 1533-1996

mean 0.91 29 0.83 17 1705

median 0.92 28.5 0.83 16 1700 A
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Figure 3.5 - An example 6om a 1582 years old yellow-cedar fiom northern Vancouver Island. 
A) The arrow points to the boundary where deteriorating wood turns to rot and where ring 
boundaries can no longer be distinguished. B) The arrow pomts to where sound wood 
begins to transform into deteriorated w o o ^  tissue. Note Uiat the ring boundaries are still 
visible in the deteriorated wood.

Figure 3.6 - A sample o f western hemlock showing pinched out rings. The three arrows 
all point to rings that are pmched out in this small section of the sample.
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concentrates growth in areas best positioned to maximize the collection of light and 

nutrients (Schweingruber 1996, van Pelt and Franklin 1999). These uneven patterns of 

growth are reflected in the ring structures fig u re  3.6), and make crossdating difScult. 

When constructing crossdated chronologies from western hemlock trees it is almost 

impossible to find ring-width sequences that do not contain inherent problems. On 

average 25 cores were needed to attain a signal strength o f0.895. Three of the II western 

hemlock chronologies (from Mount Cain, Nesook Creek, and Mount Modeste) remain 

suspect, even though these sites have high core counts. The weak EPS values at these 

three sites, and in general for all western hemlock sites, show that this species is not the 

best candidate to use in dendrochronological analyses from high-elevation environments 

(Table 3.6).

An associated problem is that western hemlock trees appear to alter some o f their 

visual characteristics at the upper-elevation limit of their range. They appear in a gradient 

from a common western hemlock expression, to a “hybrid-like” western 

hemlock/mountain hemlock appearance. These changes include leaf and bark 

characteristics, and also show up in the pattern of radial increments. Hybrid-like samples 

from Mt. Arrowsmlth crossdated better with visually “pure” western hemlock samples 

from 100 m lower in elevation than with “pure” mountain hemlock firom 100 m higher in 

elevation. This was true even though, on a whole, the mountain hemlock samples 

crossdated more reliably and produced better chronologies (mean series correlation =

0.619 from 35 cores) than western hemlock (mean series correlation = 0.512 from 15 

cores). Although western hemlock and mountain hemlock are reported to hybridize (e.g..



Table 3.6 - The estimated population signal strength of all of the other species chronologies in the study. Species codes are as follows; WH = western 
hemlock, WRC = western red-ccdar, DF = Douglas-fir, SAP = subalpine fir.

Site No. Name Species Estimated 
Populetion Signal

Number 
of cores 1

EPS
0,80-0.85

Number 
of cores

Date EPS is > 
0.80-0.85 (AD)

Range
(AD)

I Mount Cain WH 0.81 24 1 0.80 22 1880 1 1320-1997

3 Green Mountain WH 0.92 32 0.83 11 1750 1 1696-1997

16 Nesook Creek WH 0.88 27 0.84 23 1845 1615-1997

16 Nesook Creek WRC 0.92 21 0.81 15 1820 1616-1997

27 Mount Arrowsmith WH 0.90 15 0.85 11 1835 1705-1997

28 Mount Redford WH 0.90 25 0.83 20 1870 1469-1997

28 Mount Redford WRC 0.90 16 0.82 14 1830 1672-1997

31 Mount Moriarty WH 0.93 33 0.87 16 1820 1760-1996

32 Wapiti Ridge WH 0.94 24 0.87 14 1850 1 1791-1996

33 Haley Lake SAP 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 n/a

33 Haley Lake WH 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 n/a

35 Mount Franklyn DF 1 0.97 32 0.82 17 1780 1 1724-1996

37 Mount Prévost DF 1 0.90 25 0.81 10 1825 1 1740-1996

38 T-A-D Ridge WH 1 0.90 27 0.83 11 1775 1648-1996

39 Mount Modeste WH 1 0.82 14 0.82 13 1885 1601-1996

. 40 San Juan Ridge WH 0.95 27 0.88 17 1760 1708-1996

WH mean 0.90 25 0.84 16 1827

WH median 0.90 26 0.83 15 1840
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TsugaXjzffreyî), it is thought to only occur rarely in nature (Taylor 1972). The 

consensus is that the hybrid-looking individuals commonly encountered are genetically 

more similar to western hemlock (Taylor 1972), and this seems to be the case in this 

study, especially with regard to ring characteristics and ring sequences.

Ring characteristics o f high-elevation western red-cedar are more similar in 

crossdating characteristics to western hemlock than to yellow-cedar. As with western 

hemlock, boundaries between eariywood and latewood are highly visible and so the 

problem commonly encountered is incomplete ring sequences due to locally absent rings 

(Figure 3.7). As with western hemlock, these ring aberrations can account for a single or 

many missing rings. Typically, when crossdating western red cedar, a ring sequence 

either crossdates well, or it does not crossdate at all. As with western hemlock, these 

effects most likely result from competition for light in the closed canopy (van Pelt and 

Franklin 1999).

High-elevation Douglas-fir sampled in this study presented no significant 

problems in crossdating. The boundaries between the rings were well defined, and 

eariywood and latewood separation was equally distinct Because upper-elevation 

Douglas-fir were near their altitudinal lim it fow of the problems associated with 

crossdating low-elevation Douglas-fir (e g., due to insect damage) seem to be encountered 

(Alfaro and Macdonald 1988).

Subalpine fir generally grow in open subalpine meadows on Vancouver Island, 

and when trees large enough to sample were found, few aberrant effects were present in 

their ring structures. It is common to find predictably tight early-stage growth in the
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Figure 3.7 - The arrow points to a location on a sample of western red-cedar where rings 
pinch out. This characteristic in western red-cedar ring structures does not occur as 
frequently as in western hemlock.

species, which results from growing in the deep snowpack environment (Laroque et a i 

2000/01). Once past die sapling stage, the ring structures are well defined and provide 

no problems in crossdating. No further analyses of subalpine fir were undertaken, as no 

tree over 100 years was found.

The limited Douglas-fir, subalpine fir, and western red-cedar in these environments 

show chronology characteristics in the same range as those o f western hemlock 

(Table 3.6). If more samples could be found, these species may be well suited for 

dendrochronological analysis in upper-elevation areas of Vancouver Island.
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4.0 Spatial and Temporal PimensioM

4.1 Introduction

Tree-ring chronologies are known to share common signals over distances as great 

as 700 km. Cropper and Fritts (1982) show that similar radial-growth trends occur within 

trees distributed from the American Southwest to the interior of British Columbia. 

Nevertheless, Wiles et al. (1996) found two distinct patterns of radial growth in the 

Pacific Northwest and suggested these represented the direct convergence of oceanic 

circulation patterns. This suggestion provided the impetus behind ongoing 

dendroclimatological research in the region (e g.. Wiles et al. 1996, Wiles et al. 1998, 

Gedalofl999).

An objective o f this study was to distinguish which climatic parameters influence 

the spatial growth patterns o f high-elevation trees on Vancouver Island. Once the spatial 

dimension of radial-growth patterns was better understood, it was important to ascertain 

whether and how this pattern has changed through time. This chapter documents the 

complex spatial and temporal relationships between climate and radial growth on 

Vancouver Island.

4.2 Spatial Anatysis

The crossdated chronologies established in Chapter 3 were analyzed to see if  any 

spatial patterns existed. An 88 x 88 chronology correlation matrix was constructed to 

compare these relationships over a common time flame flom 1793 to 1993, a well- 

replicated 200-year interval in all the chronologies. Values found above 0.24 over the 

200-year interval indicate that the radial-growth patterns are similar to a high degree (p <
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0.0001). Each species was grouped inside the matrix to assist in the comparison of 

within- and between-species correlations spatially in the networic (Appendix B).

Most within-species cross correlations were highly significant, with very few site- 

to-site chronologies failing to show the same 200-year pattern in the test. The strongest 

correlations were usually from nearby sites o f the same species. Between-species tests 

often showed a high correlation, especially when the two chronologies came from the 

same or nearby locations. The strongest correlations between species pairs were for 

mountain hemlock and western hemlock, and between mountain hemlock and yellow- 

cedar.

To try to understand if there was any north-to-south variation in these 

relationships, a second test was conducted comparing six sites from northern Vancouver 

Island to six sites from southern Vancouver Island. The 6 x 6  matrix was selected from 

sites containing both a mountain hemlock and a yellow-cedar chronology (Figure 4.1). In 

general there is a strong similarity within each species group, with all the northern 

mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar chronologies indicating significance above the p < 

0.0001 level (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The southern within-group matrix again shows a high 

degree of similarity  ̂(Tables 4.3 and 4.4).

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present correlations between sites in the northern and southern 

group for each species. In this case, very strong patterns again dominate (e.g., Apple Tree 

Hill vs. San Juan Ridge for mountain hemlock and Castle Mountain vs. Mount Modeste 

for yellow-cedar), with only a few values not exhibiting a strong significantly similar 

signal. The chronology comparisons are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.
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Northern Study Group 
Q  Southern Study Group

Bulldog Ridge 
Castle Mountain 
Mrs. Wade Mountain 
Mount Elliot 
Apple Tree Hill 
Mount Maquilla 
Green Mountain

8 Heather Mountain
9 Wapiti Ridge
10 T-A-D Ridge
11 Mount Modeste
12 San Juan Ridge

Figure 4.1- The location of the six most northern and six most southern sites that have 
both mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar chronologies available for spatial comparison 
on Vancouver Island.
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Table 4.1- Correlation matrix of the northern group of mountain hemlock chronologies 
(all values are above 0.24 and significant at p < 0.0001).

Name Bulldog
Ridge

Castle
Mountain

Mrs. Wade 
Mountain

Mount
EUiot

Apple 
Tree Hill

Mount
Maquilla

Bulldog
Ridge

1.00 — — — — —

Castle
Mbuntem

0.55 1.00 — — — —

hh-s. Wade 
Mountam

0.26 0.56 1.00 --- — —

Mount
Elliot

0.36 0.56 0.57 1.00 — —

Apple Tree 
HiU

0.39 0.52 0.66 0.51 1.00 —

Mount
Maquilla

0.58 0.51 0.36 0.31 0.42 1.00

Table 4.2 - Correlation matrix of the northern group of yellow-cedar chronologies (all 
values are above 0.24 and significant p < 0.0001).

Name Bulldog
Ridge

Castle
Mountain

Mrs. Wade 
Mountain

Mount
ElUot

Apple 
Tree Hill

Mount
Maquilla

Bulldog
Ridge

1.00 — — — — —

Castle
Mountain

0.67 1.00 — — — —

Mrs.
Wade

Mountain

0.49 0.70 1.00 --- —■ —

Mount
Elliot

0.52 0.52 0.56 1.00 --- —

Apple
TreeHOl

0.85 0.64 0.56 0.57 1.00 —

Mount
MaquUlia

0.56 0.48 0.44 0.59 0.54 1.00
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Table 4.3 - Correlation matrix of the southern group o f mountain hemlock chronologies 
with values above 0.24 significant at p < 0.0001. Shaded areas are values with r < 0.24 
and individual p-values contained in brackets.

Name Green
Moimtain

Heather
Mountam

Wapiti
Ridge

T-A-D
Ridge

Motmt
Modeste

San Juan 
Ridge

Green
Mountain

1.00 — — — — —

Heather
Mountain

0.52 1.00 — — — —

Wapiti
Ridge

0.50 0.36 1.00 — — —

T-A-D
Ridge

0.35 0.22
(0.005)

0.70 1.00 — —

Mount
Modeste

0.44 0.30 0.50 0.52 1.00 —

San Juan 
Ridge

0.36 0.33 022
(0.004)

0.27 0.58 1.00

Table 4.4 - Correlation matrix of the southern group o f yellow-cedar chronologies (all 
values are above 0.24 and significant p < 0.0001).

Name Green 
. Mountain

Heather
Mountain

Wtqaiti
Ridge

T-A-D
Ridge

Mount
Modeste

San Juan 
Ridge

Green
Moimtain

1.00 — — — — —

Heather
Mountain

0.72 1.00 — — — —

Wapiti
Ridge

0.36 0.42 1.00 — — —

T-A-D
Ridge

0.42 0.44 0.47 1.00 — —

Mount
Modeste

0.63 0.74 0.38 0.64 1.00 —

San Juan 
Ridge

0.45 0.65 0.43 0.53 0.67 1.00
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Table 4.5 - Conelatioa matrix o f the northern versus southern group o f mountain 
hemlock chronologies with values above 024 significant at p < 0.0001. Shaded areas are

Name Bulldog
Ridge

Castle
Mountain

hAs. Wade 
Mountain

Mount
EUiot

Apple 
Tree Hill

Mount
Maquilla

Green
Mountam

0.39 0.46 0.38 0.62 028 0.49

Heather
Mountain

0.35 0.40 0.29 0.41 0.27 0.19
(0.006)

Wapiti
Ridge

0.52 0.42 0.52 0.27 0.21
(0.003)

0.37

T-A-D
Ridge

0.52 0.38 0.29 0.14
(0i04)

0.22
(0.002)

0.42

Mount
Modeste

0.61 0.57 0.50 0.41 0.58 0.49

San Juan 
Ridge

0.37 0.48 0.37 0.57 0.73 0.32

Table 4.6 - Correlation matrix o f the northern versus southern group o f yellow-cedar 
chronologies with values above 0.24 significant at p < 0.0001. Shaded areas are values

Name - Bulldog 
Ridge

; Castle 
Mountain

Mrs.
' Wade 
Mountain

Mount
EUiot

Apple
TreeHiU

Mount
Maquflla

Green
Mountain

0.38 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.39 0.31

Heather
Mountain

0.47 0.57 0.51 0.61 0.50 0.49

Wapiti
Ridge

0.06
(0.385)

0.28 0.34 0.33 0.19
(0.008)

023
(0.001)

T-A-D
Ridge

0.41 0.55 0.57 0.48 0.41 0.35

Mount
Modeste

0.66 0.70 0.57 0.68 0.68 0.61

San Juan 
R % e

0.45 0.49 0.52 0.52 0.59 0.51
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Castle Mountain .

V»,̂ Avv*^vvC:Æ^^

Apple Tree Hill

A Mount Maquilla^ . .

Heather Mountain

Wapiti Ridge ,

Mount Modeste .

San Juan Ridge

1800 1350 1900 1950 2000

Figure 4.2 - The 12 mountain hemlock chronologies in the north- to south-island 
comparison. The chronologies are displayed from north to south and encompass the time 
frame fit)m 1795-1995.
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Castle Mountam

Mrs. Wade Mountam

Apple Tree Hill

A . . .

Green Mountam

w"l

Green Mountain  ̂ .

, Heather Mountam ^  *
/\^^/vVAvv<vV\/V^^ V W ^

Wapiti Ridge

Aĵ y—
.San Juan Ridge

1800 1850 1900 1950 2000

Figure 4.3 - The 12 yellow-cedar chronologies in the north- to south-island comparison.
The chronologies are displayed from north to south and encompass the time frame from 
1795-1995.
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These results show that the radial-growth trends are similar 6om  the northern to the 

southern areas o f Vancouver Island over the 200-year interval. This spatial pattern is 

similar to the single homogeneous pattern described by Cropper and Fritts (1982), and 

unlike the distinct-zone model proposed by Wiles et al, (1996).

4J Temporal Anatysis

The results from the above analysis suggest that over the last 200 years, radial- 

growth patterns on Vancouver Island have been similar. The correlation matrices 

demonstrated that most sites were strongly similar to each other but not perfectly related, 

so an analysis was undertaken to examine the year to year changes to the pattern of 

growth over time. To test for changes in past growth, the 32 sites that contained both a 

mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar chronology were analyzed (Figure 4.4). The 

program SURFER™ (Version 6.04,1997) was used to map the spatial co-ordinates of 

each site and to distinguish when radial growth was greater or less than one standard 

deviation from the average ARSTAN index of each species for the year. A mapped 

image for each year (1493 AD to 1993 AD) was constructed (data before this period are 

too intermittent for a complete network analysis).

A year-by-year analysis of the mapped deviations o f radial growth for each year 

shows there are four basic growth patterns figu re  4.5a-d):

• Years where no pattern existed (Figure 4.5a).

* Years when radial growth was greater or less at the northern study sites when 

compared to those on southern Vancouver Island (Figtue 4.5b).
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Figure 4.4 - A mapped image from the Surfer analysis in which all sites that contain both 
a mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar chronology and were used in the spatial analysis are 
displayed by a circular qrmbol.

Figure 4.5 - The growth patterns found within the last 500 years on Vancouver Island as 
revealed by the Surfer spatial analysis. Sites with radial growth above one standard 
deviation are indicated by a triangle ^m bol (A). Sites with radial growth below one 
standard deviation are indicated by a circular symbol ( • ) . The sample patterns are :
A) no spatial pattern, B) greater growth in the north or the south, C) greater growth in 
central Vancouver Island, D) greater growth in the east or west coast of the island.
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• Years when radial growth was greater than normal on central Vancouver Island, 

and lower than normal at northern and southern sites ( Figure 4.5c).

• Years when radial growth was greater along one coast than the other (Figure 4.5d).

Overall there was no systematic deviation in the pattern of growth across 

Vancouver Island. The dominant yearly growth trend was that no pattern existed 

(occurring over 90 % o f the time). No clear deviation fiom a pattern of similarity^ makes 

sense since most sites were so closely correlated. When differences in radial growth did 

appear, it never repeated in subsequent years and were always interrupted by years where 

no coherent pattern existed. Moreover, the year-by-year analysis produced no obvious 

cyclical time frame for any of the recognizable patterns.

These results indicate that, although specific weather conditions may influence 

radial-growth patterns on Vancouver Island in an individual year, there has been no 

overall change in the frequency or magnitude of these patterns in the last 500 years. They 

exist only for a year and do not signal any latitudinal persistence that might be associated 

with large shifrs in the dominating climate-forcing mechanisms as was suggested by 

Wiles et al. (1996). Vancouver Island appears to have been influenced by the same 

predominant forcing mechanisms throughout the past, suggesting that Vancouver Island 

is not under the influence of two or more systems in a given year (i.e. one system 

dominating the north, and a different system dominating the south) as was originally 

hypothesised (Wiles et al. 1996). Instead, a single forcing mechanism influences radial 

growth over the entire island.
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4.4 Island-wide Master Chronologies

Because radial-growth patterns for each species have remained similar across 

Vancouver Island for at least the last 500 years, and because the growth patterns for all 

species were similar within species across the island as established by the correlation 

matrix, the 88 chronologies developed in Chapter 3 were averaged into island-wide 

master chronologies (one for each species). Each master chronology was constructed by 

averaging all yearly values from all sites into a master Vancouver Island value for the 

year. The five master chronologies are displayed in Figures 4.6.

1.0 -  Douglas-fir

I  1 .0 - Western red-cedar

I  1.0+ Mountain hendock

1.0

M 1,0 -- Western hemlock

I
800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Years (AD)

Figures 4.6 - The five master Vancouver Island chronologies developed in the study.
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Table 4.7 illustrates the cross-species correlation of the master chronologies over

a 200-year interval from 1793-1993. The relationships that existed between the species

from the 88 x 88 chronology matrix is maintained within the master chronologies, with

mountain hemlock and western hemlock continuing to share the greatest similarity. The

significant similarities between most species provide a rationale for investigating

common mechanisms that might control similar characteristics o f the master

chronologies. The non-significant relationships also provide a justification for looking at

species-specific factors in climate/radial-growth relationships.

Table 4.7 - Interspecies correlations from 1793-1993 fbr master chronologies. Values 
above 0.24 are significant at p < 0.0001. Note that because o f the very short interval for 
subalpine fir it could not be used in the comparison.

mountain
hemlock

yellow-
cedar

western
hemlock

western
red-cedar

Douglas-fir

mountain
hemlock

1.00 — — — —

yellow-
cedar

0.50 1.00 — — —

western
hemlock

0.64 0.24 1.00 — —

western
red-cedar

0.20 0.38 0.15 1.00 —

Douglas^fir 0.22 0.14 0.36 0.11 1.00

4.5 Large-scale Forcing Mechanisms

Due to the close proximi^ o f the Pacific Ocean, the radial-growth of trees on 

Vancouver Island is likely affected by large-scale oceanic forcing mechanisms (Wiles et
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a i 1996, Peterson et a i 1999, Wiles et a i 1998, Gedaiof and Smith 2001a). Three such 

mechanisms have been documented:

• an equatorial sea surface temperature (SST) mechanism, found in oceanic effects 
such as El Nino and the southern oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon. One of the 
ways these phenomena are measured is by their relation to the I T  C SSTs in the 
equatorial Pacific, where spatial and temporal fluctuations cooler than this 
temperature are linked to many climate-forcing patterns (e g., precipitation 
fluctuations along the coast of Peru). A widely used index of the variation o f the 
cooler phases of ENSO as measured in SSTs is the Cold Tongue Index (CTI) 
(Smith et a i 1996). The updated Smith et a i (1996) data set is available firom the 
Joint Institute of the Study o f the Atmosphere and the Oceans (JISAO) website 
HittD://www.jisao.washington.edii/inaîn.htmL accessed November 16/2001) and 
has a continuous record o f monthly values fiom 1896 to present

• an interannual to interdecadal recurring pattern o f climate variability centred in 
the mid-latitudes of the Pacific Ocean, called the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 
(PDO) ^ an tu a  et al. 1997). The pattern has two distinct phases, a warm/dry 
phase and a cool/moist phase. The PDO is characterized by sudden dramatic 
phase reversals. Instrumental data fiom the region indicate phase switches took 
place around 1925,1947 and 1977. Proxy records indicate diat these phase 
switches have occurred for at least the last 350 years (Biondi et al. 2001, Gedaiof 
and Smith 2001a). The updated Mantua et a i (1997) data set is available fiom the 
JISAO website flittp://www.iisao.washinpton.edu/main.html. accessed November 
16/2001) and has a continuous record of monthly values from 1900 to present.

• a variability  ̂pattern across North America especially accurate for winter climates, 
measured by the Pacific North American (PNA) index (Wallace and Gutzler 
1981). The PNA index is a measure o f the standardized 500 hPa geopotential 
heights over 4 grid points in the northern Pacific Ocean and North American 
continent (Wallace and Gutzler 1981). The PNA index is used to relate stationary 
air pressure patterns over the defined area in the winter months to various types of 
climate related processes happening at the surface. The updated Wallace and 
Gutzler (1981) data set is available fix>m the JISAO website 
(httD://www.!isao.washineton.edu/main.html. accessed November 16/2001) and 
has a continuous record of monthly values from 1948 to present.

Monthly values, as well as seasonal averages Q)JF, MAM, JJA, SON), for each

climate index were correlated with the five master chronologies established in section 4.4

(80 correlations in the matrix; 12 monthly and four seasonal variables by the five master

http://www.jisao.washington.edii/ina%c3%aen.htmL
http://www.iisao.washinpton.edu/main.html
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chronologies). Values significant at the 95 and 99 percent confidence intervals are 

displayed in Table 4.8,4.9 and 4.10 for each o f the three matrices.

Table 4.8 - Relationships between the Cold Tongue Index and the master chronologies for 
five species. Significant values of single monthly or seasonal CTI parameters are listed at 
either the 99 or 95 percent confidence interval (p-values are listed in brackets).

1 99% 99% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Mountam
hemlock

MAM
(0.002)

Mar
(0.004)

Apr
(0.01)

Aug
(0.045)

DJF
(0.049)

Jan
(0.048)

JJA
(0.023)

Jul
(0.021)

May
(0.018)

Yellow-
cedar

DJF
(0.035)

Feb
(0.033)

Western
hemlock

Dec
(0.023)

DJF
(0.027)

JJA
(0.031)

Jul
(0.019)

Oct
(0.024)

SON
(0.047)

Western
redrcedar

SON
(0.007)

Dec
(0.008)

Oct
(0.011)

Nov
(0.012)

Jul
(0.045)

JJA
(0.046)

Douglas^
fhr

Table 4.9 - Relationships between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the master 
chronologies for five species. Significant values o f single monthly or seasonal PDO 
parameters are listed at either the 99 or 95 percent confidence interval (p-values are listed 
in brackets).

99% 99% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Mountam
hemlock

Apr
(0.002)

Jun
(0.029)

Yellow-
cedar

Apr
(0.009)

Feb
(0.003)

Mar
(0.039)

Jan
(0.015)

JJA
(0.048)

SON
(0.010)

MAM
(0.048)

Jul
(0.027)

Western
hemlock

Western
red-cedar

Douglas-fir
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Table 4.10 - Relationships between the Pacific North American Index and the master 
chronologies for five species. Significant values o f single monthly or seasonal PNA 
parameters are listed at either the 99 or 95 percent confidence R values are listed in 
brackets).

99% 95% 95%

Mountain hemlock JJA (0.010) Jun (0.042)

Yellow-cedar Jan (0.007) JJA (0.040)

Western hemlock

Western red-cedar Nov (0.018) SON (0.040)

Douglas-fir May (0.034)

The index that displayed the most similariQr to radial growth was the CTI. All 

tree species, except Douglas-fir, were related to this index over the interval 1896-1996 in 

some manner. Mountain hemlock showed a strong spring signal, while western red-cedar 

has a strong autunm/winter signal (Table 4.8). Both yellow-cedar and western hemlock 

have relationships significant at the 95 percent interval, with yellow-cedar’s correlation 

being more prominent in the winter compared to western hemlock’s stronger summer and 

autumn signals.

The PDO signal was correlated significantly with only yellow-cedar and mountain 

hemlock (Table 4.9). Both species have a strong relationship to April PDO values, and 

yellow-cedar also correlates strongly to spring, sununer and autunm seasonal parameters 

and January, February, March, and July values. Mountain hemlock shows a strong 

relationship to the June index in addition to the very strong relationship to the April 

values. All other high-elevation species did not show any significant relationships to the
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PDO index during the correlated period 1900-1996.

The PNA correlation matrix had the fewest relationships of the three indices to 

radial-growth of the Vancouver Island master chronologies (Table 4.10). Only yellow- 

cedar had a correlation to the index at the 99 percent level, and that was for the January 

parameter. Yellow-cedar also had a relationship significant to the PNA at the 95 percent 

level, in this case to the JJA seasonal parameter, and it shared this distinction with 

mountain hemlock. Mountain hemlock was also significantly correlated with the June 

monthly index values at the 95 percent confidence level. Western hemlock had no 

significant relationships with the PNA and western red-cedar and Douglas-fir had only 

one significant relationship each. Westem red-cedar’s relationship was with the autumn 

seasonal variable, while Douglas-fir’s was with the May monthly index values.

4.6 Discussion

Tests of the spatial dimensions of the Vancouver Island tree-ring series reveal that 

there is no spatial pattem or difference in ring-width growth over the island in the 

montane zone. This characteristic has been constant for at least the last 500 years, and is 

evidence for long-term stability of the uniformitarianism principle in tree-ring response 

on Vancouver Island. It also suggests that if an outside regulator of climate does 

influence the growing conditions, all high-elevation trees are similarly affected. Years 

with distinguishable patterns are apparently produced by synoptic weather patterns or 

local extreme events that influenced radial-growth in individual years. As such, they are 

not likely to be part of a larger overall dominating pattem.

The process influencing radial growth on Vancouver Island is not clearly evident.
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It was hoped that one mechanism could be identified as kqr to radial-growth across the 

montane zone, since the patterns had remained the same over the last 500 years. Instead, 

different species o f trees seem to be more sensitive to different forcing mechanisms (i.e., 

mountain hemlock more so to the CTI and yellow-cedar more so to the PDO). Each 

species, therefore, must be producing cambium based on different climatic influences on 

their growing cycles. Each climatic affect that is linked to an oceanic mechanism must 

dominate the climate o f Vancouver Island to varying degrees in different parts of the year 

or in varying degrees in different years (e.g., mountain hemlock more so to changes in 

spring CTI changes). Because statistically significant differences in the relationship of 

each species to oceanic links are detectable, a more detailed phenological investigation 

into the specific requirements o f each tree species is needed in order to understand its 

connections to climate. These specific requirements are the subject of the next chapter.
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5.0 Dendroecologv of the Mountam Hemlock Zone on Vancouver Island 

5JL Background: Conifer Growth Characteristics

The climate/radial-growth relationship for all coniferous tree species in the 

Vancouver Island MH zone can be described by reference to a generalized annual cycle of 

growth (Figure 5.1). During the minimum photoperiod in December, trees in the MH 

zone are dormant and by early January achieve their maximum frost hardiness (Hawkins 

1993). As conditions warm in spring and the photoperiod lengthens, dehardening 

processes begin (Hawkins 1993) and, for most species, continue until March, when 

warming temperatures and snowmelt initiate a new cycle o f growth. By mid-March and 

early April, pollen release and fertilization are underway in most species (Owens et al. 

1980). Infiltrating meltwater/precipitation and/or warming soil temperatures trigger a 

period o f root growth in April, which continues for several weeks (Coleman et a i 1992). 

Bud burst and shoot elongation begin in mature trees by late April, and shoot elongation 

continues as the dominant growth process until early to mid-June (Owens and Molder 

1984a, 1984b). Although shoot growth is typically replaced by cambium development 

afrer needle growth begins, the period when earlywood production commences is highly 

variable (Fritts 1976). Earlywood cell production continues for three to four weeks, 

starting sooner and lasting longer at lower elevations than at higher elevations. Following 

earlywood development, latewood cells begin to form, and the initiation and duration of 

this stage again vary with elevation, individual tree species, and climatic conditions. At 

most sites, and for most species on Vancouver Island, latewood growth continues until 

mid-July or mid-August (Laroque and Smith 1999, Gedaiof and Smith 2001b), when tree
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MINIMUM MAXIMUM
PHOTOPBdOD FROST HARDINESS

INITIAnONOF
SNOWFALL̂

SEED SHED

HARDENING ^  
INITIATEDS ^

SHOOTS ENTER 
DORMANCY 4

FERTILIZATION
INITIATED'

LATEWOOD
GROWTH

TERMINATED'

DEHARDENING
INITIATED®

k/IAD \ INITIATION OF 
SNOWMELT®

POLUNATION 
^  INITIATED ’

INITIATION OF MAJOR 
ROOT GROWTH PULSÊ  

LEAF AND BUD .
GROWTH INITIATION

CESSATION OF MAJOR 
ROOT GROWTH PULSE 2

LATEWOOD
GROWTH
INITIATED̂

EARLYWOOD 
GROWTH 
INITIATED 6

Figure 5.1 - Generalized yearly growth cycle of upper-eievation trees on Vancouver 
Island [1 = Owens et al. (1980), 2 = Coleman et al. (1992), 3 = Moore and McKendry 
(1995), 4 = Owens and Molder (1984a), 5 = Hawkins (1993), 6 = Laroque and Smith 
(1999) and Gedaiof and Smith (2001b)].

energy is diverted into reproduction (cone development) for the following year (Owens et 

al. 1980), or into nutrient storage. This late-summer activity is followed by pre-dormancy 

(Owens and Molder 1984a, 1984b) and winter hardening processes in autunm (Hawkins

1993).

While this scenario outlines the general growth cycle of high-elevation trees on 

Vancouver Island, each tree species has its own timing and takes advantage of a particular
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niche in habitat and its associated climate. In these niches individual tree species are able 

to either out compete or co-exist with other trees and, in doing so, may dominate or exist 

as a minor component o f stands in a particular ecological zone.

This chapter will explore the climate/radial-growth relationship o f each tree 

species to assess which climate parameters are important to its growth during each stage 

of radial growth. The chapter will first determine the significant climate parameters, and 

then interpret this information in relation to each tree’s growth cycle.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 PRECON Anatysis

PRECON™ (Version 5.17.0,1999) was used to recalculate matrices o f climatic 

data using principal components analysis to form new orthogonal variables that maximize 

the variance in monthly climate parameters. The new orthogonal variables were then 

regressed with master tree-ring chronologies (Fritts et al. 1971). Each orthogonal 

variable explains successively lesser amounts of variance in the tree-ring data, and these 

new orthogonal variables were used in a stepwise multiple regression, a  procedure that 

required that the predictor variables be independent (Guiot et ai. 1982). The predictor 

variables were then tested for significance using a bootstrap method in PRECON (Efron 

1979, Guiot 1991), which constructed a probabiliQr distribution of the predicted variables 

and standard error estimates. The end result of this process is that greater confidence can 

be placed in the predictor climate variables driving radial growth than if  no cross- 

validation is carried out (Guiot 1990,1991).

PRECON then uses matrix algebra to calculate which significant regression
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coefficients are related to which initial monthly climate inputs. A matrix of significant 

variables fiom the bootstrapped procedure is multiplied by a principal component scores 

matrix (constructed fix)m initial input variables and their eigenvector loadings), to express 

the significant regression coefficients into a new set of terms expressed in original climate 

variables rather than principal components. The output from PRECON then graphically 

represents the significant initial climate variables as a response fimction that demonstrates 

the calculated relationship between monthly climate variables and radial-growth (Fritts 

1976).

Climate Data

Two inputs are needed for PRECON, climate data and tree-ring chronologies.

This study used homogenized temperature and precipitation data available fiom 

Enviromnent Canada fiom each of the five stations on Vancouver Island 

fhttD://www.cccma.bc.ec.gc.ca/hccd/data/access data.htmL accessed November 

16/2001): 1) Port Albemi, 2) Quatsino, 3) Comox, 4) Nanaimo, and 5) Victoria 

(Environment Canada 1996, Mekis and Hogg 1999, Vincent 1998, Vincent and GuUett 

1999) (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2). Homogenization of the data was carried out by 

Environment Canada to adjust and correct for changes in gauge Qrpe, station movement, 

densiQr and phase changes (snow to precipitation), etc. (see Melds and Hogg 1999,

Vincent 1998, Vincent and Gullett 1999 for more details). This was completed on a daily 

measurement scale to generate as high a quality  ̂time series for each set of station data as 

possible. Monthly values were calculated from the homogenized daily data, and were 

used in this study. In addition to the station data, snowpack data fiom two upper-

http://www.cccma.bc.ec.gc.ca/hccd/data/access
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elevation locations on Vancouver Island were collected. The two data sets are from BC 

provincial snow survey sites flittp://www.elp.gov.bc.ca/rib/wat/rfc/archive/historic.html. 

accessed November 16/2001) at Forbidden Plateau and Sno-bird Lake (Figure 5.2 and 

Table 5.1).

Tree-ring Chronologies

The master chronologies developed in Chapter 4 were used in the PRECON 

analysis. Previous research indicated that it is likely each species would have a  specific 

climate/radial-growth signature (Smith and Laroque 1998, Laroque and Smith 1999, 

Gedaiof and Smith 1999, Lewis and Smith 1999) and so each master chronology was 

tested against data fiom each climate station.

5.2.2 Estimating the Phenology of Wood Growth

In trying to understand which climate conditions trees reflect in their ring 

structures, it is important to appreciate the calendar time fiame under which each grows. 

Normally this ^rpe of growth information is estimated by repetitive sampling at a single 

site throughout a growth season (Schweingruber 1996). In this study a similar type of 

estimate was possible by sampling throughout two complete growing seasons. At each 

location, all o f the sampled cores were examined to estimate the stage of radial growth. 

The majority at each site consistently exhibited the same stage o f radial-growth 

development.

In this way an estimated stage was assigned for each species sampled at a site and 

the progression of ring development followed throughout the growing season (Figure 

5.3). An evaluation of radial growth stage was conducted for each of the two sampling

http://www.elp.gov.bc.ca/rib/wat/rfc/archive/historic.html
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Clunate Stabon

*  Snow Survey Station

0 50 km
1 I I

Figure 5.2 - Location o f five climate stations and two snowpack stations used in this study.
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Table 5.1 - The station name and number, duration of record, location and elevation of 
the five Vancouver Island climate stations and two montane snow survey sites fiom 
Vancouver Island.

Station
Name

Station
Number

Duration 
o f Record

Latitude/
Longitude

Elevation
(masl)

Port Albemi 1030180 1894-
2000

49®15'N/124®50’ W 2

Quatsino 1036570 1895-
2000

50® 32* N / 127° 3 9 'W 8

Comox 1021830 1944-
2000

49° 39'N / 124° 54’W 24

Nanaimo 1025C70 1902-
2000

49° 3 'N /123° 1 'W 30

Victoria Gonzales 1018620 1898-
2000

48° 39'N / 123° 30 'W 70

Forbidden 
Plateau (snow 

survey)

3B01 1954-
2000

49° 39'N / 125° 13'W 1130

Sno-bird Lake 
(snow survey)

3B16 1966-
2000

49° 03'N / 124° 2 0 'W 1400

seasons. In general a similar progression in radial growth was seen, with initiation and 

cessation dates varying by about a week fix>m the 1996 to 1997 season.

5.3 Results

5 J .l  Mountam Hemlock

Figure 5.4 illustrates the five response fimction analyses o f the mountain hemlock 

master chronology compared to each climate station’s data. The relationships are similar 

to those developed by Smith and Laroque (1998), Gedaiof and Smith (2001b), and Lewis 

(2001). Approximately 65 percent of the variance in mountain hemlock growth can be
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Figure 5.3 - Three yellow-cedar cores showing the extent of growth at the time of 
sampling. A) the arrow points to the earlywood growth on core 97F119B illustrating 
growing conditions early in the radial-growth season, B) the arrow points to the first 
cells o f latewood growth on core 96LII8B illustrating growing conditions mid-way 
through the radial-growth season, C) the arrow points to the termination of latewood 
growth on core 96S119B illustrating growing conditions late in the radial-growth season.
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explained by climatic factors (35 %) and prior growth characteristics (30 %). The 

relatively high percentage o f the variance explained by prior growth confirms the high 

autocorrelation values found by COFECHA (Table 3.1).

In general, three different climate parameters relate significantly to ring width. 

There is a significant positive response to growing-season temperature in the current year, 

a significant negative response to July temperature of the previous year, and a weaker 

negative response to winter precipitation. The negative relationship to the prior winter 

moisture signal is believed to be related to deep snowpack depths at high elevations on 

Vancouver Island (Smith and Laroque 1998, Gedaiof and Smith 2001b, Lewis 2001).

The ecological behaviour that underlies these climate/radial-growth relationships 

is related to the annual growth cycle o f mountain hemlock in high-elevation stands 

(Figure 5.5). Mountain hemlock follows the generalized upper-elevation growth scheme 

previously outlined, but differs from other species in the precise timing o f initiation and 

cessation of cambium development. It was found that mountain hemlock begins to form 

earlywood cells by the end of the first week of June, with latewood cell development 

^ ic a lly  beginning by the end o f the first week of July. By early August, the latewood 

cells have thickened cambial and tracheid cells, and wood-tissue growth ceases.

This yearly cycle of radial growth appears to be triggered by seasonal snowpack 

depth (Smith and Laroque 1998, Gedaiof and Smith 2001, Klinka and Chourmouzis 

2001, Lewis 2001, Peterson and Peterson 2001). In seasons with limited snowpack, 

earlywood growth is initiated sooner in the calendar year. As temperatures warm in late 

June, earlywood growth continues. The cessation of melting snowpack moisture inputs
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Figure 5.4 
the study.

Mountain hemlock response function analyses for the five climate stations in
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Figure 5.5 - Generalized yearly growth cycle of upper-elevation mountain hemlock on 
Vancouver Island [1 = Owens and Molder (1975), 2 = Coleman et al. (1992), 3 = Moore 
and McKendry (1995), 4 = Owens (1984), 5 = this study].

or the reduced photoperiod may help trigger the change o f growth from earlywood to 

latewood. Depending on the interplay between growth inputs, the latewood-growth 

season continues until conditions dictate a switch in the utilization o f photosynthetic 

products. These conditions usually occur by late July, when dominant ridges o f high 

pressure tend to remain stable over Vancouver Island, and moisture input is at a yearly 

low (Klinka et a i 1991, Environment Canada 1996, Mekis and Hogg 1999).
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The significantly correlated climate factors indicated by the response function 

analyses — previous July temperature, spring growing-season temperatures, and winter 

moisture levels— relate to these interpretations. Very warm temperatures in the previous 

July can negatively affect growth in the current year because of complex interactions with 

cone crops (Gedalof and Smith 2001b). Alternatively, this response could indicate an 

early termination of mountain hemlock radial growth resulting firom moisture stress. 

Although unlikely in this type of environment, moisture stress at the end of the previous 

summer could have two effects: it could hamper proper storage of nutrients for 

subsequent years’ growth (e.g.. Hale and Orcutt 1987), or it could limit or encourage root 

growth at the expense of above-ground growth in the fall and next spring (e.g., Pregitzer 

e ta l 2000).

Response function analyses also indicate that spring temperature is important to 

the radial growth of mountain hemlock. Warm spring temperatures help to sustain 

greater radial growth during the time that earlywood production is most active.

This factor has also been confirmed by other studies in the region (Heikkinen 1984, 

Heikkinen 1985, Smith and Laroque 1998a, Lewis and Smith 1999, Gedalof and Smith 

2001a, 2001b).

Although no winter precipitation variables were shown to be significant at the 95 

percent confidence interval (Figure 5.4), many individual chronologies fiom Vancouver 

Island have a significant negative relationship to winter precipitation (Smith and Laroque 

1998a, Lewis and Smith 1999, Laroque et al. 2000/01, Gedalof and Smith 2001b). An 

important finding was the strong correlation between the April 1 snowpack levels at
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Forbidden Plateau and the master mountain hemlock chronology (r = -0.343, p < 0.025). 

These results suggest that snowpack depth remains important to mountain hemlock 

growth, even though the response function using low-elevation precipitation data and the 

master chronology does not clearly exhibit this relationship.

Spring snowpack accumulation has been shown to be linked to winter moisture 

amounts at low elevations in other studies (Graumlich and Brubaker 1986, Smith and 

Laroque 1998a, Lewis and Smith 1999, Laroque et al. 2000/01, Gedalof and Smith 

200 lb). Winter snowpack accumulation at high elevations, and its consequent melt-out, 

have been regarded as a leading agent in initiating many of the physiological processes in 

mountain hemlock growth (Graumlich and Brubaker 1986, Smith and Laroque 1998a, 

Lewis and Smith 1999, Laroque et al. 2000/01, Gedalof and Smith 2001b). This may be 

because snowmelt and/or spring precipitation is needed to replenish soil moisture as 

spring growth processes are initiated (Gedalof and Smith 2001b), or because the 

snowpack needs to melt to permit the soil to warm to the temperatures required for 

optimum radial-growth (Fry and Phillips 1977, Oquist 1983, Teslqr et al. 1984, Carter et 

al. 1987).

The dominance of the spring snowpack at high elevations on Vancouver Island 

can also influence growth by another means. Snowpack levels vary, from years with low 

to no spring snowpack accumulation (e g., April 1 snowpack at Forbidden Plateau in 

1981 = 127 cm), to others with large snowpack accumulation (e.g., April 1 snowpack at 

Forbidden Plateau in 1999 = 806 cm). For many trees at these elevations an 806 cm deep 

April 1 snowpack would mean that th^r are still almost completely buried at a time when
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growth processes are normally initiated (Figure 5.5). Although many photosynthetic 

processes can occur at or near fieezing soil temperatures, a  lack o f light reaching the 

needles o f the buried trees, and soil temperatures well below optimum levels, would 

greatly hinder most above-ground growth processes (Havranek and Tranquillini 1995).

The timing of radial growth initiation depends, then, on spring snowpack depth 

and duration (Klinka and Chourmouzis 2001). If the depth of snow is too great, radial- 

growth processes are delayed. It is suspected that when the snowpack depth is lower than 

average, growth processes will occur earlier than normal (Klinka and Chourmouzis 

2001). If this is true, and if the initiation o f the growing cycle time Aame fluctuates in 

anomalous snowpack years, then in these years radial-growth processes that follow 

initiation will also be altered.

Mountain hemlock radial growth is also significantly influenced by growing- 

season temperature. The temperature signal associated with radial growth also potentially 

varies in years of extreme snowpack events. In years of a high snowpack, radial growth 

would be delayed until later in the season, when normal processes could be initiated after 

snowmelt. In years such as these, the radial growth of mountain hemlock would still 

capture a temperature signal, but the interval in the calendar year that influence on growth 

would occur later in the growth season. Similarly, in years of an extremely low 

snowpack, all growth processes would be pushed closer to the beginning of the year and 

would again offset the calendar dates of the temperature signal captured. In this maimer, 

mountain hemlock trees might contain some May, June, July, and potentially August 

temperature signals in their ring structures in anomalous snowpack years. This naturally
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occurring shift in the growth season can add unwanted noise to a reconstructed climate 

signal particularly when reconstructing a single monthly variable.

5.3J1 Yellow-cedar

The climate/radial-growth relationship for yellow-cedar indicates that 

approximately 62 percent o f the annual variance in radial growth can be explained by 

climatic factors (24 %) and prior growth characteristics (38 %) (Figure 5.6). The high 

percentage o f the variance explained by prior growth confirms the significance o f the 

previous year’s growth and the high autocorrelation values found in previous analyses 

(Table 32, Laroque 1995).

Three different temperature variables and a precipitation variable were 

consistently shown to significantly influence radial growth. Yellow-cedar ring widths 

respond positively to warm growing season air temperatures, but negatively to warm 

August air temperatures in the current year (Figure 5.6). They also consistently show a 

positive response to warm previous October temperatures (Figure 5.6).

The physiological behaviour that underlies these climate/radial-growth 

relationships is related to the annual growth cycle of high-elevation yellow-cedar trees 

(Figure 5.7). Observations made during this study suggest that earlywood cell production 

generally begins in late June. Earlywood activity continues for three to four weeks until 

mid-July, after which latewood cell development begins. Latewood cells continue to be 

produced until mid-August, when reproductive processes divert tree energy from ring 

growth (Owens et al. 1980). It seems possible that the cessation of radial growth could 

be initiated by an increase in late July and early August air temperatures, or it could be
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Figure 5.1 - Generalized yearly growth cycle of upper-elevation yellow-cedar on 
Vancouver Island [1 = Owens and Molder (1974a), 2 = Hawkins (19920,3 = Moore and 
McKendry (1995), 4 = Owens et al. (1980), 5 = Coleman et al. (1992), 6 = this study]. 
Note: root growth is estimated from Coleman et al. (1992).

because of changes in the photoperiod.

The positive radial response to summer growing season air temperature 

presumably signifies an extension of the earlywood growth season and the delay of 

latewood production (Laroque and Smith 1999). Higher August air temperatures appear 

to stress yellow-cedar, bringing on latewood growth earlier than normal and ceasing 

radial growth shortly thereafter. I f  air temperatures are too high in August it negatively 

impacts radial growth, presumably by a reduction in soil moisture (Grossnickle and
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Russell 1991). Finally, the significant positive relationship to temperature in the previous 

October is likely related to the enhanced ability  ̂o f yellow-cedar to store photosynthate 

essential for radial growth in the following year.

A key point in the yellow-cedar radial-growth cycle is that it lags behind the rapid 

spring initiation and radial growth in mountain hemlock. Although yellow-cedar growth 

processes are active in early spring at the same time as those of moimtain hemlock, wood 

production begins later in the growing season. This lag in cambium development suggests 

yellow-cedar makes a better candidate for capturing a late-season temperature signal.

5 J J  Western Hemlock

The five response function analyses for western hemlock are presented in Figure 

5.8. The relationships indicate that on average 68 percent o f the annual variance in 

western hemlock growth can be explained by climatic factors and prior growth 

characteristics. Approximately 20 percent of the variance is explained by climate 

conditions in the current growth year, with 48 percent explained by growth in the prior 

growing season. As with the other species sampled, the high explained variance by the 

previous season’s growth is expected due to high autocorrelation values recorded for the 

species (Table 3.3).

Two climate variables fiom the previous growing season are the only consistently 

significant variables. Western hemlock radial growth exhibits a positive response to 

August precipitation in the previous year and a negative response to the previous year’s 

July temperature. April temperature is the only variable from the current growing season 

found to be significant or approach the 95 percent significance level in the PRECON
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response function tests.

The generalized model for the growth cycle o f high-elevation western hemlock is 

presented in Figure 5.9. Previous research has established that western hemlock leaf 

growth commences in early July (Owens and Molder 1973). During the course of this 

study, it was found that western hemlock did not begin to produce earlywood ceils until 

a similar time. Because of the late start in the growth o f woody tissue, the highest 

elevation western hemlock seem to have a relatively short growing season. By early 

August either a combination of a lack of soil moisture and high air temperatures or changes 

in the photoperiod initiate the cessation of latewood growth which occurs by mid-August.
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Figure 5.9 - Generalized yearly growth cycle of upper-elevation western hemlock on 
Vancouver Island [1 = Owens and Molder (1974b), 2 =  Coleman et al. (1992), 3 = Moore 
and McKendry (1995), 4 = Owens and Molder (1973), 5 = this study]. Note: hardening 
and dehardening are adjusted for elevation differences fiom reported study, and root 
growth is estimated fiom Coleman et al. (1992).
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Unlike mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar, western hemlock does not appear to 

be able to take full advantage o f the short growing season. The response function 

analyses indicate that conditions in the previous summer are the most important to 

western hemlock growth in the current year. Proper needle enlargement may not be 

possible during short growing seasons, which in turn may limit a tree’s ability to 

maximize fall nutrient storage for next year’s growth (Margolis et a i 1995). This process 

is common in arid-site Pinus species, where needles are often grown mid-season and 

become a source of new energy only near the end o f a growth season (Fritts 1976).

For western hemlock, if the previous year’s growing conditions were wetter than 

normal in August, the extra available moisture, combined with the normally warm air 

temperatures of late summer, supports the ftdl new needle development needed for 

growth in the following year. If the previous summer has warm air temperatures but is 

drier than normal, the lack of moisture in the shallow soils of the montane zone may 

prevent western hemlock fiom fully developing new needles.

The variable of current year’s spring temperature is significant only at one 

location. The tendency, however, of the variable towards significance in all other 

response functions suggests that it is somewhat important to the radial growth of western 

hemlock (Figure 5.8). Positive spring temperatures likely melt snow sooner and raise the 

soil temperature, encouraging growth processes to begin earlier in the current growth 

season, thereby lengthening the overall growing season for the species.

53.4 Western Red-cedar

Western red-cedar produced three significant relationships in the response
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function analyses (Figure 5.10). On average, growth in the previous year has almost 

twice the importance in explaining the variance of tree growth (42 %) as the present 

year’s climate (27 %), a  finding consistent with its high autocorrelation in Table 3.3.

Current and previous year summer moisture are both positively related to the 

radial growth o f western red-cedar. Of significance are positive relationships to prior July 

precipitation and a negative relationship to prior July temperature fig u re  5.10). The 

same ^ e  of effect is seen with current June temperatures conditions, with western red- 

cedar’s radial growth increasing if moisture levels are high and air temperatures are low. 

These factors give western red-cedar a response function more similar to that of western 

hemlock than to other species. Western red-cedar radial growth is also enhanced by high 

prior autumn temperatures. Warmer temperatures at this time of the year likely allow for 

a lengthened period o f nutrient storage and uptake for the following year’s growth.

The yearly cambial development cycle o f western red-cedar closely follows that of 

yellow-cedar (Figure 5.11). At one site, earlywood growth commenced in late June, and 

at the other site, latewood growth had begun by late July. No data are available to 

indicate when western red-cedar ceases latewood cell production at high elevations.

53.5 Douglas-fir

Results finm the Douglas-fir response functions indicate that, not just one but two 

years of prior growth are significant for radial growth in the current year (Figure 5.12). 

This result differs from studies of Douglas-fir at low-elevations on Vancouver Island, in 

which four years’ significance was found (Zhang 1996). The response functions indicate 

that prior years’ growth has more effect on current growing conditions than does the
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current year’s climate conditions. The master chronology explained approximately 64 

percent of the variance, with previous growth years accotmting for 42 percent of the 

explained variance and current year only 20 percent Again this result agrees with the 

high autocorrelation values foimd with Douglas-fir (Table 3.3). The most common 

significant variables were positive relationships to previous spring and summer 

precipitation (Figure 5.12). Both current and previous years’ autumn precipitation 

were also close to reaching a positive relationship at the 95 percent significance level.
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Douglas-fir response function analyses for the five climate stations in the
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The yearly growth cycle o f Douglas-fir at low and mid-elevations is well 

documented (Allen and Owens 1972, Owens 1973), but no information is available for 

high-elevation studies. Figure 5.13 describes the growth processes as established by other 

researchers. In this study, earlywood growth was not documented imtil about mid-Jime 

for trees firom one o f the two sites. This is significantly different from observations made 

at approximately 800 m asl (end o f May) (Livingston and Spittlehouse 1996) and sea 

level sites (beginning of May) Sensing and Owens 1994). Similarly the transition from 

earlywood to latewood growth occurs later in the season in this study (end of July) 

compared with a mid-elevation study (mid-June to mid-July) (Livingston and 

Spittlehouse 1996) and one for sea-level Douglas-fir (mid-July) (Reusing and Owens

1994). The cessation of latewood growth at an upper-elevation location was not 

documented in this study but is estimated based on related Douglas-fir studies. Just as 

initiation of growth was delayed in high-elevation areas owing to the shorter growing 

season, it is estimated to cease earlier in the season too. Latewood growth was over by 

the end of August at mid-elevation (Livingston and Spittlehouse 1996) and sea-level sites 

(Reusing and Owens 1994).

Douglas-fir radial growth is positively influenced by a moist soil environment in 

spring and summer, as shown by the positive growth relationship to precipitation in the 

response function. This finding is consistent with four previous studies (McMinn 1960, 

Robertson et al. 1990, Livingstone and Spittlehouæ 1996, Zhang et al. 2000). The 

positive relationship to late summer moisture in the current year can be explained by the 

maturation of the current year’s needles, which provide a positive source of energy for
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wood growth in the folio wing y ear (Margolis era/. 1995). The positive relationship to 

current-year September precipitation is common for Douglas-fir. This is most likely the 

case because late-season moisture helps the tree prepare for winter dormancy, thereby 

allowing it to thicken cambial and tracheid cell walls and build up food reserves for the 

next year’s growth (Rensing and Owens 1994).

5.4 Discussion

The findings of these dendroecological investigations shed light on the ability of 

upper-elevation trees to incorporate climatic information fi»m their environment.
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Although subjected to similar climate conditions, the different tree species fiom this 

region grow independently in reaction to environmental inputs on their own phonological 

schedule. Figure 5.14 shows a summary o f the timing of radial growth fi)r the five tree 

species, with dashed lines indicating that this timing has some variation in terms of the 

initiation and cessation of the tissue-forming processes in any given year. It is apparent 

that no species’ growth period begins or ends exactly on a calendar time boundary. For 

this reason, dendroclimatic analyses o f individual tree species be less able to reconstruct 

monthly parameters without an additional measure to adjust for the missing portion of 

time in the given month. Added to this problem, is the fact that spring growth phenology 

for each tree species may be influenced annually by the melting o f the highly variable 

spring snowpack. This variability in initiation and cessation of growth increases noise 

levels in climate/radial-growth relationships.

With the variation in timing of the onset and cessation o f radial growth, a poor 

representation o f monthly climate parameters is expected when compared to seasonally 

reconstructed climate parameters. The few seasonal reconstructions that have been 

assembled are better at explaining climatic variance than studies that have tried to 

reconstruct individual monthly parameters (e.g., Zhang 1996 vs. Laroque 1995). This is 

because seasonal parameters such as spring precipitation comprise multiple single-month 

parameters (e.g., spring = March + April + May), and in doing so encompass a larger 

amount of this natural variability. A wide enough calendar-defined season may more 

completely capture much of the tree-time spring growth. Unfortunately, it also captures 

other noise, resulting in a climate/radial-growth relationship that never grows exceedingly
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Figure 5.14 - The schematic presentation o f the time period o f radial growth for each 
species at high elevation on Vancouver Island. The dashed lines indicate the seasonally 
variable nature o f initiation and cessation of )ylem production in a growth year.

strong, and may not be particularly useful for climate reconstructions.

Trees in high-elevation settings on Vancouver Island do not have broad seasons of 

radial growth. Instead they have short growing windows (5-7 weeks) that can shorten or 

lengthen depending upon the climate in a given year. The insights into the complexities 

of each radial-growth/climate relationship gained in this chapter, provide the basis for 

developing a multiple-species approach to climate reconstruction in the next
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6.0 Multiple Ayyregate Chronologies

6.1 Introduction

Multiple aggregate chronologies ^iA Cs) are combined tree-ring series 

constructed in order to better model specific climate parameters. The proposed method 

strengthens a targeted signal and lessens unwanted noise by using a priori assumptions 

that are based on annual tree-growth cycles and climate/radial-growth relationships 

established in Chapter 5. These relationships are used to determine which indices should 

be aggregated to produce a stronger relationship with the targeted climate parameter.

MAGs are simple mathematical additions o f two or more single-species indices 

intended to form a new aggregate chronology. The MAC derives a simple linear function 

that has advantages over multiple regression or PCA analyses because it does not have as 

many required conditions upon its data (e.g., independence of multiple variables or 

uniform length o f samples)(Fritts 1976, Fritts etaL 1990, Fritts 1991).

A priori assessments of species were conducted to target the reconstruction of four 

climate parameters and then the appropriate chronologies were aggregated to assess the 

range of possible relationships to climate. The methods and results are described below.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 April 1 Snowpack Aggregates

As was shown in Chapter 5, snow depth is an important ecological parameter on 

Vancouver Island. It influences radial growth and plays an important role in the 

phenology of the spring growing season. The negative association o f mountain hemlock 

radial growth with winter precipitation at high elevations is thought to provide insight
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into spring snowpack depths (Smith and Laroque 1998a, Lewis and Smith 2000, Gedalof 

and Smith 2001b). The other species that indicated an association with snowpack was 

Douglas-fir. Like mountain hemlock, Douglas-fir does not demonstrate a clear 

relationship to spring snowpack depth per se, but the negative association with autumn 

and early spring moisture conditions bears a statistical relationship to the amount of snow 

accumulated by April 1 at high elevations. The assumption is that together mountain 

hemlock and Douglas-fir provide a stronger negative growth signal that reflects 

precipitation firom autumn through spring, and so by projgr, spring snowpack 

accumulation. Since each species incorporates this signal differently, together they 

should produce a better indication of year to year April 1 snowpack variation than each 

does alone.

6.2.2 June-July Temperature Aggregates

The mountain hemlock response functions in Figure 5.4 show that summer 

growing season temperatures play a significant positive role in encouraging radial- 

growth. Mountain hemlock indices, then, should provide insight into the average June- 

July temperatures. In contrast, westem red-cedar radial growth is negatively affected by 

higher growing season temperatures (Figure 5.10). By aggregating the two radial-growth 

indices, (mountain hemlock + [negative] westem red-cedar), a better proxy record of 

average June-July temperature should result than either species defines alone.

6.2.3 July Precipitation Aggregates

Whereas radial growth of mountain hemlock relates negatively to July 

precipitation (Figure 5.4), westem red-cedar has greater radial growth in summers with
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larger amounts o f moisture (Figure 5.10). By combining the two indices together to 

enhance the targeted July precipitation, the aggregated index should better represent 

stronger negative associations to the overall climate signal.

6.2.4 July Temperature Aggregates

This study shows that the radial growth of both mountain hemlock and yellow- 

cedar are positively related to July air temperature. Mountain hemlock consistently 

initiates radial growth early in the growing season and thus serves to capture an early-Juiy 

temperature signal (Figure 5.4). On the other hand, yellow-cedar incorporates a late-July 

temperature signal into its ring structure (Figure 5.6). When years o f earlier and later 

initiation o f growth occur, aggregated mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar indices will 

better overlap the calendar date of July. The aggregated index should serve to capture 

more of the overall variation of a July temperature signal than each species would 

individually.

6.2.5 General Anafysis Procedures

A series o f MACs were developed to test the range o f possible relationships to 

climate that the new aggregates formed. For the primary species in each test, all of the 

available single-species indices were selected as well as the master chronology. 

Aggregated to each of these indices was the most strongly correlated secondary species 

chronology, the least strongly correlated secondary species chronology and the master 

secondary species chronology to create three new sets of MACs. Climate data from 

Nanaimo and snow survey station from the Forbidden Plateau station (April I snow 

accumulation data) were selected. Collectively thqr are of long duration and explain a
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large amount of the variance for the five stations tested (Table 6.1). The Comox station 

data generally has a higher r  ̂value to the master chronologies than the other climate 

stations (Table 6.1), but its shorter record makes the significance level harder to attain. 

The longer duration of record also allows for more data with which to calibrate and verify 

reconstruction models. MACs were aggregated according to the parameters stipulated 

above and correlation matrices were then calculated between each set of constructed 

MACs and the targeted climate parameters.

Table 6.1 - The explained variance (if) values o f each master tree species index to each 
climate station. The data is from the response fimction analysis tests in Chapter 5.0.

Comox* Nanaimo Victoria Port Albemi Quatsino

Mountain hemlock 0.74 0.63 0.45 0.66 0.66

Yellow-cedar 0.70 0.62 0.60 0.63 0.68

Westem hemlock 0.80 0.68 0.63 0.67 0.67

Westem red4%dar 0.80 0.72 0.63 0.66 0.69

Douglas-fir 0.60 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.54

* Note that all station data is 95 years, except the Comox record which is only 55 
years.

63  Results

63.1 April 1 Snowpack

The longest continuous period of upper-elevation snowpack information on 

Vancouver Island is from the Forbidden Plateau site near Mt. Becher (Figure 5.2). 

Pearson’s correlations between the April 1 snowpack depth and 35 mountain hemlock
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indices and the master mountain hemlock chronolo^ were tested for their normality. 

Figure 6.1a illustrates that the correlation coefBcients are organized in an approximate 

normal distribution. Although only 35 sites and the mean could be tested, this number of 

sites is high for a regional dendroclimatological study. The correlations between the 

snow depths and the indices show that most o f the correlations for the mountain hemlock 

indices are negative, but that the range is large (0.14 to -0.59). Correlation o f the master 

chronology to snowpack depth was found to be -0.34, on the higher end o f the range of 

the correlations in the analysis fig u re  6.1a).

A histogram o f correlations for Douglas-6r and April 1 snowpack depth was not 

constructed given that there are only two high-elevation Douglas-fir indices from this 

study, as well as two low-elevation chronologies from the Victoria area (DND = Smith 

and Lewis 1996, Heal Lake = Zhang 1996). A master index was calculated for the two 

high-elevation indices, as well as for the two indices fiom low-elevation. The range of 

correlations for all o f the Douglas-fir indices was fiom 0.16 to -0.43. As with the 

mountain hemlock, the correlations were skewed towards negative relationships. The 

overall average from all Douglas-fir indices was correlated at -0.29.

MACs were created by adding the index values for each mountain hemlock 

chronology to, first the overall Douglas-fir master chronology, second, to the most 

strongly correlated Douglas-fir chronology in the test (Heal Lake = -0.47), and, third to 

the most weakly correlated Douglas-fir chronology in the test (DND = 0.16). The three 

Qrpes of MACs constructed (one constructed with all mountain hemlock indices and the 

overall Douglas-fir master index, and one constructed with all mountain hemlock indices
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Figure 6.1 - A) A histogram of the correlations between the 36 mountain hemlock 
indices and the April 1 snowpack depths 6om Forbidden Plateau. B) The Pearson’s r 
relationship of the original single-species index, and the MACs constructed with the 
mean, highest, and lowest secondary species in^ces, to snowpack depths at Forbidden 
Plateau.
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and the highest correlated Douglas-fîr index, and one constructed with all mountain 

hemlock indices and the lowest correlated Douglas-fir chronology) were evaluated.

Correlation matrices were calculated between the 36 MACs made with the master 

Douglas-fir index, the 36 MACs made with the most strongly correlated Douglas-fir 

index, and the 36 MACs made with the most weakly correlated Douglas-fir index and the 

snowpack data (Figure 6.1b).

For MACs using the Douglas-fir master index, improvement was seen in all 

indices but three, where the increases in the Pearson's r  statistic ranged fix>m -0.04 to 

0.21. The new MACs constructed with the most strongly correlated Douglas-fir index 

had improved values ranging from 0.00 to 0.42. The new MACs constructed with the 

most weakly correlated Douglas-fir index showed no improvement over the single species 

correlations. The MACs created fix)m the most weakly correlated Douglas-fir index 

showed reductions in correlations fiom 0.03 to 0.21.

6^.2 June-Juty Temperature

A 95-year record o f air temperature fiom the Nanaimo climate station was used to 

test correlations to the average June-July temperature. A histogram of correlations 

between the average temperature and the 35 mountain hemlock indices and the master 

mountain hemlock index are displayed in Figure 6.2a. The correlations approximate a 

normal distribution given the low number of values. A positive relationship is seen 

between the average temperature and mountain hemlock indices in all but four cases. The 

correlation values range firom -0.22 to 0.52. The correlation of the master index to the 

June-July temperature average at Nanaimo was 0.39.
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Figure 6.2 - A) A histogram of the correlations between the 36 mountain hemlock 
indices and the average June-July temperatures from Nanaimo station. B) The Pearson’s 
r relationship o f the original single-species index, and the MAGs constructed with the 
mean, highest, and lowest secondary species indices, to average June-July temperatures 
at Nanaimo station.
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A histogram was not constructed for the western red-cedar chronologies as there 

were only two series and the master series. The three values are all negatively associated 

with the seasonal temperature parameter and have a low range from -0.22 to -0.28.

The western red-cedar master chronology has a median value o f -0.27.

Thir^-six new MACs were constructed by subtracting the most strongly 

correlated westem red-cedar chronology (Mesook Creek = -0.28) 6om each of the 

mountain hemlock chronologies. An additional 36 MACs were created by subtracting the 

master chronology for westem red-cedar from each o f the mountain hemlock 

chronologies, and 36 MACs were created by subtracting the most weakest correlated 

westem red-cedar chronology ^ o u n t Redfi)rd = -0.22) from each of the mountain 

hemlock chronologies. A correlation matrix was constmcted for each set o f new 

chronologies against the average June-July temperature. The results are displayed in 

Figure 6.2b. All of the new values at each site were higher than the single species 

average June-July temperature. The MACs created using the westem red-cedar master 

chronology ranged from 0.01 to 0.59, while the MACs created using the most strongly 

correlated westem red-cedar chronology ranged from 0.02 to 0.58. The MACs created 

from the weakest correlated chronologies ranged from -0.01 to 0.58, all very similar 

distributions since the three westem red-cedar chronologies had a small range in 

variation.

6J.3 July Precipitation

Climate data from the Nanaimo station were selected to construct correlation 

matrices o f all of the mountain hemlock indices in this study with monthly July
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precipitation results. The correlation matrix produced a histogram that once again 

approximates a normal distribution, ranging fiom 0.17 to -0.35 (Figure 6.3a). The 

mountain hemlock master index correlated at -0.11.

The two westem red-cedar indices and their master index were also correlated 

against July precipitation values fiom the Nanaimo station. The three values ranged fiom 

0.14 to 0.24, with the master index correlating at 0.21. No histogram was developed 

because of the low number of westem red-cedar sites.

Three new sets of indices were constructed using the mountain hemlock indices, 

and subtracting the values for the westem red-cedar master index, the Mount Redford site 

(strongest correlated = 0.24), and, the Nesook Creek site (weakest correlation = 0.14). In 

total, 3 new sets MACs were formed and their correlation values are displayed in Figure 

6.3b. Values for the MACs created using the westem red-cedar master index ranged fiom 

0.06 to -0.37, while the correlation values for the MACs created using the westem red- 

cedar index at Mount Redford (strongest) ranged fiom 0.02 to -0.39. The MACs made up 

fiom the weakest correlated site (Nesook Creek) ranged fiom 0.09 to -0.33. The new 

MACs improved the correlation to the July precipitation amounts at Nanaimo fiom the 

single species chronologies in all cases.

6.3.4 July Temperature

July temperature was the second single-monthly variable tested. A histogram of 

the correlations between the monthly temperature values and the 35 mountain hemlock 

indices and the master index are displayed in Figure 6.4a. A histogram of the correlations 

between the July temperature values and 35 yellow-cedar indices and their master are
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Figure 6.3 - A) A histogram o f the correlations between the 36 mountain hemlock 
indices and July precipitation from Nanaimo station. B) The Pearson’s r relationship 
of the original single-species index, and the MACs constructed with the mean, highest, 
and lowest secondary species indices, to July precipitation at Nanaimo station.
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displayed in Figure 6.4b. In both cases the histograms approximate a normal distribution 

o f the correlations to the climate parameter.

A positive relationship is seen between July temperature and all mountain 

hemlock indices except in two cases. The correlation values range 6om -0.18 to 0.39. 

Correlation o f the mountain hemlock master index to July temperature at Nanaimo was

0.31. The yellow-cedar indices also had a wide range of correlations to July temperature, 

firom -0.15 to 0.37. The master yellow-cedar index was correlated to July temperature at 

only 0.09.

MACs were created by adding the values &om all the mountain hemlock indices 

to the values o f the yellow-cedar master index, the most strongly correlated yellow-cedar 

index (Mount Cain = 0.37) to all of the mountain hemlock indices, and the weakest index 

(TAD ridge = -0.15) to all o f the mountain hemlock indices. In total, three new sets of 

MACs were constructed (Figure 6.5). The new MACs constructed with the yellow-cedar 

master index had correlations to July temperature at Nanaimo, with values ranging from 

-0.09 to 0.33. These results were similar to the correlations from the mountain hemlock 

single-species to July temperature. A greater improvement was seen in the range of 

correlations from the MACs created using the most strongly correlated chronology of 

yellow-cedar, with values ranging from 0.12 to 0.46. Values for the MACs created using 

the most weakly correlated yellow-cedar index ranged from -0.20 to 0.18.

6.4 Discussion

With all climate parameters studied, a comparison of correlation matrices from 

single- vs multi-species indices displayed a consistent pattern. In all cases the greatest
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Figure 6.5- The Pearson’s r relationship o f the 36 original single-species indices o f both 
mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar, and the MACs constructed with the mean, highest, 
and lowest secondary species indices, to July temperature at Nanaimo station.

improvements were seen when two species were used to explain a targeted climate 

parameter, i f  the initial index was poorly correlated with the climate parameter. If the 

single-species index was originally well correlated with the climate parameter, then the 

inclusion of another species either slightly improved or did not improve the overall 

correlation. This pattern was seen in all four tests, when using either the most strongly 

correlated MACs or the mean MACs. When using the most weakly correlated MACs, 

two patterns were apparent In the first two o f the climate parameters (average June- 

July temperature and July precipitation) were improved by the most weakly correlated 

secondary species, while in the other two cases, the weakly correlated MACs produced 

correlations well below the single-species correlations. In the two cases where the 

correlations were below the single-species correlation (April 1 snow and July
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temperature), there was a larger sample size o f the secondary species to provide a better 

indication of a site with weak correlations.

In general the increase to the overall MAC correlation by the addition o f the 

second species became less pronounced as evermore highly correlated single-species 

indices were encountered, until eventually the second species added little or altered the 

relationship negatively (Figure 6.6). This theoretical relationship was clearly shown 

where a larger sample size o f secondary sites was tested (i.e., 36 yellow-cedar indices in 

the July temperature MAC), but was not as clearly indicated in the two tests with a low 

sample numbers (i.e., those using the three westem red-cedar indices). This result 

suggests that, an upper threshold exists in the signal-to-noise ratio for relationships 

between a climate parameter and any tree-ring index. The signal captured by either the 

best single species or a combination of multiple species never exceeds this upper 

threshold limit. Conversely though, a lower threshold also exists. If a secondary species 

selected to be incorporated into a MAC was originally weakly correlated, it is likely that a 

MAC in which it is incorporated will display a correlation to climate that is worse than 

the original single-species correlation (Figure 6.6).

The MAC method can be limited in its ability to establish a better reconstruction 

than that resulting 6om a primary single-species index with a very strong signal-to-noise 

ratio. It does, however, have as likely a chance of improving the overall signal if  a weak 

single-species index was originally employed. Unfortunately, there hardly ever exists a 

situation in dendrochronological studies where the study site sample size is large enough 

to correlate many sites to a climate station and then select only the most sensitive index.
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Figure 6.6 - The summarized theoretical distribution o f a single-species index, and three 
MACs when correlated to a climate parameter in this study.

By developing the theoretical background o f the normally distributed correlations, 

this chapter provides a justification for deciding when a multiple-species sampling 

approach would be advantageous over a single-species method. If time and resources are 

limited, then sampling two co-occurring species to target a related climate parameter will 

be more advantageous. This is because in a normally distributed population, the selection 

of two sites will most likely fall close to the mean, and two mean indices fixim the 

primary and secondary species seem to possess a better correlation to a climate parameter 

then the mean of a single-species. A researcher sampling two tree species may be 

fortunate and derive an improved reconstruction model, or if not, the single-species
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chronology originally selected fiom the primary species was already highly correlated. In 

either case, the results will be better fiom a cost/benefit viewpoint than if  the researcher 

visited multiple locations to find the site that correlated the best

The procedures outlined in the MAC analysis have shown that better relationships 

to targeted climate parameters do exist when using multiple species, but the initial goal 

was to improve paleoreconstructions. In the next chapter, MAC-processed data will be 

put to the final test to see if conventional methods of calibration and verification using the 

new data sets will improve the overall reconstructions.
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Chapter 7.0 Paleoreconstructions

7.1 Introdactioii

A primaty objective o f the stucfy was to use tree rings to provide paleoclimatic 

models of climate conditions on Vancouver Island. The most common method of 

supplying this information is by using transfer function analysis (Fritts et al. 1971, Fritts 

1976, Fritts 1991). Transfer functions are constructed by using tree-ring indices as 

predictor variables in regression equations to predict climate values.

In this chapter, reconstructions will be made for the four climate parameters 

explored in the previous chapter (April 1 snowpack depth, average June-July temperature, 

average July temperature, average July precipitation). Conventionally this is done with 

single-species indices, but in this chapter MACs will be used. The initial goal was to 

produce the best model possible of past climate conditions. To increase the statistical 

reliability in the reconstructions, instead of selecting the single best MAC to construct a 

proxy model, an average o f the five highest correlated MACs for each climate parameter 

will be used.

7.2 Methods

Linear regression models were developed for MAC indices and climate 

parameters using SPSS (Version 7.5,1996). For each of the four climate variables 

reconstructed, the top five correlated MACs were selected and averaged (Figure 7.1).

This procedure allowed for a higher confidence to be placed in the independent variable, 

as the chance that an individual chronology would bias the data is greatly reduced by 

using a weighted average. Like most dendroclimatic reconstructions, limited sample
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Figure 7.1 - The summarized theoretical distribution o f a single species index, and three 
MAC indices when correlated to a climate parameter. The dashed triangle illustrates the 
theoretical area covered by the top five MACs which are combined to form the index that 
is used in each paleoreconstraction.

depth at the beginning of each chronology reduces the confidence placed in the model at 

that point, but by using two species this effect is reduced.

When developing a regression model for paleoclimatic reconstructions, it is 

standard dendroclimatological practice to divide the climate data set into two 

components, the calibration period and the verification period (Fritts 1976). A model is 

first constructed using a calibration data set and the derived relationship verifies the 

model’s ability  ̂to reconstmct actual climate data (verifying data set). In this instance, 

calibration data consisted of 60 percent o f the length of the climate data set for three of 

the four tests. Tests conducted for average June-July temperature, average monthly July
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precipitation, and average monthly July temperature used a calibration interval from 193 7 

to 1995. The verification data set consisted of climate data firom 1901 to 1936. As the 

entire April 1 snow depth record was only 40 years long, 50 percent of the data was used 

for the calibration interval (1975 to 1995). Verification was conducted on the remaining 

20 years o f data (1955 tol974).

Six goodness-of-fit tests were then applied to the regression models using 

program VF Y (Fritts 1976, Holmes 1999) which provides an indication of how well the 

reconstructed climates compare to the actual climate data. Once verified, each 

relationship was hindcasted over the entire chronology length to produce a proxy 

paleoreconstruction of climate.

7J  Results

The calibration results are displayed in Figure 7.2, with the linear regression 

equations for each model listed in Table 7.1. Results o f the six goodness-of-fit tests 

applied to each model are presented in Table 7.2. VFY ran analyses for simple Pearson r 

correlations at the 95 and 97.5 percent levels, as well as reduction of error tests, student 

t-tests, sign-product tests, and negative first differential tests (see Fritts 1976 for further 

description). As expected with models that were derived from the highest correlated 

MACs, the four models passed 22 of the 24 tests. Both the model for April 1 snowdepth 

and the model for July precipitation failed one verification test each (Table 7.2).

7 J . l  April 1 Snowpack

The April 1 snowpack reconstruction explained 41 percent of the variance in 

snowpack depth over the duration of the known record (Table 7.1). While calibration and
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Figure 7.2 - The actual versus estimated reconstructions based on the calibration period 
for the climate parameters. A) April 1 snowpack, B) average June-July temperature,
C) average July precipitation, D) average July temperature.

verification show that the model adequately represents significant shifts in snowpack 

depth, extreme events in the record were not well represented (Figure 7.2a).

Figure 7.3a shows the paleoreconstruction of April 1 snowdepth from 1500 to 

1995. From 1500 until 1800 snow depths were for die most part above the 375 cm
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Table 7.1 - The results of the linear regression analysis for each o f the four climate 
parameters tested based on the calibration period.

Dependent variable Explained Equation

‘April 1 Snow 0.64X0.41) MAC value * -205.398 +  827.719

^June-July Temperature 0.59* (0.34) MAC value * 1.968 + 14.290

^July Precipitation 0.39'’ (0.15) MAC value * -295.258 + 241.496

^July Temperature 0.49* (0.24) MAC value ♦ 1.740 + 14.290

Intervals and significance values for the one-tailed Pearson’s r analysis were as follows: 
'Test interval = 1955-1995, ^Test interval = 1901-1995, 'Significant at p < 0.0001, 
‘’Significant at p < 0.001.

Table 7.2 - Results o f the goodness-of-fit tests for the calibrated and verified models. Each 
test is listed as pass or fail with the statistical values in brackets.

April 1 
Snow'

June-July
Temperature

July
Temperaure

July
Predpitatioe

'Correlation (r) pass (0.38) pass (0.72) pass (0.50) pass (0.45)

‘’Correlation (r) fail (0.38) pass (0.72) pass (0.50) pass (0.45)

'Reduction of 
Error

pass (0.57) pass (0.36) pass (0.25) pass (0.18)

'T-Valuetest pass (4.12) pass (3.52) pass (3.67) pass (2.53)

'Sign-product
test

pass (5) pass (10) pass (12) pass (12)

"Negative first 
differential test

pass (5) pass (5) pass (9) M l (17)

Calibration intervals and significance levels for each test are noted as follows: 'Calibration time period = 
1975-1995 and verification time period = 1955-1974, ^Calibration time period = 1937-1995 and verification 
time period = 1901-1936, 'SigniOcant at p < 0.05, ""Significant at p < 0.025. Significance levels for the six 
tests are as follows: for April 1 snow, r =0.95 >037, r =0.975 >0.44, RE >0.14, T-value>l .73, S-P< 5, Neg 
F.D.< 5 , for all other tests, r =0.95 >037, r =0.975 >0.32, RE >0.07 T-value>1.69, S-P<= 12, Neg F.D.<= 
12. Values of n are as follows: for snowpack test n -  20, for all other tests n -  35.
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Figure 7.3 - The four reconstructed climate parameters 6om  the study. The smoothed 
line in each reconstruction is a 25-year spline curve.
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recorded mean value from Forbidden Plateau Station (Figure 7.4a). While above-average 

depths were infrequent during this time period, April 1 snow depths never exceeded 550 

cm. Lower than average snowdepths (below 375 cm deep) were more common. Reduced 

snowpacks characterize the mid-1520s, and the late 1680s figures 7.3a, 7.4a). There were 

only a few consecutive years o f above-average April 1 snow depths that stand out during 

this 300-year interval. From the mid-1530s to the early 1550s, late 1620s to mid-1660s, 

and late 1710s to mid-1780s April 1 snowpacks exceeded the historical mean fig u re  7.4a).

During the 1800s two intervals are recorded where April 1 snowpack depth was 

consistently above the historical average. From the late 1790s until the early 1810s and 

from the early 1830s until the early 1860s, April 1 snow depths remained above average 

with values in the mid- to late 1850s reaching above 450 cm. During thel900s, the April 1 

snowpacks generally remained below the historical average, with 1909,1921,1927, and 

1946 displaying April 1 snowpacks with dq)ths more than 100 cm above the historical 

mean value.

73.2 June-July Temperature

The June-July reconstruction explained 34 percent o f the variance in the historical 

temperature record from Nanaimo. The paleoreconstruction follows the general trend of 

the data, but as the lower level of explained variance suggests, the model fails to adequately 

represent extremes in the data set figure 7.2b).

The average June-July temperature paleoreconstruction is shown in Figure 7.3b. 

There were several notable periods in which the reconstruction departed frx>m the long-term 

recorded mean (16.5 °C)(Figute 7.4b). Consecutive years of below-normal temperatures (>
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- 0.5 °C from the mean) were seen during the early 1650s to the early 1670s, the early 

1690s to the late1730s, the early 1790s to the early 1810s, and the early 1830s to the mid- 

1840s. Periods of above-average temperatures (> + 0.5 from the mean) were as frequent 

but of longer duration (Figure 7.4b). Thqr were seen during the early 1670s to early 1690s, 

early 1740s to the mid-1780s, and the mid-1910s to the mid-1940s.

733 Juty Precipitation

Figure 7.3c illustrates the reconstructed July precipitation which explained 15 

percent o f the variance in the actual precipitation data. The reconstruction does not provide 

detail into the highly variable extreme values contained within the historical data (range 0- 

940 mm) figu re  7.2c). No zero or near-zero values were predicted in the 

paleoreconstruction, and no values ranged higher than 410 mm. Sustained above-average 

precipitation totals were identified fix>m the early 1760s to the mid-1770s, the late 1780s to 

the early-1810s, the mid-1810s to the early 1830s, and the early 1930s to the mid-1950s 

(Figure 7.4c). Sustained below-average totals were more commonly seen, from the early 

1670s to the mid-1690s, the early 1830s to the mid-1850s, the early 1860s to the mid- 

1870s, the early 1890s to the early 1930s, and the mid-1980s to present (Figure 7.4c).

7.3.4 July Temperature

Figure 7.3d displays the average July temperature record reconstructed using the 

averaged MACs. Since the two species that made up the MAC index were of long duration 

(yellow-cedar and mountain hemlock), the reconstruction covers the greatest interval of any 

of the proxy records. The model explains 24 percent of the actual variation in the July 

temperature data figu re  7.2d). Sustained warmer-than-normal and cooler-than-normal
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phases were evident during several periods, with cooler-than-normal phases outnumbering 

and outweighing warmer-than-normal phases. Intervals o f more than ten years that 

averaged 0.5 °C warmer or cooler than the historical mean were identified. Sustained 

intervals o f warmer-than-normal July temperatures were seen during the early 1220s to the 

early 1240s, the late 1540s to the early 1560, the mid-1670s to the early 1690s, and the 

mid-1930s to the early 1950s. Cooler-than-normal sustained periods were seen during the 

late 1270s to the mid-1290s, the late 1310s to the late 1350s, the mid-1370s to the late 

1390s, the late 1430s to the mid-1460s, the early 1570s to the early 1690s, the late 1710s to 

the early 1730s, the mid-1740s to the early 1760s, the early 1830s to the early 1850s, and 

the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s.

7.4 Discussion

The MACs constructed to explain seasonal parameters were more robust than those 

created to model individual monthly parameters. This characteristic seems to be related to 

growth season plasticiQr. Radial growth records from trees in this setting appear to be able 

to withstand short-term climatic stresses (i.e., monthly or individual extreme events). Even 

though the monthly reconstructions are weaker, a correlation between the average June-July 

seasonal and the monthly average July temperature reconstructions were highly significant 

(r = 0.36, p < 0.0001, n = 380). Since these reconstructions are made up of different 

aggregates, and both reconstructions share the temperatures of July in common, it is seen as 

another reliable form of verification of at least those two models.

If short-term events are not well represented in the proxy records, then the strength 

of the reconstructions perhaps lies in the longer term trends th ^  reveal. In Figure 7.4 the
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four proxy data sets are illustrated as deviations fiom their historical mean. Cyclical events 

seem to be inherent in the longer-term time-series data. To explore if these apparent cycles 

are valid, a wavelet analysis o f the four data sets was conducted.

Wavelet analysis provides a robust tool able to display the dominant modes of 

variability in a time series (Torrence and Compo 1998). Within dendroclimatology, 

wavelet analyses provide a methodology for understanding variabilities in climate that have 

changed in strength and fiequency overtime (e.g., Gedalof and Smith 2001a, Malamud 

2001, Rigozo et a i, 2001).

Figures 7.5a-d illustrate the results of the wavelet analysis for each o f the four proxy 

reconstruction data sets fhttp://Daos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/. accessed on 

November 16,2001). A Gaussian filter was used to highlight areas in time where 

dominant modes of variability were found in each time series. The analyses display areas 

surrounded by solid black lines as significant at a 90 percent confidence interval compared 

to a red noise background (Torrence and Compo 1998). All four models have zero-padding 

added to each end of the time-series data set to offset edge effects. Since edge effects 

caused by the moving filter are inherent in the analyses, a cross-hatched pattern is overlain 

on each image to display where the reduction in confidence is placed in the time and 

fiequency domains (Torrence and Compo 1998).

The wavelet analysis highlights cyclicity in all four data sets. Each modelled 

parameter displays a similarity to the other reconstructions by having modes of variability 

displayed at approximately IS, 25 and 65 year periods. Three models (average June-July 

temperature, average July precipitation, average July temperature) also display modes of

http://Daos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/
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variability at approximately 130-150 year periods. All of the models share similar modes 

o f variability at particular intervals in each time series (e.g., a  significant mode in the 1920s 

at a 32 year period, or two significant modes at a 16 year period in approximately the 1680s 

and 1690s).

The wavelet analysis highlights modes of variability in each of the four models that 

have also been shown to occur in the instrumental record. Modes connected to an eight 

year El Nino/Southem Oscillation (ENSO) signal (Moore and McKendry 1996), a 25 year 

multi-decadal PDG signal (Gedalof and Smith 2001a), and a 65 year sub-century signal 

(Kadonaga et al., 1999) have been demonstrated. Evidence for a multi-century scale signal 

has also been documented from other proxy records, and the long length o f the July 

temperature reconstruction highlights such a mode of variability that is not possible to 

detect with the short instrumental record.

Since all of the climate reconstruction parameters share similar modes of variability 

at the same temporal scale, an analysis o f the characteristics o f each mode is possible. For 

example, by comparing the July temperature and precipitation wavelet analyses (Figure 7.5) 

and the July temperature and precipitation anomaly analyses O^igure 7.4), characteristics of 

each mode in July can be made. The 16-year period of variability coincides with a 

warm/dry period in July on Vancouver Island. The 32-year period coincides with a 

warm/wet cycle, the 65-year period also with a warm/wet July climate, and the 130-year 

period with an enhanced cooler/dryer mode of variability. Although the characteristics are 

suggestive, strong significance carmot be put on the results until further analysis is 

completed.
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The use o f tree rings to develop climate indices is well established (D’Airigo et al. 

1999, Biondi et al. 2001, Gedalof and Smith 2001a), but the adoption of MACs seems to 

provide another way to better target these climate-specific indices. The wavelet analyses 

provides evidence that the MAC paleoreconstructions have captured signatures o f various 

oceanic forcing mechanisms during different intervals in time.

Having investigated the past relationships between tree rings and climate on 

Vancouver Island, the last remaining objective is to see if relationships between these two 

entities can be used to forecast future ring growth firom forecasted climatic data. This 

objective will be addressed in the next chapter.
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8.0 Radial-Growth Forecasting

8.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the consequences of predicted future climates on the radial 

growth o f trees on Vancouver Island using response function analyses (Biasing et al. 1984, 

Fritts et al. 1990). It first predicts the impact o f short-term (< 10 years) climate changes 

upon the radial-growth rate of trees by using a model based on historical climate data. 

Second, this chapter investigates the likely impact of long-term (>10 to 100 years) climatic 

changes on radial-growth trends, as predicted by several different global circulation models.

8.2 Short-term Forecasting

The model TREE (Tree-ring Radial Expansion Estimator) was developed to forecast 

the impact of short-term climate changes on radial growth. TREE uses species-specific 

climate/radial-growth relationships and selected climate variables (temperature and 

precipitation) to predict radial-growth trends within the near future. Predictions are based 

upon stepwise multiple regression equations developed by SPSS (Version 7.5, 1996) that 

establish a relationship between 40 historical climate variables (current year and previous 

May to previous December monthly temperature and precipitation data) and a one year lag 

variable for each of the species tested, to historical radial-growth increments.

8.2.1 Methods

Regression models were developed for each species using the Nanaimo climate data 

firom 1900 to 1995 (n=95). To select which of the 40 climate variables were the most 

important to each dependant variable, the following protocol was followed:

1) In the first step, a backward multiple regression model was developed using all
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41 variables (40 climate and one lag variable). This process forced all the variables 
into a regression equation and then sequentially removed the variable that had the 
smallest partial correlation on the overall equation. In this manner the variables that 
have the least amount o f consequence to the regression equation were highlighted 
first In this step, all variables with a p-value greater than 0.50 where eliminated 
fiom further analysis to reduce the independent data set.

2) The second step was to enter all variables that were shown to be significant in the 
PRECON analysis with each master chronology and the remaining variables with p- 
values less than 0.50 into a forward stepwise multiple regression. Limits were 
placed on which data were entered into the regression equation by a “F to Enteri' 
and “F to Remove” confidence levels set at 0.10 and 0.15 respectively.

3) The significant variables remaining fiom #2 were then incorporated into the 
master tree species multiple regression equations (Table 8.1). The calibration 
periods were set firom 1900 to1959, while verification period were fixed firom 1960 
to 1995. The results o f this analysis is displayed in Table 8.2.

The models explained from 55 to 68 percent o f the variance in radial growth (Table

8.1). As expected with the high amount o f variance explained, all proxies were found to be

significantly verified over the time fiâmes modelled (Table 8.2). Two internet scripting

languages, PERL and HTML, were used to implement the five TREE models. Predicted

radial-growth increments are displayed as annual standardized measurements using an

HTML interface. Script codes for both the PERL calculation engine and the HTML

input/output interfaces are presented in Appendices C and D respectively.

8.2.2 Results

TREE (Version 2.1) fHttn://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/tree.html is able to explain over half 

of the variance in the radial-growth of all of the species studied (Table 8.1, Figure 8.1 a-e). 

The model works in a simple three-step process:

1. The user first selects either any or all of the five tree species for modelling in
montane areas of Vancouver Island (Figure 8.2a).



Table 8.1 - Results of a stepwise multiple regression analysis between radial growth and precipitation and temperature variables from 
Nanaimo station (1900-1995). All models have a one year lag parameter included in each model and are significant at p < 0,0001,

Dependant variable Explained r(i^) Equations

Master mountain hemloeK 0.78(0.60) MH = (Apr temp * 0.0017) + (Aug precip* 0.0001362) + (Dec temp * 0.001423) + (July temp ♦ 
0.001287) + (June temp * 0.002033) + (March temp * 0.001764) + (May precip * -0,00007374) + 
(previous Dec precip * -0.00003426) + (previous July precip * -0.0001392)+ (previous July temp * 
-0,006888) + (previous June precip * 0,0001224) + (MH lag * 0,600) + (Constant) 0,820

Master yellmv-cedar 0.78(0.60) YC = (Aug temp • -0.002083) + (Feb precip ♦ 0,00004853) + (July temp • 0.002375) + (previous 
July temp * -0.002667) + (previous Nov precip * -0.00003721) + (previous Oct temp * 0.00325) + 
(previous Sept temp ♦ -0.00217) + (YC lag • 0,703) + (Constant) 0,717

M a ^  western hemlock 0.81 (0.66) WH -  (Apr temp * 0,001748) + (Aug precip * 0,00007632) + (Jan precip * -0,00002267) + (June 
temp ♦ -0.001128) + (previous Aug precip * 0.0001395) + (previous July temp * -0,002621) + 
(previous Sept precip • -0.00002694) + (WH lag • 0.765) + (Constant) 0.705

Master western red-cedar 0.82 (0.68) WRC = (Feb temp • 0.003154) + (June temp • -0.003885) + (July precip*0,000l 133) + (May 
precip ♦ -0.0000543) + (previous Aug temp ♦ -0.001977) + (previous Dec precip ♦ -0,0000246) + 
(previous July precip * 0.0002131) + (previous July temp * -0.001369) + (previous Nov precip * 
-0.00002821 ) + (previous Oct precip * 0.00003589) + (previous Oct temp * 0.002782) + (previous 
Sept temp * 0,001995) + (WRC lag * 0.580) + (Constant) 0.961

Master Douglas-fir 0.74(0.55) DF = (May precip * 0.00008060) + (Nov precip ♦ 0.00001835) + (Previous June precip ♦ 
0.0002227) + (previous July precip ♦ 0.0001801) + (previous May temp ♦ -0,001733) + (Sept 
precip * 0.00006149) + (DF lag * 0.551) + (Constant) 0.426
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Table 8.2- Results of the goodness-of-fît tests for the forecast models developed by the 
calibrated data. Each test is listed as pass or fail with the statistical values in brackets.

Mountam.
hemlock

Yellow-
cedar

Western
hemlock

Western 
; red^edar

DouglaS'fu’

"Correlation (t) pass (0.73) pass (0.74) pass (0.90) pass (0.77) pass (0.69)

'’Correlation (r) pass (0.73) pass (0.74) pass (0.90) pass (0.77) pass (0.69)

"Reduction o f 
Error test

pass (0.71) pass (0.57) pass (0.82) pass (0.53) pass (0.51)

T-Valuetest pass (439) pass (336) pass (4.73) pass (4.40) pass (1.80)

"Signproducttest pass (5) pass (8) pass (2) pass (7) pass (4)

"Negative first 
diffoentialtest

fail (14) foil (17) fail (12) fail (12) fail (13)

Calibration intervals and significance levels for each test are noted as follows: 'Calibration time period = 
1900-1959 and verification time period = 1960-1995, "Significant at p <  0.05, "Significant at p < 0.025. 
Significance levels for the six tests are as follows: r =0.95 > 0.28, r = 0Ü75 > 033, RE > 0.08 T-value > 
1.7, Sign/product <= 12, Negative first differential <= 11. Values ofn  for all tests is n = 36.

2. The user next selects the climate parameters to be altered (Figure 8.2b), with the 
amount o f alteration allowed based upon known seasonal patterns for Vancouver 
Island (Environment Canada 1996). For example, the user is able to make scaled 
precipitation adjustments o f ± 3 to 75 mm in January to ± 1 to 30 mm for August. 
If no selection is made, future growth is predicted using thelOO-year temperature 
and precipitation averages from the Nanaimo climate station data.

3. Finally, the user selects a time interval (up to 20 years) over which the prediction 
is to be made (Figure 8.2c). In all cases, because the previous year’s conditions 
have been shown to have a significant impact on growth in the current year, these 
conditions are incorporated in the model Q.e., previous year May to December 
temperature and precipitation). For the first year o f a run, the previous year’s 
climate parameter is based on the 100 year average o f radial growth; for 
successive years the calculated increment is saved for use in the next year’s 
calculation. Since all trees grow at different rates, based on age and species, the 
calculations are standardized so that average growth is equal to one. Departures 
above and below one standard deviation fiom the average signify when growth 
will be above or below normal growth rates.
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Figure 8.1 - The five reconstructioiis made with the multiple regression equations 
developed for the TREE model.
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The outputs of TREE are presented as schematic tree symbols which increase or 

decrease in size depending upon the predicted annual enhancement or reduction in radial 

growth, and as standardized ring-width values fig u re  8.3). Iterations are performed for 

the user-defined number of years and appropriate image sizes are displayed beside each 

year. Since the climate changes induced by the operator are static (i.e., they are altered 

fiom the past, but do not change in the fiiture), most dramatic changes in radial-growth 

persist for only a few years, stabilizing in most cases by the Sth or 6th year.

83  Long-term Forecasting

A number of global circulation models (GCMs) have been developed in the last 

decade that are designed to forecast climatic changes likely to occur at the decade to 

century scale (e.g., Plato et a l 2000, Grassl 2000). These analyses have generated 

climate predictions that are, in most cases, quite different fiom the recorded historical 

changes for most regions (Allan et a i 2000, Hegerl et al. 2000).

This section presents a methodological firamework that uses selected GCM 

outputs to forecast ring growth for the next century. These analyses provide an 

opportunity to forecast the radial-growth behaviour of selected species over the long term. 

83.1. Methods

The following analyses were completed using GCM climate data generated by the 

Canadian Climate Centre flittp://www.cccma.bc.ec.gc.ca/ene index.html. accessed 

November 16,2001). Sets of predicted temperature and precipitation data are considered 

under three different scenarios:

http://www.cccma.bc.ec.gc.ca/ene
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Figure 8.3 - Sample output screen from the TREE model. The output relates the average 
growth increment and whether the increment is above-, normal or below-average growth. 
It also relates the length o f the analysis and each year’s growth increment, as well as what 
year the growth increment stabilizes.

1. A Ix CO2, second-generation Atmospheric General Circulation Model 
(AGCM2) for the period 2001-2020 AD. The outputs of this model are based on 
CO2 changes in the atmosphere from 1850 to present (McFarlane et a i 1992), 
which are assumed to continue at the same rate into the future. The AGCM2 is 
used in seasonal climate forecasts and for modelling atmospheric changes (e g., 
Boer eta/. 1992, McFarlane era/. 1992, Zweirs 1996, Reader and Boer 1998, 
Holzer 1999).

2. A 2x COj, AGCM2 for the period 2001-2020 AD using the same model as 
above, except that the COj forcing is calculated at a doubled rate.

3. A second generation Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM2) with data 
provided from 1900 to 2100 AD. The CGCM2 couples the AGCM2 with an 
ocean component (a modular ocean module and a sea ice model) to better model 
ocean-atmosphere interactions (Flato et al. 2000, Flato and Boer 2001). CO  ̂
forcing in the CGCM2 model is derived from measured rates of change from 1900 
to1996 and is calculated as annual one percent increases in CO  ̂for the remaining 
years.
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bi Older to apply the results, a 3.75° x 3.75° GCM grid was selected that is centred 

over 50° 10' M latitude, 127° 50' W longitude. The grid encompasses the northern two- 

thirds of Vhncouver Island, a portion of the British Columbia Coast Mountains and a 

large portion o f the nearby Pacific Ocean (Figure 8.4). Precipitation data from the grid 

are calculated in mm/day, which then have to be summed as monthly totals for 

comparison. Temperature data are reported as monthly means in °C.

Figure 8.4 - A map o f the area of the 3.75 longitude x 3.75 «latitude grid square from 
which the GCM data was derived.
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The CGCM2 data were compared to the Nanaimo and Quatsino climate data sets 

over the period 1900-2000. The GCM precipitation totals were found to be consistently 

higher in all months than were actually recorded at Nanaimo, most likely due to the large 

area of ocean covered by the grid square (Figures 8.4 and 8.5). Conversely, the Quatsino 

data set produced larger actual monthly average precipitation totals in all months 

compared to the GCM data (Figure 8.5). Recorded summer temperatures from the 

climate stations were equivalent to or exceeded the modelled data from the grid 

square fig u re  8.6). Autumn, winter and spring temperature data from the two stations 

indicated much cooler conditions existed at Nanimo and Quatsino than were predicted by 

the CGCM2 data from the grid (Figure 8.6). In December and January, the modelled 

temperatures were on average 6 *C warmer for the time period 1900-2000, and increased 

to 8 °C warmer for 2000-2100 forecast, vdien compared to the 1900-2000 temperature 

average from the station data. The forecasted temperature data for the grid square slowly 

warms from 2000 to 2100, attaining its highest levels at the end o f the record.

The AGCM2 Ix data generates precipitation values that closely follow those 

forecasted by the CGCM2 for 2000-2020, while the AGCM2 2x data set is considerably 

drier (Figure 8.7). Temperature values are more uniform among the three data sets. The 

Ix CO; data set produced the coolest forecasted temperatures, with the CGCM2 data 

predicting conditions approximately 2 **C warmer and the 2x data 1 °C warmer over the 

20-year time period (Figure 8,8).

The three general circulation modelled data sets are regarded as reliable and 

consistent representations of the grid square climate over time. The duration of the
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Table 8.3 - Results of a stepwise multiple regression analysis predicting radial growth using precipitation and temperature variables 
from GCM data (1900-1995). All models have a one year lag parameter included in each model and are significant at p < 0,0001,

Dependant variable Explained r(r^) Equations

Master mountain hemlock 0.68 (0.46) MH = (Apr temp*0.00097l3) + (Aug precip • -0.000164) + (Dec temp • -0.0068) + (July temp * 
-0.000756) + (June temp ♦ 0.002581)+ (March temp ♦ 0.001146) + (May precip • -0.0000529) + 
(previous Dec precip • -0.0000279) + (previous July precip • -0,0000531) +
(Previous July temp * -0.00532) + (previous June precip ♦ 0.0000711) + (MH lag * 0.43) + 
(Constant) 1.798

Master yellow-cedar 0.67(0.46) YC = (Aug temp • -0,002814) + (Feb precip • -0.0000009007) + (July temp ♦ 0.001224) + 
(previous July temp * -0.004403) + (previous Nov Precip * -0.00000823) + (previous Oct temp * 
0,008047) + (previous Sept temp • -0.002886) + (YC lag ♦ 0,614) + (Constant) 0.601

Master western hemlock 0.71 (0.50) WH = (Apr temp ♦ -0.0001762) + (Aug precip • -0.00005854) + (Jan precip • 0.000008454) + 
(June temp*0.0008377)+ (previous Aug precip * -0.00002815) + (previous July temp * -0.001095) 
+ (previous Sept precip ♦ -0.00003183) + (WH lag * 0,672) + (Constant) 0.434

Master western red-cedar 0.67(0.45) WRC = (Feb temp * 0,002756) + (June temp * 0.001086) + (July precip * 0.00004456) + (May 
precip * 0.00001717) + (previous Aug temp * 0.007483) + (previous Dec precip * 0,00002349) + 
(previous July precip • 0.00005170) + (previous July temp • -0.00323) + (previous Nov precip * 
-0.00001205) + (previous Oct precip • -0.000009412) + (previous Oct temp ♦ -0.00004719) + 
(previous Sept temp • -0.008824) + (WRC lag ♦ 0,655) + (Constant) 0.598

Master Douglas-fir 0.63 (0.40) DF = (May precip • 0.000005043) + (Nov precip + -0.00002028) + (Previous June precip * 
-0.0000117) + (previous July precip * -0.00003991) + (previous May temp * -0.001692) + (Sept 
precip ♦ 0.00003080) + (DF lag ♦ 0.625) + (Constant) 0.575

00
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radial-growth indices allows for standard calibration and verification procedures to be 

conducted, allowing for further modelling. The same climate variables that were used in 

the TREE model regression equations (Tahle 8.1) were entered into SPSS (Version 7.5, 

1996) to produce new long-term radial-growth regression equations using the GCM data 

(Table 8.3).

A 60/40 split of the data set was again used for the calibration/verification 

procedure for the same period as the short-term analysis (Table 8.3). The models explain 

between 40 and 50 percent o f the variance in radial growth, with all models passing five 

o f the six goodness-of- fit tests in the VF Y program (Holmes 1999)(Table 8.4).

Table 8 .4 - Results o f the goodness-of-fit tests for the forecast models developed by the 
GCM calibrated data. Each test is listed as pass or fail with the statistical values in 
brackets.

Mountain
hemlock

Yellow-
cedar

Western
hemlock

Western
red-cedar

Douglas-fir

"Correlation (r) pass (0.60) pass (0.55) pass (0.81) pass (0.34) pass (0.63)

"Correlation (r) pass (0.60) pass (0.55) pass (0.81) pass (0.34) pass (0.63)

"Reduction of 
Error test

pass (0.62) pass (0.33) pass (0.68) pass (0.17) pass (0.45)

"T-Valuetest pass (4.44) pass (2.83) pass (3.86) pass (1.49) pass (2.72)

"Sign-product
test

pass (7) pass (11) pass (4) pass (9) pass (4)

"Negative first 
differential test

fail (14) fail (24) fail (15) fail (18) fail (18)

Calibration intervals and significance levels for each test are noted as follows: Calibration time period = 
1937-1995 and verification time period = 1901-1936, 'Significant at p < 0.05, '’Significant at p < 0.025. 
Significance levels for the six tests are as follows; r = 0.95 >0.27, r  = 0.975 >0 J2 , RE >0.07 T-value> 1.69, 
S-P<= 12, Neg FJ).<= 12.
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8 J.2  Results

The actual radial-growth Increments and the predicted growth from the CGCM2 

data set frr mountain hemlock are displayed in Figure 8.9a. The mountain hemlock 

model explains a low amount of explained variance, but the equation is still thought to 

effectively predict future growth (46 % o f the variance explained). Mountain hemlock 

radial growth remains near its long-term mean range of variation until approximately 

2030, when a steepening decline in ring width is initiated. From 2030 until 2100, 

mountain hemlock radial growth continues to decline until eventually surpassing even the 

worst recorded growth for the species by the 2060s.

The response o f yellow-cedar to future climates is displayed in Figure 8.9b. For 

the first 40 years the radial growth o f yellow-cedar is near the historical average and 

never exceeds the recorded range of variation. For the following 60 years, radial growth 

remains at or near the low end of the long-term range of variation.

The response of western hemlock to future climates is shown in Figure 8.9c. 

Similar to mountain hemlock, western hemlock radial-growth is reduced from the 

beginning of the 21st century. Radial growth returns to values near the long-term mean 

by 2040, and from there the two hemlock species’ growth patterns differ greatly. While 

the radial growth o f mountain hemlock is greatly reduced, western hemlock growth 

increments slowly decrease in size, but still match a range of variation that characterized 

20th century growth.

Figure 8.9d displays the predicted radial growth trend of western red-cedar based 

on fiiture CGCM2 climate data. Western red-cedar exhibits a sudden increase in radial
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Figure 8.9 - Actual and predicted long-term radial growth trends for all species in the 
study. Predicted radial growth is based on CGCM2 data.
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growth, followed by an equally sudden reduction in growth in the first 10 years o f the 

new century. Radial growth slowly recovers throughout the 2010s and 2020s, until it 

regains a position slightly above the historical 20th century average. In the 2030s, the 

western red-cedar radial-growth rate again decreases, only to increase to average levels 

throughout the late 2050s and the 2060s. Western red-cedar radial growth maintains near 

average levels until 2100, where it has a  below-average growth rate at the end of the 

forecast

The forecasted long-term radial growth behaviour o f upper-elevation Douglas-fir 

is shown in Figure 8.9e. The annual increments have values slightly below the long-term 

mean for almost the entire record. In the years immediately after the turn of the 21st 

century, Douglas-fir has a few years when growth at the historical average is exhibited. 

However, by 2010 annual radial growth slowly decreases until 2100, despite a series of 

minor increases and decreases in increments throughout the interval.

Test results for the Ix and 2x €0% changes to the atmosphere fiom the AGCM2 

data are represented in Figures 8.10 and 8.11. The Ix atmospheric CO; increase to 

climate, maintains radial-growth increments near the long-term mean values for two of 

the species (western hemlock, and Douglas-fir) (Figure 8.10). Under these conditions, 

mountain hemlock and western red-cedar show a considerable increase in radial growth 

and maintain these elevated levels throughout the record fig u re  8.10). Yellow-cedar 

displays a reduction in its radial-growth increments based on the predicted Ix CO; 

climates and maintains a slightly reduced increment throughout the forecast period 

(Figure 8.10).
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Two X COj changes to the atmosphere result in growth responses that are 

moderate compared to those o f a Ix  CO2 envirorunent. Western red-cedar continues to 

demonstrate enhanced radial-growth, but the elevated level is less pronounced when 

compared to that accompanying a Ix €0% atmospheric changes (Figure 8.11). Mountain 

hemlock attains below-average radial growth throughout the record, which differs 

markedly firom the Ix €0% forecast figu re  8.11). Western hemlock experiences a 

reduction in radial growth in the middle portions o f the forecast, but recovers to near- 

average radial growth by 2020 (Figure 8.11). Douglas-fir and yellow-cedar continue to 

exhibit a reduction in radial growth under a 2x 00% environment, but the level of 

reduction is slightly more than was predicted under the Ix CO; environment (Figure 

8.10).

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Short-term Forecasting

Experimentation with the TREE model highlights the capacity of forests to 

respond to future climate changes. It is apparent that generalist species such as yellow- 

cedar (Antos and Zobel 1986, Russell 1993) are better able to adjust to climatic changes, 

since no single factor limits their growth to a high degree. Conversely, a species like 

mountain hemlock will be able to cope with the short-term climatic changes provided 

alterations do not positively or negatively affect a crucial parameter in their radial-growth 

cycle.

8.4.2 Long-term Forecasting

The CGCM2 data set is not a perfect replicate o f any single land-based station on
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Vancouver Island, but it does provide a consistent interpretation o f the known climate 

pattern for use in modelling radial growth. The precipitation extremes in the data set are 

all matched or exceeded in land-based records, but the temperature extremes are higher 

than what is generally seen on land, especially in winter months.

The CGCM2 data predicts that most high-elevation tree species on Vancouver 

Island will continue to grow well. An exception to this is moimtain hemlock which 

shows more degeneration in radial growth over time than any other species. The effect of 

a drier springtime (when mountam hemlock usually enjoys a wetter environment) is 

partly driving the reduced growth potential o f the species. Figure 8.2 illustrates reduced 

April, May, and June precipitation 6om the 20th to 21st century in the modelled data.

The response function created in Chapter 5 from 20th-century data put an emphasis on 

the importance of April, May, and June spring precipitation for radial growth in mountain 

hemlock trees. Changes in precipitation totals manifest themselves in greatly reduced 

radial growth later in the 21st century. It is also unknown how the state o f the 

precipitation (i.e., snow vs rain) will affect the growth of mountain hemlock since both 

forms of precipitation have been shown to have different effects on radial growth 

(Peterson and Peterson 2001). The last unknown, is whether mountain hemlock already 

has the abili^ to adjust its “tree-time” to take advantage of the forecasted wetter months 

before April to maintain an average rate o f radial growth.

The second factor that may be responsible for the forecasted reduction in the 

radial growth in mountain hemlock is the lag factor that was built into the regression 

model to explain a large amount of the variance in its radial growth. The high
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autocoirelatioii values from Chapter 3 suggest that poor growth in the previous year 

should have a strong negative effect on radial growth in the current year. Compounding 

negative inputs to the growth equations will then make a current year’s radial growth 

continually susceptible to the previous year’s reduced growth. What is not known is if 

the natural one year lag in radial growth behaves as predicted, or will it react differently 

when unusually small rings are produced in multiple consecutive years.

Lag fectors are common parameters to incorporate into fisrecast models (Abraham 

and Ledolter 1983, Geisser 1993, Aitchison and Dunsmore 1975), but to determine if the 

lag variable coefBcient was driving the model to a greater degree than the climate 

variables, an additional examination of the data was necessary. The same three step 

procedure, as outline above, for the selection of variables to be included into the 

regression equations was conducted. In this analysis, the one year lag variable was 

intentionally excluded from the stepwise selection of the most significant climate 

variables on radial growth. To select a similar number of climate variables for the 

equation, the F to enter and F to remove limitations in the stepwise multiple regression 

were set at less restrictive boimdaries o f 0.20 and 0.25 respectively.

Table 8.5 displays the new regression equations for each species, while Figure 

8.12 displays the forecasted growth for each tree species without using the lag variables.

A comparison between the two scenarios suggests that they display similar trends. For 

instance, in both scenarios mountain hemlock radial growth declines through time. This 

behaviour is interpreted to signal that, although lag factor mechanics do contribute to the 

downward trend in radial growth within one scenario, the climate forecast scenario shows



Table 8.5 - Results of a stepwise multiple regression analysis predicting radial growth using precipitation and temperature variables 
from GCM data (1900-1995). All models do not have a lag parameter included to determine the effects of the lag parameter from 
previous models.

Dependant variole Explained r(i^) Equations

Master mountain hemlock 0.48 (0.23) MH = (Apr temp* 0.00266) + (Dec temp * -0.00649) + (July temp * -0.00231 ) + (June temp * 
0.01008) + (Oct temp * -0.00169) + (previous Dec precip * -0.0000342) +
(previous July temp * -0.00231) + (Previous June precip * 0.00002676) + (previous Nov precip * 
-0.0000404) + (previous Nov temp * -0.00552) + (Constant) 2.164

Master yellow-cedar 0.28(0.08) YC = (Aug precip ♦ -0.0002) + (Aug temp * -0,012) t  (Dec temp * 0.0005637) t  (Feb precip * 
-0.00000165) + (July temp * 0.006907) + (Nov precip ♦ -0.00000473) + (previous Jun precip • 
0.00007536) + (previous Oct temp ♦ 0.006292) + (Sept precip * -0.0000117) + (Constant) 0.997

Master western hW pck 0.26(0.06) WH “  (Apr temp • 0,0002792) + (Dec temp * -0.00265) + (Mar precip * 0.0000113) + (Oct temp 
* -0.000747) + (previous Aug precip * -0.000129) + (previous July precip * -0.0000586) + 
(previous July temp •  0.002098) + (previous Nov temp ♦ -0.00244) + (Constant) 1,427

Master western red-cedw 0.41 (0.17) WRC = (Feb temp • -0.00107) + (July precip * 0.0001564) + (June precip ♦ -0,0000727) + (June 
temp * 0,0005966) + (Mar precip * 0.00006542) + (Nov precip * -0.0000142) + (previous Aug 
temp * 0.0009004) + (previous July precip * 0.0001819) + (previous Oct precip * -0,0000109) + 
(previous Oct temp * -0,0027) + (Constant) 1.113

Master Douglas-fir 0.19(0.04) DF = (Nov precip * -0.000021) + (previous July precip + 0.0000548) + (Previous June precip * 
-0.0000732) + (previous May precip * 0.00002144) + (previous Nov precip * -0.0000065) + (Sept 
precip • 0.00004303) + (Sept temp * 0.002373) + (Constant) 0.635
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the same trend. The offset of spring-like conditions to earlier in the season, is thus 

considered to be the single most important factor driving the continuing decline in the 

radial growth o f mountain hemlock. As previously mentioned, it is impossible for the 

model to predict if mountain hemlock on Vancouver Island will produce normal radial 

growth increments under shifting spring climates, as this type o f displacement is 

unprecedented in the historical record.

Both short-term and long-term forecast models can never adequately model the 

natural ecological amplitude or plasticity inherent to each tree species. Nevertheless, if 

mountain hemlock is not able to adjust to the forecasted climate changes, then it is 

anticipated that lower elevational stands are likely to become increasingly senescent and 

eventually die. There is also some probability that the elevation extent of mountain 

hemlock trees may increase as more favourable conditions for germination become 

commonplace beyond the present altitudinal treeline. For the case of Vancouver Island 

though, this reaction would be somewhat diminished as there is no higher terrain to move 

too.

The radial growth trends for the remaining tree species show similar trends under 

both model conditions (Figures 8.9 and 8.12). Western hemlock shows a slightly larger 

reduction in growth than the other species (Figure 8.12c), similar to Figure 8.9c. Yellow- 

cedar, western red-cedar and Douglas-fir all show little difference in the radial growth 

trends over the forecast period fiom one growth scenario to the other (Figure 8.12b,

8.12d, and 8.12e).
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9.0 Conclusions

The aim of this research program was to examine the growth response ofhigh- 

elevation conifers on Vancouver Island to climate. To do this, multiple species firom a 

high-elevation coastal network were used to: describe radial-growth changes over time 

and space on Vancouver Island; to establish individual “tree-times” of each species by 

relating the timing and responses of the radial growth of these trees to known climatic 

parameters; and, to develop improved climate/radial-growth models capable o f predicting 

the effects of past, present and future climates on selected conifer species. The results of 

these analyses suggest that better proxy climate records can be developed in Pacific North 

America by using selected chronologies firom multiple tree species to shed light on the 

natural range of past climates.

Chapter 3 details the first thorough dendrochronological examination o f upper- 

elevation tree species on Vancouver Island. With more than 30 chronologies developed 

for mountain hemlock and yellow-cedar, the dendroclimatological potential o f both 

species is better understood. Mountain hemlock was found to be the most consistently 

useful species with high mean series correlations (mean = 0.490), strong mean sensitivi^ 

values (mean -  0.251), and relatively low autocorrelation values (mean = 0.729). 

Yellow-cedar followed closely with mean series correlation (mean = 0.433), mean 

sensitivity (mean = 0.253), and mean autocorrelation values (mean = 0.764). Western 

hemlock, western red-cedar and Douglas-fir, were found to lag behind mountain hemlock 

and yellow-cedar in usefulness, but the low numbers o f trees sampled, and difficulties 

encountered when crossdating (especially with western hemlock), are factors affecting
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this result.

The number o f cores needed to develop adequate dendroclimatic reconstructions 

has never been investigated in this setting. This study determined that most of these 

species are well suited for dendroclimatic research, particularly when 18 or more cores 

are present in a chronology. This figure must be treated as a guideline only, as some 

species crossdate poorly (i.e., western hemlock), and may require as many as 25 cores for 

confident chronology development.

Chapter 4 reveals that the radial growth trends of high-elevation trees on 

Vancouver Island are consistent across the entire island in most years. Because common 

growth trends have existed for at least the last 500 years, coimections were sought to 

climate systems in Pacific North America. Master chronologies for each species were 

constructed and examined to see if there were any links to the three most common 

oceanic forcing mechanisms (i.e., ENSO, EDO, and ENA). All o f the tree species 

examined (except Douglas-fir) showed a connection to at least one ocean forcing 

mechanism. No two species displayed the same level of connection to a single 

mechanism and, as such, point toward each capturing a unique climate signal in their 

radial growth. Clearly the interactions between radial growth and the various forcing 

mechanisms are complex, but because the links are present, this finding offers an area for 

fiirther investigation.

Chapter 5 examined the relationship of the timing of radial growth and to the 

environment in the Vancouver Island MH zone. This investigation was designed to 

elucidate the approximate “tree-time” that determines the physiological behaviour of each
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of the five species examined. Initiation of earlywood and latewood cell production, as 

well as cessation of these radial-growth processes were established. The distinct timing 

o f these events is seen as key to a determination o f how each tree species incorporates the 

environmental parameters that are active at the time of radial growth. A major finding 

was an understanding of how each species radial-growth cycle was offset. Tree-time 

cycles showed that mountain hemlock was the first tree species to initiate and cease 

radial-growth, and as such, early season climate parameters were best captured. Yellow- 

cedar and western hemlock lagged behind mountain hemlock in initiating radial growth 

by as much as two or three weeks. The abili^ to more precisely link specific species to 

calendar time periods was an essential starting point in developing a multi-species 

methodology.

By using multiple tree species, and by understanding each species’ growth 

response to its enviromnent, “multiple aggregate chronologies” (MACs) were developed 

to reconstruct climate parameters. Four specific tests were conducted in order to enhance 

the climate signal of two seasonal and two monthly parameters. Like single-species 

chronologies, MACs were better able to predict seasonal parameters then individual 

monthly parameters. MACs were able to improve climatic models compared to single

species reconstructions, except vdten the strongest single-species chronologies were used. 

In all cases, correlations between single-species chronologies and climate parameters 

culminated in an upper threshold for the relationship. MACs improved the strength of a 

relationships between radial growth and climate at an average site, up to, or closer to, this 

threshold. MACs were unable to improve upon the single-species indices that were
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already at or near the relationship threshold, but th ^  were able to significantly improve 

the weak chronologies tested. It is concluded that if  the abiliQr to choose the best- 

correlated index firom a large set o f indices (e.g., > 25) is not available, then developing 

MACs by sampling multiple species fiom a site will likely produce a stronger 

relationships to climate than a single index can provide.

By selecting and averaging the top five MAC models, calibrated and verified 

paleoclimatic reconstructions were developed. Two seasonal parameters produced 

reconstructions with more explained variance than the two single-monthly climate 

parameters. A 500-year April 1 snowpack reconstruction showed prolonged intervals 

above and below the historical average snowdepth throughout the reconstruction. These 

cyclical patterns have modes o f variability on various scales and seem to be closely linked 

to the dominant climate influences fiom the nearby Pacific ocean. The average June-July 

temperature reconstruction extends over a 350-year interval and also shows links to 

cyclical ocean climates. The July precipitation and temperature paleoreconstructions 

produced significant models, but both were not high in explained variance. Individual 

monthly parameters continue to be problematic for reconstruction, with extreme event 

years causing the most trouble in the relationship. The July precipitation model produced 

a 350-year paleoreconstruction, while the July temperature model produced the longest 

reconstruction of800-years. Although not as highly significant as the two seasonal 

reconstructions, both single monthly reconstructions display common cyclical modes of 

variability linked to the ocean. Evidence fiom the long-duration July reconstruction also 

suggests a mode of variability with an approximately 130-150-year return period.
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Further research needs to be undertaken to determine wdiether the MAC technique 

is applicable to other settings where climate-growth relationships have been used to 

develop proxy models (e.g., PDO, CTI, PNA reconstructions). Theoretically, the MAC 

technique should display a similar pattern in reconstructing oceanic indices as was seen 

with seasonal and monthly climate relationships.

Forecast models for radial growth o f trees have never before been attempted with 

climate data. Both short-term and long-term models were developed in Chapter 8. TREE 

(Tree-ring Radial Expansion Estimator) is a short-term model that allows users to define 

climate change scenarios for up to 20 years to project the effect o f the induced set of 

changes upon one or more selected species. Five species models were built, developing 

relationships based on Nanaimo climate station data, and were able to explain fi'om 55 to 

68 percent of the variance in radial growth. The models were able to account for 

alterations to yearly precipitation and temperature variables, giving the user the abili^ to 

investigate the radial-growth impacts of a wide range of possible climate change 

scenarios.

Long-term radial growth models were developed using GCM data from the 

Canadian Climate Centre. Regression analyses established climate-growth relationships 

for all master chronologies to the GCM data. The strength o f these relationships ranged 

from a low of 40 percent of the variance explained for mountain hemlock to a high of 50 

percent for yellow-cedar. Forecasts were made from the data for the years 2000 to 2100 

AD.

Mountain hemlock was shown to be the tree species most susceptible to impact
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firom the forecasted climate changes. While the radial growth of the other species 

examined were shown to experience slight reductions in radial growth over this interval, 

these were comparably minor when compared to the potential impact on mountain 

hemlock populations. A test was conducted to see if the reduction in increment o f all 

models was driven by the mechanics o f the model or by the changing climate variables. 

Once the lag variables were taken out o f the models, similar tends in overall growth were 

seen for all scenarios, even though the explanatory power o f the models was drastically 

reduced.

Long-term forecasting as presented in this dissertation is by no means highly 

certain, as it focusses only on the impact generated by forecasted changes inherent within 

the Canadian Climate Model. Nevertheless, these predictions of future forest productivity 

break new ground in that it th ^  use forecasted data to predict growth instead of using 

growth trend scenarios. Despite any shortcomings of this application, it does provide a 

starting point for forest managers and forest ecologists to consider what efTect future 

climates may have on tree growth.
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Appendix A - Scientific Name of Trees in Text

mountain hemlock, Tsuga mertensiana ̂ ong .) Can:, 

yellow-cedar, Chamaetyparis nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach 

western hemlock, Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. 

Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco 

western red-cedar. Thuja plicata Donn 

subalpine fir, Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt 

amabilis fir, Abies amabilis (Dougl.) Forbes 

grand fir, Abies grandis QDougl.) Lindl. 

shore pine, Pinus contorta var. contorta Dougl.

Garry oak, Quercus garryana Dougl.

western yew, Taxus brevifolia N utt

bigleaf maple, Acer macrophyllum Pursh

red alder, Alnus rubra Bong.

black cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa Totr. & Gray

arbutus. Arbutus menziesii Pursh

western white pine, Pinus monticola Dougl.

Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.
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Appendix B

The 88 X 88 Correlation Matrix

The 88 X 88 chronology correlation matrix is described below. Each series is 

described by a code. The series codes can be defined as follows: Site code (see Table 

2.1) followed by a three number code describing the species. The species codes are as 

follows - 000 = western hemlock, 100 = yellow-cedar, 200 = mountain hemlock, 300 = 

Douglas-fir, 400 = subalpine-fir, 700 = western red-cedar.

94Mila 94Cain 94Arro 94Heat 94Wash 96A100 96B100 96C100
94Mila 1.0000
94Catn 0.5667 1.0000
94Arro 0.6743 0.5610 1.0000
94Heat 0.4153 0.5000 0.4402 1.0000

94WSash 0.6925 0.6027 0.8010 0.3898 1.0000
96A100 0.3589 0.4020 0.4076 0.6535 0.4078 1.0000
966100 0.4315 0.3244 0.5158 0.4413 0.4659 0.5349 1.0000
96C100 0.3464 0.3030 0.4573 0.4220 0.4542 0.4254 0.4696 1.0000
96E100 0.3602 0.2938 0.5672 0.4540 0.5202 0.4136 0.5033 0.4003
96F100 0.4358 0.4767 0.6235 0.4611 0.6569 0.5668 0.6334 0.5822
96G100 0.0812 0.3005 0.2855 0.5578 0.2589 0.4967 0.5160 0.2446
96H100 0.3106 0.1371 0.3678 0.3748 0.2927 0.5897 0.6746 0.4051
961100 0.3952 0.5129 0.4047 0.7375 0.3815 0.6732 0.6421 0.3781
96J100 0.3683 0.4549 0.5720 0.4917 0.5461 0.5698 0.7063 0.4569
96K100 0.2947 0.2339 0.1663 0.4843 0.1937 0.4370 0.3330 0.1248
96L100 0.4608 0.5182 0.5553 0.5080 0.4813 0.5207 0.5563 0.3439
96M100 0.4345 0.6502 0.4174 0.6052 0.4437 0.5222 0.4390 0.3272
960100 0.3551 0.4996 0.3504 0.5492 0.3584 0.6318 0.5702 0.3397
96P100 0.2667 0.4488 0.2009 0.5049 0.1970 0.5892 0.4079 0.1932
960100 0.2392 0.3757 0.2144 0.6244 0.2156 0.6266 0.4373 0.3263
96S100 0.2866 0.3695 0.1618 0.4059 0.1470 0.3698 0.1743 0.1230
96V100 0.4312 0.4841 0.5778 0.7249 0.5169 0.4460 0.4225 0.3639
96X100 0.3270 0.4463 0.4451 0.5129 0.3924 0.6557 0.6946 0.4366
978100 -0.0744 0.0478 -0.1149 0.0625 -0.0929 0.1343 0.0073 -0.0863
97D100 0.6129 0.4260 0.6065 0.3958 0.6716 0.3097 0.4638 0.2609
97E100 0.6148 0.5952 0.6795 0.2663 0.7068 0.3672 0.4390 0.3844
97F100 0.3527 0.4425 0.3463 0.5465 0.3729 0.6003 0.6868 0.4261
971100 0.5465 0.5959 0.7042 0.4441 0.7137 0.5467 0.5923 0.4829
97J100 0.3859 0.3120 0.5807 0.5051 0.4942 0.6253 0.7822 0.6114
97K100 0.3225 0.5070 0.2347 0.5302 0.2607 0.5408 0.4275 0.2115
97L100 0.1125 0.3855 0.0690 0.4675 0.0157 0.4494 0.4109 0.0637

97M100 0.2464 0.4967 0.3623 0.5651 0.3324 0.4925 0.5524 0.2803
970100 0.4860 0.5706 0.5123 0.6041 0.5244 0.6144 0.6399 0.3777
97P100 0.1330 0.2930 0.1332 0.4903 0.1906 0.5091 0.3518 0.2314
970100 -0.1011 0.1467 0.0673 0.2191 0.1319 0.3570 0.2910 0.2502
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96M100 960100 96P100 960100 96S100 96V100 96X100 97B10Q
94Mila
94Cain
94Arro
94Heat

94VVash
96A100
96B100
96C100
96E100
96F100
966100
96H100
961100
96J100
96K100
96L100
96M100
960100 0.5409 1
96P100 0.5743 0.7342 1
960100 0.6405 0.646 0.6435 1
96S100 0.3278 0.5726 0.5335 0.4118 1
96V100 0.4633 0.4537 0.3946 0.3831 0.3901 1
96X100 0.5655 0.7081 0.5868 0.6538 0.3588 0.4167 1
97B100 -0.0788 0.2211 0.1734 0.1062 0.3528 0.1773 0.1463 1
97D100 0.484 0.2972 0.207 0.3452 0.1243 0.3834 0.3262 -0.2351
97E100 0.5529 0.4992 0.3656 0.3136 0.2222 0.3629 0.4256 -0.1238
97F100 0.6539 0.7955 0.6891 0.7548 0.3785 0.4123 0.7748 0.0918
971100 0.6092 0.3862 0.2937 0.3659 0.1276 0.4458 0.5908 -0.056
97J100 0.4179 0.6046 0.4637 0.4233 0.2471 0.499 0.6535 0.019
97K100 0.5266 0.8382 0.7258 0.5381 0.675 0.4165 0.5733 0.1729
97L100 0.5161 0.7091 0.8544 0.5761 0.5321 0.3784 0.5695 0.2613
97M100 0.5161 0.7195 0.6361 0.5527 0.4491 0.5043 0.6603 0.2281
970100 0.5899 0.7554 0.5972 0.6321 0.4541 0.5244 0.6804 0.1593
97P100 0.5923 0.5034 0.5436 0.7329 0.3854 0.3082 0.4839 0.025
970100 0.2363 0.2525 0.2768 0.2022 0.2045 0.2822 0.3472 0.0198
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96M100 960100 96P100 960100 96S100 96V100 96X100 97B100
97NOOO 0.1596 0.1009 0.3459 0.2878 0.1467 0.1351 0.0302 0.1291
97COOO 0.2397 0.1553 0.1787 0.1444 0.0766 0.297 0.2013 0.0155
97Q000 -0.0719 0.013 0.0519 0.1374 0.0655 0.0413 -0.0177 0.0939
97AOOO 0-1126 0.3085 0.1609 0.0085 0.1862 0.2928 0.244 0.1431
97BOOO -0.0106 -0.0582 0.044 -0.0484 0.093 0.1528 -0.1489 0.1274
97E000 0.0707 0.0974 0.0831 0.0525 0.0896 0.127 -0.0223 -0.0137
96C000 0.1036 0.1224 0.1129 0.1082 0.0202 0.141 0.1005 0.008
96UOOO 0.1373 0.136 0.1789 0.1135 0.094 0.1999 0.1726 0.0929
96B000 0.1082 0.1639 0.1727 0.211 0.2499 0.1476 0.0711 0.2322
961000 0.2447 0.1303 0.2985 0.2027 0.1562 0.188 0.126 0.134

96AOOO 0.0532 0.1913 0.0517 0.0453 0.1369 0.1453 0.1067 0.2081
93MP300 -0.0591 0.0975 0.0225 0.0571 0.0615 0.0659 0.0325 0.0886

960300 0.1982 0.1315 0.2389 0.2818 0.0207 0.0791 0.1911 0.0815
97Q700 0.1597 0.2991 0.2308 0.2819 0.2247 0.1664 0.2747 0.1514
97B700 0.3883 0.3164 0.4704 0.4115 0.285 0.1603 0.3584 0.0901

96W400 0.2855 0.0306 -0.0684 0.0752 -0.0681 0.3769 -0.01 0.0817
96N200 0.4249 0.2454 0.2875 0.2779 0.4281 0.5231 0.1279 0.1334

94HM200 0.0389 0.1714 0.0848 0.0764 0.2575 0.3615 0.0179 0.1518
96A200 0.1725 0.2859 0.4422 0.3397 0.4931 0.3649 0.1095 0.3126
96B200 0.2025 0.2423 0.1999 0.278 0.0873 0.2671 0.2722 0.2303
96C200 0.1513 0.1912 0.0653 0.168 0.1461 0.3596 0.2014 0.1709
960200 -0.0018 0.0181 0.0581 0.1132 -0.0596 0.1231 0.1777 0.138
96E200 0.3767 0.2646 0.1563 0.2505 0.2777 0.5015 0.1879 0.0069
96F200 0.4644 0.331 0.291 0.2948 0,1626 0.3624 0.415 0.0367
96G200 0.306 0.2882 0.1668 0.1485 0.101 0.3588 0.2633 0.1398
96H200 0.0037 0.1117 0.0774 0.0318 0.0008 0.1314 0.1797 0.0267
961200 0.1412 0.2237 0.409 0.2218 0.2986 0.3766 0.182 0.3812
96J200 0.2091 0.121 0.1281 0.2796 0.1953 0.3809 0.2232 0.2694
96K200 0.0311 0.3935 0.1597 0.101 0.4813 0.2596 0.1415 0.1781
96L200 0.0419 0.1395 0.2222 0.3215 0.331 0.2302 0.0394 0.3375
96M200 0.3743 0.3515 0.3504 0.2733 0.5245 0.5174 0.1325 0.1656
960200 0.1705 0.3918 0.4016 0.4066 0.453 0.4025 0.1378 0.3296
96P200 0.167 0.1637 0.4732 0.3646 0.4206 0.2469 0.02 0.3376
960200 -0.0679 0.1296 0.222 0.1377 0.2197 0.226 0.0587 0.3851
96T200 0.4542 0.5776 0.4657 0.4243 0.5764 0.3272 0.3245 0.0944
96U200 0.2207 0.1138 0.0408 0.2795 0.1206 0.4317 -0.0042 0.1669
96V200 0.2928 0.2732 0.2151 0.2421 0.3445 0.528 0.2152 0.0988

96W200 0.402 0.3189 0.2366 0.3118 0.3565 0.5508 0.2363 0.1384
96X200 -0.1255 0.0824 0.1072 -0.0195 0.2349 0.2075 -0.0056 0.3649
97A200 0.2224 0.2182 0.0788 0.0787 0.234 0.4407 0.163 0.0763
970200 0.4032 0.2133 0.2986 0.2093 0.1202 0.0576 0.2714 0.0569
97E200 0.4998 0.3332 0.461 0.5042 0.4804 0.4621 0.2356 0.1518
97F200 -0.0941 0.2435 0.117 0.1099 0.1753 0.353 0.1534 0.2766
97H200 0.3446 0.2801 0.1826 0.3484 0.3988 0.4371 0.1629 0.1345
971200 0.3311 0.4089 0.4153 0.3071 0.3763 0.4593 0.2525 0.1488
97J200 0.1997 0.4098 0.2944 0.2243 0.2357 0.3768 0.3839 0.2629
97K200 0.1627 0.526 0.3146 0.2004 0.5337 0.3535 0.1957 0.1773
97L200 0.1687 0.3276 0.3061 0.1405 0.3518 0.4056 0.2066 0.3067

97M200 0.0368 0.1859 0.1849 0.1126 0.2344 0.3704 0.1361 0.3566
970200 0.0837 -0.0147 -0.0605 -0.1374 -0.1607 0.1245 0.1294 0.0248
97P200 0.3729 0.2085 0.3325 0.2609 0.1524 0.3471 0.1669 0.0801
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97D100 97E100 97F100 971100 97J100 97K100 97L100 97M100
94Mila
94Cain
94Arro
94Heat

94WSash
96A100
96B1Q0
96C100
96E100
96F100
96G100
96H100
961100
96J100
96K100
96L100
96M100
960100
96P100
960100
96S100
96V100
96X100
97B100
97D100
97E100
97F100
971100
97J100
97K100
97L100
97M100
970100
97P100
970100

0.6384 1
0.459 0.5092 1

0.54 0.6065 0.4977
0.3848 0.51 0.6064
0.2611 0.4359 0.6697
0.0779 0.2074 0.6569
0.3156 0.3387 0.6557
0.4774 0.5655 0.7416
0.3635 0.2784 0.6214
0.0627 0.0609 0.2762

1
0.5346
0.2659

0.188
0.3867
0.6272
0.2982
0.1806

1
0.4679
0.3706
0.5344
0.5948
0.3584
0.4217

1
0.7543
0.6873
0.6272
0.5167
0.2791

1
0.6669

0.537
0.5555
0.2829

1
0.6551
0.4767
0.2796
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970100 97E100 97F100 971100 97J100 97K100 97L100 97M100
97N000 -0.1512 0.0061 0.1455 -0.0454 0.0152 0.0442 0.336 0.1427
97C000 0.3526 0.203 0.2872 0.1936 0.2837 0.0518 0.1609 0.2091
970000 0.1005 0.0059 0.0229 -0.0337 -0.0024 -0.047 0.0808 0.0132
97A000 0.1984 0.3128 0.2391 0.1699 0.3168 0.221 0.1841 0.3104
97B000 -0.1219 0.0015 -0.0911 -0.0057 -0.0964 -0.0584 0.0729 -0.0886
97E000 0.0385 -0.0786 0.1255 -0.0237 0.0774 0.0638 0.1195 0.1617
96C000 0.1361 0.1025 0.2397 0.0421 0.0942 0.0184 0.0823 0.1721
96UOOO -0.1224 0.0239 0.1384 0.0306 0.1858 0.1663 0.192 0.2368
96B000 0.014 -0.0655 0.1937 -0.1265 0.0336 0.1792 0.2858 0.2066
961000 -0.1169 -0.0102 0.195 0.007 0.1397 0.1761 0.392 0.2552

96AOOO 0.0095 -0.0157 0.1281 0.0069 0.0996 0.1406 0.1202 0.2645
93MP300 -0.0844 0.0626 0.051 -0.0318 0.2168 0.079 -0.0057 0.019

96D300 0.0546 0.0099 0.2694 0.0355 0.1102 0.0619 0.2544 0.1415
970700 0.0617 -0.0662 0.3108 0.1149 0.1692 0.2291 0.2418 0.2167
97B700 0.1122 0.1849 0.3545 0.2459 0.2139 0.3375 0.3369 0.1952

96W400 0.0832 0.2338 0.0078 0.1508 0.0116 0.1209 0.0016 0.0615
96N200 0.2374 0.2539 0.138 0.2145 0.1803 0.2331 0.1714 0.2553

94HM200 0.113 0.0464 0.0419 -0.0384 0.1053 0.1497 0.086 0.2324
96A200 -0.1218 -0.1168 0.1185 •0.0923 0.1125 0.3013 0.3943 0.2022
96B200 0.1758 0.111 0.3519 0.1145 0.282 0.0647 0.2761 0.2779
960200 0.1491 0.1834 0.1921 0.2349 0.3222 0.031 0.136 0.2534
960200 0.0553 0.0571 0.152 0.1304 0.3054 -0.1647 0.0801 0.147
96E200 0.3949 0.3742 0.2123 0.3363 0.2739 0.2032 0.0813 0.3539
96F200 0.3884 0.4268 0.4194 0.4016 0.4331 0.1749 0.2578 0.328
96G200 0.2163 0.4118 0.2391 0.3884 0.3233 0.1538 0.1343 0.3711
96H200 0.0513 0.1383 0.1778 0.1485 0.3325 -0.0483 0.11 0.1204
961200 -0.0636 0.0402 0.1304 0.0054 0.1529 0.161 0.4478 0.3331
96J200 0.1599 -0.0364 0.2124 0.0975 0.1808 0.003 0.128 0.2725
96K200 0.2198 0.3877 0.1203 0.1016 0.2121 0.3337 0.0591 0.2046
96L200 -0.0582 -0.2338 0.0283 -0.1612 0.0087 0.104 0.2542 0.2501

96M200 0.2158 0.2292 0.1776 0.2008 0.2181 0.336 0.2435 0.3084
960200 0.1002 0.0453 0.2596 -0.1059 0.1554 0.3686 0.4237 0.4151
96P200 -0.145 -0.2064 0.0988 -0.245 -0.0846 0.2414 0.4927 0.2338
960200 -0.0518 -0.0374 0.0869 -0.1811 0.0832 0.104 0.3012 0.2471
96T200 0.2018 0.496 0.3821 0.294 0.3829 0.505 0.3443 0.3106
96U200 0.1207 0.1156 0.0545 0.0948 0.1083 -0.0049 0.1178 0.2053
96V200 0.2984 0.2123 0.2313 0.2099 0.3392 0.2338 0.213 0.4016

96W200 0.327 0.2776 0.2818 0.3004 0.2475 0.3037 0.2221 0.3719
96X200 -0.1457 -0.1295 -0.0519 ■0.2273 -0.0314 0.1371 0.2159 0.2866
97A200 0.3453 0.1428 0.1303 0.1516 0.2794 0.1335 0.0821 0.3304
970200 0.1668 0.3332 0.3393 0.132 0.1368 0.1415 0.3382 0.1665
97E200 0.1513 0.1572 0.3122 0.1908 0.2294 0.3026 0.4036 0.2844
97F200 0.0972 0.053 0.1242 -0.0377 0.3315 0.1346 0.1217 0.3204
97H200 0.1709 0.1017 0.1772 0.1832 0.1549 0.2327 0.1973 0.3014
971200 0.1286 0.2788 0.3106 0.1572 0.399 0.3101 0.3931 0.3401
97J200 0.1303 0.2797 0.3334 0.1968 0.4317 0.2103 0.339 0.3675
97K200 0.3393 0.4158 0.2675 0.0651 0.3181 0.5158 0.2675 0.3513
97L200 0.04 0.2009 0.2276 0.0029 0.2976 0.3036 0.3967 0.4202
97M200 -0.1292 -0.0153 0.0069 -0.0466 0.2593 0.1586 0.1961 0.3528
970200 0.177 0.1879 0.041 0.1321 0.1388 -0.0601 0.0326 0.2184
97P200 0.1259 0.1493 0.2917 0.0852 0.3276 0.1924 0.3313 0.3546
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970100 97P100 970100 97N000 97COOO 970000 97AOOO 97B000
94Mila 
94Cain 
94Afro 
94Heat 

94WSash 
96A100 
96B100 
96C100 
96E100 
96F100 
96G100 
96H100 
961100 
96J100 
96K100 
96L100 
96M100 
960100 
96P100 
960100 
96S100 
96V100 
96X100 
97B100 
970100 
97E100 
97F100 
971100 
97J100 
97K100 
97L100 

97M100
970100 1
97P100 0.5196 1
970100 0.2225 0.3551
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97EOOO 96C000 96U000 966000 961000 96AOOO 93MP300 960300
97N0Q0
97C000
97QOOO
97A000
97BQOO
97E000 1
96COOO 0.5951 1
96U000 0.1414 0.1004 1
96B0Q0 0.5683 0.4436 0.1803 1
961000 0.3741 0.427 0.2683 0.5882 1

96A000 0.4967 0.6051 0.2616 0.5447 0.4238 1
93MP300 0.2001 0.1437 0.0556 0.21 0.1214 0.0628 1

960300 0.3384 0.4346 0.1454 0.4626 0.4627 0.2287 0.2871 1
97Q700 0.1886 0.0367 -0.0466 0.2634 0.0479 0.0284 0.106 0.15
97B700 0.077 -0.0656 -0.0144 0.1376 0.0405 •0.0835 -0.0563 0.1483

96W400 -0.1123 -0.1969 0.4058 0.089 0.152 -0.0623 0.0712 -0.0886
96N200 0.1174 0.0378 0.0503 0.1673 0.1241 0.0407 -0.019 0.0483

94HM200 0.141 0.1106 0.0612 0.1289 0.0495 0.1885 0.13 -0.0164
96A200 0.1637 0.0934 0.0777 0.3033 0.2761 0.2562 0.1019 0.1502
96B200 0.3114 0.33 0.0873 0.4094 0.3613 0.1763 0.2642 0.4738
96C200 0.2706 0.2248 0.0324 0.2215 0.2367 0.1882 0.1804 0.2324
960200 0.1862 0.2465 0.0404 0.2393 0.2573 0.104 0.2415 0.3927
96E200 0.1406 0.1239 0.1199 0.1311 0.113 0.1242 -0.0005 0.005
96F200 0.2375 0.2929 0.0709 0.258 0.2747 0.1834 0.0546 0.3254
96G200 0.2294 0.2837 0.2167 0.2294 0.3053 0.295 -0.0881 0.0214
96H200 0.2609 0.1401 0.0795 0.1256 0.1233 0.0686 0.1794 0.1515
961200 0.1501 0.1842 0.1814 0.3512 0.4531 0.2094 0.1022 0.2638
96J200 0.2895 0.3335 0.18 0.3993 0.3247 0.3269 0.1197 0.3313
96K200 0.0718 -0.0119 -0.0241 0.165 -0.1205 0.0557 0.1451 -0.1128
96L200 0.1873 0.0098 -0.0044 0.3728 0.1 0.1246 0.0548 0.1888

96M200 0.1654 0.0205 0.0706 0.2002 0.0583 0.0876 0.016 -0.0069
960200 0.2518 0.1504 0.0868 0.4499 0.2981 0.2582 0.1131 0.269
96P200 0.1867 0.0374 0.096 0.3463 0.2998 0.1216 -0.0238 0.2481
960200 0.3162 0.2771 0.1296 0.4469 0.4311 0.3376 0.1215 0.3135
96T200 0.0849 0.0196 0.0592 0.1279 0.1234 0.0217 0.1619 -0.0499
96U200 0.2103 0.2257 0.2585 0.3324 0.2093 0.2358 0.139 0.2235
96V200 0.1739 0.1298 0.0958 0.2578 0.1579 0.1707 0.048 0.0752

96W200 0.1606 0.1138 0.1389 0.2193 0.1232 0.1433 -0.0818 0.0338
96X200 0.1824 0.1471 0.1773 0.2453 0.2804 0.3489 0.0333 0.1019
97A200 0.2279 0.1871 -0.047 0.2686 0.0686 0.2467 -0.021 0.0472
970200 0.0905 0.1637 0.0398 0.2398 0.3486 0.0543 0.0884 0.4027
97E200 0.1664 0.0473 0.0731 0.251 0.2549 0.0497 0.0324 0.1742
97F200 0.3356 0.2641 0.091 0.3358 0.1692 0.333 0.2762 0.2416
97H200 0.1421 -0.0314 0.003 0.256 0.0482 0.0557 -0.0406 0.0325
971200 0.2957 0.2116 0.1977 0.3757 0.2509 0.2342 0.1765 0.1869
97J200 0.25 0.2539 0.0974 0.3264 0.2714 0.1947 0.1275 0.2452
97K200 0.0909 -0.0013 -0.0137 0.2025 -0.0896 0.1335 0.1225 -0.0835
97L200 0.3381 0.3274 0.2431 0.3844 0.4433 0.3394 0.1717 0.2868
97M200 0.199 0.0689 0.1957 0.1586 0.1723 0.2268 0.1823 0.0982
970200 0.1493 0.2871 0.1146 0.1771 0.2785 0.3496 -0.1162 0.0932
97P200 0.3046 0.2565 0.1466 0.3192 0.4107 0.1901 0.1257 0.4191
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97Q700 97B700 96W400 96N200 94HM200 96A200 96B200 96C200
97N000
97C000
97Q000
97A000
97B000
96E000
96C000
96U000
96B000
961000

96A000
93MP300

960300
97Q700
97B700

96W400
96N200

94HM200
96A200
96B200
96C200
960200
96E200
96F200
96G200
96H200
961200
96J200
96K200
96L200
96M200
960200
96P200
960200
96T200
96U200
96V200

96W200
96X200
97A200
970200
97E200
97F200
97H200
971200
97J200
97K200
97L200
97M200
970200
97P200

0.5922 1
0.0267 0.0196 1
0.0444 0.271 0.2317 1

•0.0129 •0.1219 0.2965 0.348 1
0.1671 0.283 -0.0777 0.5263 0.3304 1
0.3378 0.1245 0.0373 0.1676 0.1946 0.2212 1
0.1792 0.0044 0.1811 0.2545 0.3638 0.2228 0.6931 1
0.1515 0.0201 •0.0846 0.0731 0.1227 0.103 0.75 0.6864
0.0048 0.0602 0.4217 0.5929 0.4529 0.2307 0.2537 0.472
0.1922 0.2493 0.1374 0.3995 0.2247 0.1921 0.6256 0.6747

•0.0305 0.0463 0.3027 0.3168 0.2402 0.0577 0.2927 0.4263
0.2058 0.0779 •0.0963 •0.0451 0.0748 •0.0042 0.5456 0.5505

•0.0004 0.0947 0.1099 0.4095 0.2984 0.5821 0.5251 0.5021
0.16 0.0568 0.0868 0.4555 0.3354 0.3833 0.6035 0.4805

0.0604 0.0876 •0.0107 0.4225 0.2948 0.1866 0.0645 0.0811
0.1964 0.1866 -0.006 0.4844 0.2899 0.5538 0.2915 0.2998
0.1034 0.3048 0.1888 0.8957 0.4075 0.5673 0.1436 0.2745
0.0929 0.0616 0.0327 0.5426 0.3933 0.6064 0.429 0.3953
0.0805 0.2396 0.0135 0.4671 0.2673 0.7275 0.2176 0.1539
0.0732 0.0205 0.1592 0.2375 0.2785 0.3862 0.5412 0.4743
0.1859 0.3369 0.1608 0.4293 0.2129 0.3138 0.1414 0.2144
0.1283 0.0695 0.4511 0.4827 0.6994 0.2379 0.3708 0.4784
0.0363 0.0998 0.3558 0.624 0.5221 0.355 0.3364 0.5012
0.0802 0.2312 0.4583 0.6978 0.4304 0.3099 0.1932 0.2705
•0.177 •0.1587 0.0978 0.2553 0.356 0.3512 0.2275 0.2768
0.1462 0.0613 0.135 0.5098 0.4356 0.2942 0.3842 0.5073
0.1145 0.1837 0.0474 0.0894 •0.0153 0.0301 0.4349 0.3037
0.1905 0.4007 0.1893 0.802 0.2871 0.6398 0.3304 0.3644
0.1156 •0.016 0.0064 0.3763 0.3851 0.3757 0.5341 0.5446
0.1943 0.2569 0.2391 0.7416 0.3315 0.4252 0.2633 0.3366
0.1066 0.2394 0.182 0.5577 0.4141 0.4877 0.4249 0.4965
0.1471 0.063 0.0751 0.3341 0.3526 0.2739 0.5936 0.6897
0.0907 0.1464 •0.0029 0.4582 0.4374 0.3559 0.1755 0.2214
0.0215 0.0007 0.0904 0.3479 0.3457 0.3671 0.5172 0.5205

-0.0033 0.0544 0.1814 0.5271 0.4003 0.4836 0.3372 0.4183
-0.1353 •0.1491 0.0244 •0.0082 0.1005 -0.0892 0.3258 0.396
0.0689 0.15 0.1748 0.4812 0.1944 0.3214 0.4188 0.3701
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960200 96E00 96F200 96G200 96H200 961200 96J200 96K200
97N000
97COOO
970000
97A000
97B000
97EOOO
96C000
96U000
96B000
961000

96A000
93MP300

960300
970700
97B700

96W400
96N200

94HM200
96A200
96B200
96C200
960200
96E200
96F200
966200
96H200
961200
96J200
96K200
96L200
96M200
960200
96P200
960200
96T200
96U200
96V200

96V\C00
96X200
97A200
970200
97E200
97F200
97H200
971200
97J200
97K200
97L200
97M200
970200
97P200

1
0.1979

0.564
0.2172
0.6595
0.4542
0.4809

-0.0325
0.2379
0.0167
0.2729
0.1069
0.4558
0.0157
0.2857
0.3286
0.0478
0.1726
0.2937
0.3533
0.2494
0.4877

0.12
0.3314
0.5399

• 0.0022
0.3324
0.2855
0.3689
0.3811

1
0.5181
0.557

0.0866
0.3205
0.4571
0.3018
0.1663
0.5457
0.3612
0.1089
0.1641
0.3955
0.6107
0.816

0.7202
0.2855
0.6017
0.1731
0.5035
0.2823
0.6286
0.5417
0.4191
0.4025
0.3371
0.3213
0.2607
0.3717

1
0.4848
0.4419
0.3867
0.5174
0.1742
0.1984
0.3517
0.3456
0.1446
0.3567
0.3018
0.3337
0.5437
0.3762
0.1313
0.6348
0.5626
0.4865
0.4468
0.3955
0.5954
0.677

0.3051
0.4534
0.2906
0.4835
0.5224

1
0.249

0.3923
0.3514
0.1968
0.0343
0.3157
0.1705

-0.0232
0.3043
0.3153
0.3201
0.5136
0.4322

0.32
0.4831
0.3098
0.2056
0.3131
0.3499
0.5149
0.537

0.2656
0.4047
0.2873
0.4632
0.3016

1
0.2263
0.189

0.1028
0.0672

-0.0032
0.1191

-0.0278
0.318

0.1482
0.1484
0.1974

-0.0185
0.0702
0.2134
0.2568
0.0965
0.3584
0.0722
0.3639
0.4436
0.1438
0.2781
0.2022
0.2421
0.212

0.4942
0.0779
0.4971
0.4114
0.5618
0.5873
0.7039
0.1545
0.4389
0.4416
0.3058
0.5966
0.3605
0.2834
0.5056
0.5267
0.3301
0.5413
0.559

0.1971
0.6176
0.5714
0.3532
0.4855

1
0.1306
0.4824
0.4285
0.5008
0.3804
0.4802
0.1209
0.4212
0.5442
0.4359
0.3968
0.551

0.2578
0.4655
0.4908
0.4956
0.4233
0.4877
0.2012
0.3965
0.4329
0.2655

0.4

1
0.2649
0.5193
0.3679
0.0956
0.0769
0.5719
0.2016
0.2767
0.2595
0.0707
0.295
0.019
0.213

0.3451
0.3795
0.2967
0.2835
0.7338
0.2789
0.2743

-0.0998
0.0117
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96L200 96M200 960200 96P200 960200 96T200 96U200 96V200
97N000
97COOO
970000
97AOOO
97B000
97E000
96C000
96U000
96B000
961000

96AOOO
93MP300

960300
970700
97B700

96W400
96N200

94HM200
96A200
96B200
960200
960200
96E200
96F200
96G200
96H200
961200
96J200
96K200

96M200 0.5728 1
960200 0.6583 0.5649 1
96P200 0.75 0.5098 0.7087 1
960200 0.5167 0.2554 0.5947 0.5498 1
96T200 0.137 0.5069 0.2954 0.1363 0.0806 1
96U200 0.3533 0.4874 0.3455 0.2546 0.2966 0.2725 1
96V200 0.3799 0.6191 0.4782 0.2824 0.3199 0.3044 0.6547 1

96W200 0.2868 0.6728 0.4105 0.2548 0.1912 0.3571 0.663 0.7215
96X200 0.3757 0.2709 0.5579 0.4898 0.6943 -0.0395 0.2026 0.4193
97A200 0.4189 0.5287 0.387 0.1996 0.3387 0.2162 0.4141 0.7152
970200 -0.0031 0.0146 0.1187 0.1272 0.2457 0.2195 0.1237 0.189
97E200 0.5555 0.7638 0.6047 0.6437 0.3336 0.4653 0.4296 0.5661
97P200 0.5161 0.4041 0.6421 0.3672 0.6749 0.0883 0.3295 0.4221
97H200 0.5782 0.7476 0.5095 0.4226 0.2374 0.3939 0.5832 0.6944
971200 0.3969 0.6106 0.5186 0.4145 0.4299 0.4971 0.5783 0.6616
97J200 0.3821 0.3847 0.4471 0.2617 0.5063 0.3569 0.3956 0.5129
97K200 0.3344 0.6067 0.558 0.2495 0.2178 0.5618 0.2247 0.4512
97L200 0.2601 0.361 0.5716 0.3885 0.6336 0.2371 0.3024 0.3931
97M200 0.597 0.5585 0.5768 0.5162 0.5911 0.1687 0.5024 0.4635
970200 -0.0954 -0.0614 0.1028 -0.1139 0.3534 -0.1264 0.1439 0.2552
97P200 0.3569 0.3901 0.5352 0.422 0.4315 0.1341 0.3284 0.4889



96W200 96X200 97A200 97D200 97E200
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97F200 97H200 971200
97N000
97C000
97Q000
97A000
97BOOO
97E000
96COOO
96UOOO
96BOOO
961000

96AOOO
93MP300

960300
97Q700
97B700

96W400
96N200

94HM200
96A200
96B200
96C200
960200
96E200
96F200
966200
96H200
961200
96J200
96K200
96L200
96M200
960200
96P200
960200
96T200
96U200
96V200

96W200
96X200 0.2722 1
97A200 0.5213 0.3414 1
970200 0.0395 0.0617 0.2156 1
97E200 0.6015 0.2414 0.4171 0.2106 1
97F200 0.2602 0.5494 0.537 0.0523 0.3641 1
97H200 0.6957 0.2432 0.6003 0.0786 0.6515 0.3158 1
971200 0.5497 0.3551 0.5394 0.2929 0.6118 0.464 0.5909 1
97J200 0.3402 0.3029 0.5801 0.3748 0.371 0.5689 0.3888 0.6313
97K200 0.4017 0.276 0.4518 0.0595 0.3512 0.4578 0.4534 0.5026
97L200 0.2697 0.5338 0.3924 0.2964 0.3619 0.6481 0.2618 0.448
97M200 0.3747 0.5772 0.4048 -0.0661 0.5031 0.7126 0.4467 0.4936
970200 0.0814 0.3291 0.3451 0.3528 -0.0826 0.2831 0.0024 0.208
97P200 0.3488 0.3602 0.4211 0.3666 0.5864 0.5357 0.3489 0.5069
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97J200 97K200 97L200
97N000
97C000
97Q000
97A000
97B000
97E000
96C000
96U000
96BOOO
961000

96A000
93MP300

960300
970700
97B700

96W400
96N200

94HM200
96A200
96B200
96C200
960200
96E200
96F200
966200
96H200
961200
96J200
96K200
96L200
96M200
960200
96P200
960200
96T200
96U200
96V200

96W200
96X200
97A200
970200
97E200
97F200
97H200
971200
97J200 1
97K200 0.4048 1
97L200 0.5744 0.3837 1
97M200 0.4736 0.3332 0.5758
970200 0.3616 -0.0213 0.4011
97P200 0.4072 0.175 0.5778

97M200 970200 97P200

0.2023
0.5115

1
0.2811
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Appendix C - PERL Script for TREE  model 
#! c:\perl\biii\perl

i m m n i m m m if m m m m n i m m m m H H u m if m f

# TREE 2.1 (A Colin et al. project) #
mHuiiHimmmmmmtufiiiimfmmmmmm
Sn'tle = Tree-ring Radial Expansion Estimator”; # Title o f the page 
Sform = "treefbrm"; # Name o f the file with form inside.
Shome = "httpy/cgrg.geog.uvic.ca";
Saction= 7cgi-bih/tree.cgi"; # Name o f the script file 
Sroot = "cVprograr-l/apache-l/apache/htdocs";

# Start o f Program #

print "Content-Qre: text/html\n\n”;
&Header;
Slength = $ENV{’CONTENT_LENGTH’};
Smethod = $ENVCREQUEST_METHOD'}; 
if ("Slength") {&RunEngine; } 
else {
open^ORM,$form) || &Footer("<h6>Cannot open $fotm!\n</h6>”);
print STDOUT <FORM>;
close(FORM);
&Footen
}
if (Ssector eq "Mountain hemlock" ) { &MHCALC } 
if (Ssector eq " Yellow-cedar" ) { &YCCALC } 
if (Ssector eq "Western hemlock" ) { &WHCALC } 
if (Ssector eq "Western red-cedar" ) { &WRCCALC } 
if (Ssector eq "Douglas-fir" ) { &DFCALC } 
if (Ssector eq "All montane tree species") { &ALL } 
if (Ssector eq "Mountain hemlock" ) { &MHOUT } 
if (Ssector eq "Yellow-cedar" ) { &YCOUT } 
if (Ssector eq "Western hemlock" ) { &WHOUT } 
if (Ssector eq "Western red-cedar" ) { &WRCOUT } 
if (Ssector eq "Douglas-fir" ) { &DFOUT } 
if (Ssector eq "All montane tree species") { &ALLOUT }
&Footen

# Sub-routines #

sub Header{ 
print«"EOHEADER";
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>TREE Modeller Version 2.1<mTLE> 
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="FFFFCC"xcentei>
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<A HREF="http://offîce.geog.uvic.ca/dept/uvtrI/uvtri Jitm "xiM G  border="0" SRC=7uvtrI.gir><A> 
<PXP>
<IMG src=7title.gir>
<H RxP>
EOHEADER
}

sub RunEngine {

&footer(''Request Method must be POST") if (Smethod ne "POST"); 
if(read(STDIN,Sentries,Slength) < Slength) { print ”<h4>Short Read<h4>";}
@entries = split(/&/,Sentries); 
foreachSnxt(@entries) {

Snxt=~sA+//g;
Snxt s/%([A-Fa-fD-9] {2})/paclc("c”,hex(Sl))/ge;

if  (Snxt=~/fan-temp=(-*)0 {
Sjantemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=-/feb-tem p=(*)0 {
Sfebtemp = S l;

} elsif(Snxt=~/march-temp=(-*)/) {
Smarehtemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/aprü-temp=(.*)/) {
Saprtemp =$1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/m^*temp=(-*)0 (
Smaytemp =S1;

} elsif (Snxt = -  June temp=(.*)/) {
Sjunetemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/july-temp=(.*y) {
Sjulytemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/aug-temp=(.*)0 {
Saugtemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/sept-temp=(.*)/) {
Ssepttemp =S1;

) elsif(Snxt=^/oct-temp=(-*)0 {
Socttemp =S1;

} elsif(Snxt=~/nov-temp=(-*)0 {
Snovtemp =$1;

} elsif(Snxt=^/dec-temp=(**y) {
Sdectemp -S I ;

} elsifl[Snxt=^^an-precip=(.*)0 {
Sjanprecip = S l;

} elsif(Snxt=-/feb-precip=(*)0 {
Sfebprecip =S1;

} elsif (Snxt = - /march-ptecip=(.*)/) {
Smaichprecip =S1;

} elsif (Snxt = - /april ptecip=(.*)/) {
Saprilprecip -S I ;

} elsif(Snxt=-/may-precip=(.*)/) {
Smayprecip =S1;

} elsif (Snxt *~/june-ptecip=(-*)/) {
Sjuneprecip -S I ;

} elsif (Snxt = - July-ptecip»(/)/) {

http://off%c3%aece.geog.uvic.ca/dept/uvtrI/uvtri
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SJuIyprecip =$1;
} clsif($iixt=^/aug-precîp=('*y) {

Saugprecip =$1;
} elsif (Snxt =~/se^-precip=(**y) {

Sseptpiecip =S1;
} eIsif(Snxt*~/oct-precip=(-*y) {

Soctprecfp =$1;
} elsif(Snxt=^/nov-precip=(-*y) (

Snovprecip =$1;
} elsif(Snxt=~/dec-precip=('*y) {

Sdecpiecip = S l;
} eIslf($nxt=~/sector=(**y) {

Ssector =$1;
} e!sif(Snxt=~^ears=(-*y) {

Syears =S1;
} e lse (

print "<h4>Unknown search item Snxt</h4xbr>\n";
}

}

if  (Sjantemp eq ”100 yr. Average") {Sjantemp == 26.07 } elsif (Sjantemp ne ”100 yr. Average”) {Sjantemp 
=26.07 + (Sjantemp* 10) }
if  (Sfebtemp eq ”100 yr. Average”) {Sfebtemp = 40.07 } elsif (Sfebtemp ne ”100 yr. Average") (Sfebtemp 
= 40.07+(Sfebtemp* 10) }
if (Smarehtemp eq ”100 yr. Average”) { Smarehtemp = 58.19 } elsif (Smarehtemp ne ”100 yr. Average”) 
(Smarehtemp = 58.19 + (Smarehtemp* 10) }
if (Sapriltemp eq "100 yr. Average”) ( Sapriltemp = 86.62 } elsif (Sapriltemp ne ”100 yr. Average") 
(Sapriltemp = 86.62 + (Sapriltemp*10) }
if (Smaytemp eq "100 yr. Average”) ( Smaytemp = 122.66 } elsif (Smaytemp ne ”100 yr. Average”)
( Smaytemp = 122.66 + (Smaytemp* 10)}
if  (Sjunetemp eq ”100 yr. Average”) ( Sjunetemp = 151.52 } elsif (Sjunetemp ne "100 yr. Average”)
( Sjunetemp = 151.52 + (Sjunetemp* 10)}
if (Sjulytemp eq "100 yr. Average”) ( Sjulytemp = 177.71 } elsif (Sjultemp ne ”100 yr. Average")
( Sjulytemp = 177.71 + (Sjulytemp* 10)}
if (Saugtemp eq ”100 yr. Average”) ( Saugtemp = 176.96 } elsif (Saugtemp ne ”100 yr. Average")
( Saugtemp = 176.96 + (Saugtemp*10) }
if  (Ssepttemp eq ”100 yr. Average”) { Ssepttemp = 145.11 } elsif (Ssepttemp ne ”100 yr. Average”) 
(Ssepttemp = 145.11 + (Ssepttemp* 10) }
if  (Socttemp eq ”100 yr. Average") { Socttemp = 99.40 } elsif (Socttemp ne "100 yr. Average")
(Socttemp = 99.40 + (Socttemp* 10) }
if  (Snovtemp eq "100 yr. Average") { Snovtemp = 57.43 } elsif (Snovtemp ne ”100 yr. Average") 
(Snovtemp = 57.43 + (Snovtemp*10) }
if (Sdectemp eq "100 yr. Average") ( Sdectemp = 35.11 } elsif (Sdectemp ne ”100 yr. Average")
(Sdectemp = 35.11 + (Sdectemp*10) }
if (Sjanprecip eq ”100 yr. Average”) { Sjanprecip = 1592.21 } elsif (Sjanprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
( Sjanprecip = 1592.21 + (Sjanprecip* 10) }
if (Sfebprecip eq ”100 yr. Average") ( Sfebprecip = 1179.56 } elsif (Sfebprecip ne ”100 yr. Average”)
( Sfebprecip = 1179.56 + (Sfebprecip* 10) }
if (Smarchprecip eq ”100 yr. Average") (Smarchpecip = 908.52} elsif (Smarchprecip ne "100 yr. Average") ( 
Smarchprecip=908.52 + (Smarchprecip* 10) }
if (Saprilprecip eq ”100 yr. Average”) { Saprilprecip = 551.45 } elsif (Saprilprecip ne ”100 yr. Average")
( Saprilprecip=551.45 + (Saprilprecip* 10) }
if  (Smayprecip eq ”100 yr. Average") { S m ^ re c ip =421.63 } elsif (Smayprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
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{ Smayprecip=421.63 + (Smayprecip* 10) }
if (Sjuneprecip eq "100 yr. Average”) { Sjuneprecip=418 J^4 } elsif (Sjuneprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
{ Sjuneprecip =  418.54 + (Sjuneprecip* 10) }
if (S ju^recip  eq "100 yr. Average") { Sjulyprecip=251.79 } elsif (Sjulyprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
{ Sjulyprecip =251.79 + (Sjulyprecip* 10) }
if (Saugprecip eq " 100 yr. Average") { Saugprecip = 28024 } elsif (Saugprecip ne " 100 yr. Average")
{ Saugprecip= 2 8 0 2 4 + (Saugprecip* 10) }
if (Sseptprecip eq " 100 yr. Average") { Sseptprecip =445.07 } elsif (Sseptprecip ne " 100 yr. Average")
{Ssepqirecip = 445.07 + (Sseptprecip* 10) }
if (Soctprecip eq "100 yr. Average") { Soctprecip=965.90 } elsif (Soctprecip ne "lOO yr. Average")
{ Soctprecip = 965.90 + (Soctprecip* 10) }
if (Snovprecip eq "100 yr. Average^ { Snovprecip = 166529 } elsif (Snovprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
{ Snovprecip = 166529 + (Snovprecip* 10) }
if (Sdecprecip eq "100 yr. Average"} ( Sdecprecip = 1771.17 } elsif (Sdecprecip ne "100 yr. Average")
{Sdecprecip =  1771.17 + (Sdecprecip* 10) }

Spmayprecip = 421.63; Spjuneprecip=418.54; Spjulyprecip = 251.79; Spaugprecip = 28024; 
Spseptprecip=445.07; Spoctprecip =  965.90; Spnovprecip = 166529; Spdecprecip = 1771.17; 
Spmaytemp =122.66; Spjunetemp = 151.52; Spju^emp = 177.71; Spaugtemp =176.96;
Spsepttemp = 145.11; Spocttemp = 99.40; Spnovtemp = 57.43; Spdectemp = 35.11;
Slag =1.00;
}

sub MHCALC {
Stwigl = "/m hlg ir;
STREE = "Mbuntam ";
SSPEC1ES = "Hemlock";
SJPG = "/mh.gif";
RUNLOOP: for (Scount =  1; Scount <= Syears; Scount++){
{Smhl =

(Sapriltemp*0.0017)+(Saugprecip*0.0001362)+(Sdectemp*0.001423)+(Sjulytemp*0.001287)+
(Sjunetemp*0.002033)KSmarchtemp*O.OOI764>i<Smayprecip*-0.00007374)+(Spdecprecip*-0.00003426)
+{Spjulyprecip*-0.0001392)+(Spjulytemp*-0.006888)+(Spjuneprecip*0.0001224)+(Slag*0.600)+(0.82488)

Spjuneprecip = Sjuneprecip; Spjulyprecip = Sjulyprecip; Spdecprecip = Sdecprecip;
Spjulytemp = Sjulytemp;

&Trunk;
push (^nh,Sm hl);
Smh_suml +=Smhl;
Slag = Smhl; 
if  (Scount eq Syears){ 
lastRUN_LOOP;} 
next RUN_LOOP;
}
}
Smh_totall =Smh_suml/Syears;
&Trunk;
if(Smh_totall > 1.05) {Smh_rad="radl.gif";} elsif (Smh_totall <0.95){Smh_rad="rad3.gir;} 
else {(Smh_rad="rad2.gir);}
if  (Sm hjotall > 1.05) {Smh_norm="above normal growth.";} elsif 
(Smh_totall <0.95){$mh_norm="below normal growth.";} else 
{(Smh_norm ="close to average growth.");}
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}

subYCCALC{
Stwigl = " ^ c l.g ir ;
STREE = "Yellow 
SSPECIES =  "Cedar";
SJPG = "^c.giT ;
RUN_LOOP: for(Scouiit= I; Scount <= Syears; Scount++){

{ Sycl =
(Saugtemp*-0.002083)+(Sfebprecip*0.00004853)+(Sjulytemp*0.002375)+(Spjulytemp*-0.002667)+
(Spnovprecip*-0.0000372I>KSpocttemp*0.00325)+(Spsepttemp*-0.00217)+(Slag*0.703)+(0.7l4060);

Spnovprecip = Snovprecip; Spjulytemp = Sjulytemp;
Spsepttemp = Ssepttemp; Spocttemp -  Socttemp;

&Trunk;
push (@yc,Sycl);
Syc_suml +=Sycl;
Slag = Sycl; 
if (Scount eq Syears){
!astRUN_LOOP;}
nextRUN_LOOP;
}
}
Sycjotall =Syc_suml/Syears;
&Trunk;
if (Sycjotall > 1.05) {Sycjad="radl.gir;} elsif (Sycjotall < 0.95) {Sycjad="rad3 gif";} else 
{(Sycjad ="rad2.gif');}
if (Sycjotall > 1.05) {$ycjiorm="abovc normal growth.";} elsif 
(Sycjotall < 0.95){Sycjiorm="below normal growth.";} else 
{(Sycjiorm ="close to average growth.");}
}

sub WHCALC {
{
Stwigl = "/w h l.g ir;
STREE = "Western ";
SSPECœS =  "Hemlock ";
SJPG = "/w h.gir;
RUN_LOOP: for (Scount = 1 ; Scount <= Syears; Scount++)

{Swhl -
(Sapriltemp*0.001748)+(Saugprecip*0.00007632)+(Sjanprecip*-0.00002267)+($junetemp*-0.001128)+($p 
augprecip*0.0001395)^Spjulytemp*-0.002621)+(Spseptprecip*-0.00002694)+ (Slag*0.765)+(0.707885);

Spaugprecip = Saugprecip; Spseptprecip = Sseptprecip; Spjulytemp = Sjulytemp;

&Trunk;
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push (@wh,Swhl);
Swh_suml += Swhl;
Slag = Swhl; 
if (Scount eq Syears){ 
lastRUN_LCX)P;} 
next RUNJLOOP;
}
Swh_totaiI = Swhsum 1/Syeats;
&Trunk;
if(Swh_totall > 1.05) {Swh_rad="radl.gir;} elsif(Swhjtotall < 0.95){Swh_rad="rad3.gif";} else 
{(Swhjad ="rad2.gif*);}
if (Swhjtotall > 1.05) {$wh_norm="above normal groMrth.";) elsif 
(Swhjtotall <0.95){Swhjiorm="below normal growth.";} else 
{(Swhjiorm ="close to average growth.");}
}

sub WRCCALC {
Stwigl = "/w rclg ir;
STREE = "Western ";
SSPECIES = "red-cedar ";
$JPG = "/wrc.gif";
RUN_LOOP: for (Scount = 1 ; Scount ̂  Syears; Scount++){

{SwTcl =
(Sfebtemp*0.003154>KSjunetemp*-0.003885>KSjulyprecip*0.0001133>KSmayprecip*-0.0000543>>-
(Spaugtemp*-0.001977>KSpdecprecip*-0.0000246>KSpjulyprecip*0.0002131)-KSpjulytemp*-0.001369)-K
Spnovprecip*-0.00002821)+(Spoctprecip*0.00003589>KSpocttemp*0.002782)-KSpsepttemp*0.001995>H
Slag*0.580)+(0.9059768);

Spjulyprecip = Sjulyprecip; Spoctprecip = Soctprecip; Spnovprecip = Snovprecip;
Spdecprecip = Sdecprecip; Spjulytemp = Sjulytemp; Spaugtemp = Saugtemp;
Spsepttemp = Ssepttemp; Spocttemp = Socttemp;

&Trunk;
push (^vrc,Sw rcl);
Swrcjsuml +=Swrcl;
S lag-Sw rcl; 
if (Scount eq Syears){ 
lastRUN_LOOP;} 
next RUN_LOOP;
}
}
Sw rcjotall = Swrc_suml/Syears;
&Trunk;
if(Swrcjtotall > 1.05) {Swrc_rad="radl.gir;} elsif(Swrcjtotall <0.95){Swrc_rad="rad3.gir;} 
else {(Swrc_rad ="rad2.gif");}
if (Swrcjtotall > 1.05){Swrc_norm="above normal growth.";} elsif 
(Sw rcjotall <0.95){$wrcjiorm="below normal growth.";} else 
{(Swrcjiorm ="close to average growth.");}
}
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sub DFCALC {

{
Stwigl = Vdfl.gir;
STREE = "Douglas-";
SSPECIES = "fir";
SJPG = "/df.gir;
RUN_LOOP: for (Scount = I; Scount Syears; Scount++)

(Sdfl =
(Smayprecip*0.00008060)-KSnovprecip*0.0000I83S)+(Spjuneprecip*0.0(K)2227yHSpjuiyprecip*0.000I80 
l)+ (Spmaytemp*-O.OOI733)+(Sseptprecip*0.00006I49)+(SIag*0.55I)+(0.4311048) ;

Spjuneprecip = Sjuneprecip; Spjulyprecip -  Sjulyprecip; Spmaytemp = Smaytemp;

&Trunk; 
push (@df,Sdfl);
Sd^sum l +=Sdfl;
Slag = SdfI; 
if  (Scount eq Syears){

lastRUN_LOOP;} 
next RUN_LOOP;
}
}

Sdfjotall = Sdf_suml/Syears;
&Trunk;
if(S dfjo tall > 1.05) {Sdf_rad="radl.gir;> elsif (S dfjo tall <0.95){Sdf_ra(t="rad3.gir;} else 
{(Sdf_rad="rad2.gif");}
if (Sdfjotall > 1.05) (Sdfjiorm="above normal growth.";} elsif 
(Sdfjotall < 0.95){Sdf_norm="below normal growth.";} else 
{(Sd^norm ="close to average growth.");}
}

sub ALL {

}

sub MHOUT {

&MHCALC;
&YCCALC;
&WHCALC;
&WRCCALC;
&DFCALC;

print«"EOMODEL";
<P> <HR width= 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center"> 
<PxCENTER><IMG src="/vi3.girx/C EN TER xPxP> 
<H2xUND> Results for Ssector</UNDx/H2> <TR>
<TD heights" 150" width="IOO" align="center" valign="middle"> 
<IMGsrc="/mh.girxBRxB>Mountain<BR>Hemloclc</Bx/TD> 
<TD heightr="l50" width="IOO" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/Smhjad"> </TD>
<TD height="l50" width="300" align="left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
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for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be $mh_totall 
or Smh_norm </TD> </TR> <TABLE>
<TABLE botder=0 align="center^ <TR> <TD height?=V"50V" align="center" valign="bottom”> 

EOMODEL
JPGJLOOP: for (Sloop= 0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++) {
{Svalue = @mh[Sloop];
if(Svalue> 1.05) {SPIC ="inhl.gir;} elsif(Svalue<0.95){SPIC="mh3.gif';} else
{(SPIC="mh2.gir);}
SthneA = StuneA + I;
print "Year SthneA<spacer type=\"horizontalV" size=\"7\"> <BR>
<IMG SRC=V"/SPia"xBR>Svalue</TD>
<TD heighP=\"50\" align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if (Sloop= 9 )  {print "< /T D x/T R x/rA B L E xP>
<TABLE border^ align=\"centei\"xTR>
<TD height=\"50\" align=\"centerV" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if (Sloop == 19) (print "</TD></TR></TABLE><P>
<TABLE border^ align=\"center\"xTR>
<TD heighM"50\" align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if (Sloop— Syears-l) {last JPG_LOOP;} 
nextJPG_LOOP;

}
}

if (Svalue =  @mh[0]) {Sstabyr="lst";} elsif (Svalue =  @mh[l]) {Sstabyr="2"*";}elsif (Svalue 
=  @mh[2]) {Sstabyr = "3rd";} elsif (Svalue == @mh[3]) {Sstabyr= "4th";} elsif (Svalue == 
@mh[4]) {Sstabyr = "5th";} elsif (Svalue =  @mh[5]) {Sstibyr -  "6th";} elsif (Svalue =
@mh[6]) {Sstal^ = "7th";} elsif (Svalue =  @mh[7]) (S sta l^ = "8th";}elsif 
(Svalue —  @mh[8]) {Sstah^= "9th";}else {(Sstabyr= "lOth");}
if (Syears >9){print "The climate scenario you have defined remains static in its inputs, therefore 
the growth increment stabilizes at Svalue in the Sstabyr year and remains the same through the time 
period you have selected.";} 

print«"EOMODEL";
</TD></TR> </TABLE>

EOMODEL
}

sub YCOUT {

print«"EOMODEL";
<HR width= 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center"> <PxCENTER>
<IMG src="/vi3.jpg"x/CEN TERxPxP>
<H2xUND> R ^ lts  for Ssector</UNDx/H2>
<TRxTD height"" 150" width*" 100" align*"center" valign*"middle">
<IMG src*"^c.gif"xBÏ^<B>Yellow<BR>Cedar</Bx/TD>
<TD height"" 150" width*" 100" align*"center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/Syc_rad"> </TD>
<TD height*" 150" width*"300" align="left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Sycjtotall
or$yc_norm </TD> </TTL> </TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center">
<TR><TD align*"center" valign*"bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop *  0; Sloop <* Syears; Sloop++){
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{Svalue =  ̂ c[S loop];
if  (Svalue >  1.05) (SPIC ="ycl.giT;} elsif(SvaJue<0.95){$PIC="yc3.gir;} else 
{(SPIC=-yc2.gir);}
StimeB = StuneB + 1;
print "Year StimeB^pacer type=^"bori™ntal\" size=\"7\"> <BK>
<IMG SRC=\"/SPICV"xBR>Svalue</TE><TD align=\"centei\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop= 9 )  {print "</TD></TIt></TABLE><P>
<TABLE border=0 align= \"centet\"xntxT D  align=\"center\" valign=\"bcttcm\">";} 
if  (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD></nt></TABLE><P>
<TABLE border^ align=V"centei\"xTKxTD align=\"center\" valign=A"bottom\">";} 
if(Sloop =  Syears-l) {last JPG_LOOP;} 
next JPG_LOOP;
}
}
if  (Svalue =  ̂ c { 0 ]) {Sstabyr="1st";} elsif (Svalue =  ( ^ c [ l] )  {Sstabyr="2nd";}elsif 
(Svalue =  (^c{2]> {Sstabyr="3rd";} elsif (Svalue= @yc[3]) {Sstabyr = "4th";} elsif 
(S v a lu e = ^ c [4 ])  {Sstabyr= "5th";} elsif (Svalue =  @yc[5]) {Sstabyr= "6th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @yc[6]) {Sstal^="7th";} elsif (Svalue =  ̂ c [ 7 ] )  {Sstabyr =  "8th";}elsif 
(Svalue= (^ c [8  j) {S stal^= "9th";}else {(Sstabyr= " lOth");}
if  (Syears >9){priht "The climate scenario you have defined remains static in its inputs, therefore 
the growth increment stabilizes at Svalue in the Sstabyr year and remains the same through the time 
period you have selected.";} 

print«"EOMODEL";
</TDXTRx/TABLE>

EOMODEL
}

sub WHOUT {

print«"EOMODEL";
<HR width= 550XTABLE border=0 align="center"xpxCENTER>
<IMG src="/vi3.jpg"x/CEN TERxPxP>
<H2xUND> Results for Ssector</UNDx/H2>
<TR xTD  height="150" width="100" align="centcr" valign="mlddle">
<IMG src="/wh.gif"xBIU*<B>Wiestem<BR>Hemlock</Bx/TD>
<TD height?" 150" width="100" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/$wh_rad"x/TD>
<TD height?" 150" width="300" align="left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years of growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Swhjtotal I
or Swh_norm </TD> </TR> </TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center">
<TR> <TD align="center" valign="botiom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop = 0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++){
{Svalue = @wh[Sloop];
if (Svalue > 1.05) {SPIC ="whl.gif";} elsif (Svalue < 0.95){SPIC="wh3.gif";} else 
{(SPIC="wh2.gif);}
StimeC = StimeC + 1;
print "Year StimeC<spacer ̂ pe=V"horizontal\" size=\"7\"> <BR>
<IMG SRC=\"/SPIC\"xBR>Svalue</TDxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop == 9) {print "</TD x/TR x/TA B LExP>
<TABLE border^ align=V"center\"xTRxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";}
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if  (Sloop == 19) {prmt "</TD xyTRx/TABLExP>
<TABLE border^ align=\"centei\"xTR?xTD align=^"centei\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if  (Sloop == Syears-1) {last JPGJLOOP;} 
next JPGJLOOP;
}
}
if(Svalue =  @wh[0]) (Sstabyr="1st";} elsif(Sva!ue =  @wh[l]) (Sstabyr="2"'";}elsif 
(Svalue=@ wh[2]) (Sstabyr ="3td";} elsif($value =  @wh[3]) (Sstabyr= "4th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @wh[4]) (Sstabyr = "5th";} elsif (Svalue =  @wh[5]) (Sstabyr= "6th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @wh[6]) (Sstabyr = "7th";} elsif (Svalue =  @wh[7]> (Sstabyr= "8th";}elsif 
(Svalue=@ wh[8]) (S sta l^ =  "9th";}else ((Sstalyr= "10th");}
if (Syears >9)(print "The climate scenario you have defined remains static in its inputs, therefore 
the growth increment stabilizes at Svalue in the Sstabyr year and remains the same through the time 
period you have selected.”;} 

print«"EOMODEL";
</TDx/TRx/TABLE>

EOMODEL
}

sub WRCOUT (

print«"EOMODEL";
<PxH R  width= 550XTABLE border=0 align="center"xPxCENTER>
<IMG src="/vi3.gif"x/CENTERxPxP>
<H2x (JND> Results for $sector</UNDx/H2>
<nu> <TD height="150" width="100" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/wrc.gif"xBR><B>Westem<BR>Red-cedar</Bx/TD>
<TD height^"150" width="lOO" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/$wrc_rad"> </TD>
<TD heigh^"150" width="300" align="left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years of growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Swrc_total I
or Swrcjiorm <TD> </TR> </TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center"> <TR> <TD align="center" valign="bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop = 0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++)(
(Svalue = @wrc[Sloop];
if  (Svalue > 1.05) (SPIC ="wrcl.gif';} elsif (Svalue < 0.95)(SPIC="wrc3.gir;} else 
(($PIC="wrc2.giT);}
StimeD = SthneD +1;
print "Year StimeD<spacer type=\"horizontal\" size=\"7\"> <BR>
<IMG SRC^"/SPIC\"xB^Svalue</TDxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop == 9) (print "</TD x/TR x/TA BLExp>
<TABLE border=0 align^"center\"xTR><TD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if  (Sloop =  19) (print "</TDX/TI^»</TABLExp>
<TABLE border^ align=\"center\"xTRxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if (Sloop= Syears-1) (last JPG_LOOP;} 
next JPGLOOP;
}
}
if  (Svalue =  @wrc[0}) (Sstabyr = "1st";} elsif (Svalue =  @wrc[l]) (Sstabyr ="2"'";}elsif 
(Svalue — @wrc[2]) (Sstabyr = "3rd";} elsif (Svalue =  @wrc[3}) (Sstabyr= "4th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @wrc[4]) (S sta l^  = "5th";} elsif (Svalue == @wrc[5]) (Sstabyr= "6th";} elsif
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(lvalue =  @wrc[6]) {Sstabyr =  "7th";} elsCf (Svalue =  @wic[7]) {Sstabyr = "8th";}elsif (Svalue 
=  @wrc[8]) {Sstabyr ="9th";}else {(Sstabyr= "10th");}
if  (Syears >9){prmt T he climate scenario you have defihed remains static in its inputs, therefore 
the growth increment stabilnes at Svalue m the Sstabyr year and remains the same through the time 
period you have selected.";} 

prmt«"EOMODEL";
</TD></nt></TABLE>

EOMODEL
}

sub DFOUT {

print«"EOMODEL";
<P> <HR width= 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center">
<pxCEN TEK xlM G  src="/vi3.gif"x/CEN TERxPxp>
<H2xU ND > Results for Ssector</UNDx/H2>
<TR> <TD height="l50" width="IOO" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/df.girxBR?xB>Douglas-<BR>fir</B> </TD>
<TD heighe="150" width="100" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/$df_rad"> </TD>
<TD h eigh t" 150" width="300" allgn="left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Sdf_totall
orSdO iorm  </TD></TR><TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center"> <TR> <TD align="center" valign="bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop = 0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++){
{Svalue =  @df[Sloop];
if  (Svalue > 1.05) {SPIC="dfl.gir;} elsif (Svalue < 0.95){SPIC="dfJ.gir;} else 
{(SPIC ="df2.gir);}
SthneE = StimeE + 1;
print "Year StimeE<spacertype=V"horizontalV" size=\"7\"> <BR>
<IMG SRC=\"/SPIQ"xBI^Svalue</TDxTD align=\"centei\" valign=\"bottomV>"; 
if  (Sloop =  9) {print "</TD x/TR X TA BLExp>
<TABLE border^ align=\"center\"xTRxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD x/T ltx/TA B LExp>
<TABLE bordeiM) align=\"centerV"xT^*<TD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";}
if  (Sloop =  Syears-I) {last JPGJLOOP;}
nextJPG_LOOP;
}
}
if  (Svalue= @df[0]) {Sstabyr="1st";} elsif (Svalue= @df[l]) {Sstabyr= "2nd";}elsif 
(Svalue —  @df[2]) {Sstabyr="3rd";} elsif (Svalue =  @df[3]) (Sstabyr = "4th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @df[4]) {Ssialÿr= "5th";} elsif (Svalue =  @df[5]) {Sstabyr = "6th";} elsif 
(Svalue =  @df[6]) {Sstalyr= "7th";} elsif (Svalue =  @df[7]) {Sstalqr= "8th";}elsif 
(Svalue =  @df[8]) {Sstalyr="9th";} else {(Sstabyr= "10th");}
if  (Syears >9) {print "The climate scenario you have defined remains static in its inputs, therefore 
the growth increment stabilizes at Svalue in the Sstabyr year and remains the same through the time 
period you have selected.";} 

print«"EOMODEL";
<TD> </nU» </TABLE>

EOMODEL
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sub ALLOÜT {

print«"EOMODEL";
<HR width* 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center^ <P> <CENTER>
<IMG sic="/vi3Jpg"x/CEN TER xPxP>
<H2xUND> Results for $sectot</UNDxyH2>
<TR> <TD heighF="150" width*" 100" align="center" valign*"middle">
<IMG sic="/mh.gif"xBKxB>Mbuntaiii<BR>Hemlock</B> </TD>
<TD heighm"150" width*" 100" align*"center" valigu*"iniddlc">
<1MG src="/$mh_rad"> </TD>
<TD height="150" width="300" align*"Ieft" valign*"middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Smhjtotall
or Smhnorm </TD> < /n t>  </TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center">
<TR> <TD align="center" valign*"bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop *  0; Sloop <* Syears; $loop++){
(Svalue = @mh[Sloop];
0T(Svalue> 1.05) (SPIC ="mhl.gif";} elsif (Svalue < 0.95)(SPIC*"mh3.gif";} else 
{(SPIC*"mh2.gif");}
SthneA = SthneA + 1;
print "Year SthneA<Spacer type=\"horizontal\" size=V"7\"> <BR>
<1MG SRC=V"/SPICV"xBR>Svalue</TDxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop —  9) (print "<m)></TR></TABLE><P>
<TABLE border*0 align=\"center\"xTRXTD align=\"centerV" valign*\"bottomV">";} 
if  (Sloop =  19) (print "</TDX/T^»<yTABLExP>
<TABLE border^ align=\"center\"xTR><TD align*\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";}
if  (Sloop= Syears-1) (last JPG_LOOP;}
nextJPG_LOOP;
}
}

print«"EOMODEL";
</TD> </TR> </TABLE> <HR width* 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center">
<TR> <TD height="150" width*" 100" align="center" valign="middle">
<1MG src="/yc.gif"xBRxB>Yellow<BR>Cedar</B> </TD>
<TD height" 150" width*" 100" align*"center" valign="middle">
<1MG src="/Syc_rad"> </TD>
<TD heighb="150" width*"300" align="leA" valign*"middle">
Based on average growth o f 1.0, the clhnate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Sycjtotal I
orSycjioim  </TD></TR></TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center"> <TIU*
<TD align*"center" valign*"bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop *  0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++)(
(Svalue * @yc[Sloop];
if (Svalue > 1.05) (SPIC ="ycl.gif";} elsif (Svalue <0.95)(SPIC="yc3.gif';} else 
((SPlC*"yc2.gif");}
ÀimeB = StimeB + 1;
print "Year StimeB<spacer type=\"horizontalV" size=\"7\"> <BR>
<IMG SRC=\"/$PlQ"xBR>Svalue</TDxTD align=\"center\" vaIign*\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop **9) (print "</TDx/TR></TABLExpxTABLE border=0
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align=V"centef\"xTRxTD a]ign-\"centecV" vaIign=\"bottom\">";} 
if (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD X TRX /TA BLExPxTA BLE borderO 
alignH"centei\"xTBxTD align=\"centeri" valign=^"bottomV">";} 
if (Sloop = S yeafs-I) {last JPG_LOOP;} 
nextJPG_LOOP;
}
}

print«"EOMODEL";
</TD> </TR> </TABLE> <HR width= 550> <TABLE> <TR>
<TD height="150" width="100" align="cenier" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/wh.girxBRxB>Westera<BR?»Hemlock</B> </TD>
<TD heighm"150" widlh="lOO" align="center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/Swh_rad"> </TD>
<TD heighP="150" wid(h="300" align="left" valign="middlc">
Based on average growth of 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Swhjtotall
or Swhjiorm </TD> </TR> </TABLE>
<TABLE border=0 align="center"> <TK> <TD align="center" valign="bottom"> 

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop=0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++){
{Svalue= @wh[Sloop];
if(Svalue> 1.05) {SPIC ="whl.gif;} elsif (Svalue <0.95){SPIC="wh3.gir;} else {(SPIC 
="wh2.giT);}
SthneC= SthneC +1;
print "YearStimeC<^pacertype=\"horizonlaIV" size=\"7\"> <Blt»
<1MG SRC=\"/SPICV"xBIt>Svalue<TDxTD align=V"center\" valign=V"bottom\">";
if (Sloop =  9) {print "</TD x/TI^</TA BLExpxTA BLE border=0
align=\"center\"xTRxTD align^"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";}
if (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD><nTt></TABLE><p><TABLE boider=0
align=\"centerV"><TRxTD align=\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";}
if (Sloop= Syears-1) {last JPG_LOOP;}
nextJPG_LOOP;
}
}

print«"EOMODEL";
</TD> </TRx/TABLE> <HR width= 550> <TABLE border=0 align="center”>
<TR> <TD heighlr=”150" width="100" align="center" valign="middle">
<1MG SRC=7wrc.girxBRxB>W estem<BR?‘Red-cedar</B> </TD>
<TD height="150" width»" 100" align»"center" valign="middle">
<IMG src="/Swrcjrad"> </TD>
<TD heights" 150" width="300" align="left" vallgn="middle">
Based on average growth of 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years o f growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Swrcjtotall
orSwrcjioim
</TD> <TR> </TABLE> <TABLE border=0 align="center">
<TR> <TD align="center" valign="bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop = 0; Sloop <= Syears; Sloop++){
{Svalue = @wrc[Sloop];
if (Svalue > 1.05) {SPIC ="wrcl.gir;} elsif (Svalue <0.95){SPIC="wrc3.gif";} else {(SPIC 
="wrc2.gif"):}
StimeD = SthneD + 1;
print "Year StimeD<spacer type°A"horizontaIV" size=\"7\"> <BR>
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<IMG SRC=^"/$PIQ"xBK>$value</TDxTD alîgn=\"centei\" valîgn=\"bonom\">"; 
if  (Sloop =  9) {print "</TDx/TR></TABLExP>
<TABLE border=0 align=\"centei\"xTR><TD align=^"centei\" valign=V"bottom\">";} 
if  (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD><TRx/TABLExP>
<TABLE border^  a!ign=V"center\"xTRxTD align=V"center\" valign=^"bottom\">";}
if  (Sloop =  Syears-1) {last JPG_LOOP;}
nextJPG_LOOP;
}
}

prmt«"EOMODEL";
</TD> </TR> </TABLE> <HR width*5 5 0  <TABLE border=0 align="ccnter^ 
<TR> <TD height*" 150" width*" 100“ align="center" valign="middle">
<1MG SRC="/df.gifXBR?xB>Douglas-<BK>fir</B></rD>
<TD height^"150" width="100" align*"ccnter" valign*"middle">
<1MG src="/Sdf_rad"> </TD>
<TD height*" 150" width*"300" align*"left" valign="middle">
Based on average growth of 1.0, the climate parameters you have selected
for the Syears years of growth, suggest the average tree growth would be Sdfjtotal 1
orSd^norm
</TD> </TR> </TABLE> <TABLE border*0 align="center">
<TR> <TD align="center" valign*"bottom">

EOMODEL
JPG_LOOP: for (Sloop * 0; Sloop <* Syears; Sloop++){
{Svalue = @df[SIoop];
if  (Svalue >  1.05) {SPIC *"dfl.gir;} elsif (Svalue < 0.95){SPIC="dG.gif";} else 
{(SPIC="dC.gi(");}
StimeE = StimeE +1;
prmt "Year SthneE<spacer type=A"horizontah" siz^\"7\"> <BR>
<1MG SRC=\"/SPia"xBR>Svalue<rrDxTD align*V"center\" valign=\"bottom\">"; 
if  (Sloop =  9) {print "</TD x/TRx/TA BLExP>
<TABLE border^  a!ign*\"center\"xTO<TD align*\"center\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if  (Sloop =  19) {print "</TD x/rR X TA B LExP>
<TABLE border*0 aIign*\"centei\"xTRxTD align*\"centei\" valign=\"bottom\">";} 
if  (Sloop =  Syears-1) {last JPG_LOOP;> 
next JPG_LOOP;
}
}

print«"EOMODEL";
</TD> </TR> <nABLE> <HR width* 550>

EOMODEL
}

sub Trunk {
Smh = sprintf("%12r,Smh);
Syc = sprintf("%l 2r,Syc);
Swh *  sprintf["%12r,Swh);
Swrc *  sprintfl["%l.2r,Swrc);
Sdf *  sprintf("%1.2r,$df);
Smhjtotall *  sprintf("%1.2r,Smhjtotall);
Sycjtotal 1 =sprintf("% 12r,$yc_totall);
Sw hjotall =  sprint^"%12f",Swh_lotall);
Swrcjtotall = sprint^"%1.2f",Swrc_totall);
Sdfjtotall *sprintf("% 12r,Sdfjotall);
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Stotall =sprintf("%12r,Stotall);
Smhl =sprintf("%I.2r,$mhl);
Sycl =sprintit"%12r,$ycl);
Swhl =sprmtfl["%l^P,$wlil);
Swicl =sprihtfl["%l2r,$wrcl);
Sdfl =sprintf(-%l2P,$dfl);

}

sub Count {

open (COUNTFILE, "treecount3.txt") || die "Can not open COUNTFILE"; 
Stuns = (<COUNTFILE>); 
close (COUNTFILE); 
unless (Stuns > 0) { tetutn;}
open (OUTFILE, ">tieecount3.txt") || die "Can not open OUTFILE"; 
Stuns+= I; 
print OUTFILE Stuns; 
close (OUTFILE;

}

sub Footer {
print SJOl if"$JO]"; 
print Sen&nessage if "Sendmessage"; 

print«"EOFOOTER";
<P> <CENTER><HR w idth=260xB R>
Please fbtwatd any questions to
<AHREF="mailto:colm\@uvttl.geog.uvic.ca">Colin</AxBI^P>
<HR width = ISCxBR?^ < P x A  HREF="httpy/cgtg.geog.uvic.ca/cgi-bin/ttee.cgi"> 

<B>Retum to the <lxFO N T COLOR="GREEN">TREE</Ix/FONT> Model</Bx/A> 
</CENTER>

EOFOOTER
&Count;

print«"EOFOOTER";
< P xp>  There have been Stuns tuns o f the <lxpO N T COLOR="GREEN">TREE</I> 
<FONT> model Vetsion 2.1 since we went online Januaty 1st, 2002! < pxp>
</BODY>
</HTML>

EOFOOTER
exit (I);

}

mailto:colm/@uvttl.geog.uvic.ca%22%3eColin%3c/AxBI%5eP
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Appendix D - HTML code - TREE Forms 
<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION=Vcgi-bin/ltee.cgi">

<BODY bgcoloi="FFFFCC"> <center> <P> <HR width = 550xB R xP>

< pxH 3xB 0L D >  STEP l:</H 3x/B0LD xTA BLE border=0 align="ccnter^

<TR> <TD width="l50" align="cenler" valign="iniddle">

<B>SeIect a high elevation species on Vancouver Island which you wish to apply the 

<lxFONTCOLOR="GREEN">TREE</lx/FONT> model. </B xB R >

<CENTERxp> <B>Sector Se!ector</BxBRxp> </CENTER>

<SELECTNAME="sector" TYPE ="text" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>Mountain hemlock <OPTION>Yellow-cedar<OPTION>Western hemlock 

<OPTION>Western red cedar <OPTION>Douglas-fir <OPTION>AII montane tree species 

</SELECT> </TD> <TD width="l50" align="center" valign="middle">

<IMG srcF="/vi3jpg"> </TD> </TIU» </TABLE> <PxH R width =  550xB R xp>

< p x œ x B O L D >  STEP 2:</H3x/BOLD>

<CENTEIUxB>The following portion o f the form allows you to alter a set o f climate parameters 

for future growth. You are allowed to deviate future climates from the average established pattern. 

</B x/CEN TERX Pxp> < pxH 3x B x U >  Current Year's Climate < /H 3x/B x/U >  <TABLE 

border=0 align="center">

<TD width="170" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000">

<B>January Temperature</B> </TD> <TD width="200" align="lefl" valign="middle" 

bgcolor="FF8000'> <SELECTNAME="jan-temp" VALUE="equals" SIZE= 1>

<OPT10N>lOO yr. Average <OPTlON>2.0 <0PT10N>1.5 <OPT10N>I.O <OPTlON>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPT10N>-l.O <0PT10N>-1.5 <OPTlON>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD>

<TD width="170" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000'>

<B>February Temperature</B> <fTD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000T>

<SELECTNAME="feb-temp" VALUE="equals" SIZE= l>

<OPT10N>100 yr. Average <OPTlON>2.0 <0PT10N>1.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPT10N>0.5 

<OPTlON>-0.5 <OPTlON>-1.0 <0PT10N>-1.5 <OPTlON>-2.0 </SELECI>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD> </TR>

<TItxTD  width="170" align="right" valign-”middle" bgcolor="FF6000">
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<B>Match Teraperatnre</Bx/TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcoIor="FF6000"> 

<SELECTNAME="march-temp" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>I.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0.5 
<OPTION>-0.5 <OPnON>-I.O <OPTION>-13 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD>

<TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF6000">

<B>April Temperatuie</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="mfddle" bgcolor="FF6000"> 

<SELECTNAME="apriI-teinp" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= I>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>I.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0 J  

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-l.O <0PTI0N>-1.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD> < /m >  <TR>

<TD width="l75" align="right" val:gn="middle" bgcolor="FF1000">

<B>May Temperature</B> <TD>

<TD width="200" align="Ieft" valign="iniddle" bgcoloi="FFlOOO"> 

<SELECTNAME=*niay-temp" VALUE="depth" SIZE* l>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>l3 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-l.O <OPTION>-1.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD>

<TD width*" 175" align="right" vaiign="middle" bgcolor="FFIOOO">

<B>June Temperature<yB> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="FFIOOO">

<SELECT NAME="june-temp" VALUE="depth" SIZE* I>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>I.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-I.O <OPTION>-I.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C </B x/TD x/TR xTR >

<TD width*" 175" align="right" valign="middle" bgcoIor='*FF1000">

<B>July Temperature<7Bx/TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign*"midd!e" bgcolor="FFIOOO">
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<SELECTNAME="july-terap" VALUE="depth" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>100 yr- Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>1.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>05 

<OPTION>-OJ <OPTION>-l.O <0PTI0N>-1.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECI>

<B> degrees C</B>

</TD>

<TD width="175" align="right" valign="middle” bgcolor="FFlOOO">

<B>August Temperature</Bx/TD>

<TD width="200" alîgn="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="FFlOOO"> 

<SELECTNAME="aug-temp" VALUE="depth" S1ZE= l>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>1.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-1.0 <OPTION>-l.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> </TD> <TR>

<TR><TO width="I70" alfgn="right’' valign="middle" bgcolor="FF6000"> 

<B>September Temperature</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="Ieft" valîgn="mîddle" bgcolor="FF6000"> 

<SELECTNAME="sept-temp" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= l>

<OPTION>IOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>1.5 <OPTION>1.0 <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-l.O <0PTI0N>-1.5 <OPnON>-2.0 </SELECD>
<B> degrees C</B> </TD>

<TD width="170" align="right" valign="iniddle" bgcolor='TF6000">

<B>October Temperature</Bx/TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF6000"> 

<SELECTNAME="oct-temp" VALUE="equab" SIZE= I>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>1.5 <OPTION>1.0 <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-1.0 <0PTI0N>-1.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECD»

<B> degrees C<7B> </TD> </TR>

<TRxTD width="l70" allgn="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000">

<B>November Temperature</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000"> 

<SELECTNAME="nov-temp" VALUE="equals" SIZE= l>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>l.5 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>0.5
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<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-1.0 <OPTION>-1.5 <OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> <fTD>

<TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="FF8000">

<B> December Temperature</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="m:ddle" bgcolor=TF8000"> 

<SELECTNAME="dec-temp" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= l>

<OPnON>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>2.0 <OPTION>1.5 <OPTION>I.O <OPTION>0.5 

<OPTION>-0.5 <OPTION>-1.0 <OPTION>-I3<OPTION>-2.0 </SELECT>

<B> degrees C</B> <TD> </TR> </T A B L ExPxP>

<TABLE border=0 align= "center"xT ^

<TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="3060FF">

<B>January Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD wdth="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="3060FP*> 

<SELECTNAME="jan-precip" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average OPTION>75.0 <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0<OPTION>-50.0 <OPTION>-75.0 </SELECI>

<B> mm</Bx/TD>

<TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="3060FF">

<B>Februaiy Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="iniddle" bgcoloi="3060FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="feb-precip" VALUE="equak" SIZE= I>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPTION>75.0 <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>IO.O 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-50.0 <OPTION>-75.0 </SELECI>

<B> m m </B xnr)x/T R > <TR>

<TD width="170" align="right" valign="middle" bgcoIor="30A0FF">

<B>Maich Precipitarion<7Bx/TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="iniddle" bgcoIor="30A0FP> 

<SELECTNAME="march-precip" VALUE="equals" SIZE= 1>
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<OPnON>100 yr. Average <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-lO.O 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 <OPTION>-50.0 </SELECT>

<B> mm</B> </TD>

<TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="30A0FF">

<B>Aprii PrecipitatioiK /B x/n»

<TD width="200" align="Ieft" valign="middle" bgcoIor="30A0FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="apriI-precip" VALUE="equab" SIZE= l>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average<OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 <OPTION>5.0 

<OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>l.O <OPTION>-I.O <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 OPTION>-IO.O 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 </SELECT>

<B> m m </B x/TD x/TR xTR >

<TD width="170" align="right" valigm="middle" bgcoIor="30C0FF">

<B>May Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="30C0FF'*> 

<SELECTNAME="may-precip" VALUE="equals" SIZE= I>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 <OPTION>5.0 

<OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>1.0 <OPTION>-l.O <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 </SELECI>

<B> mm</B> </TD>

<TD width="170" align-right" valign="midd!e" bgcolor="30C0FF">

<B>June Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="!eft" valign="middle" bgcoIor="30C0FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="june-precip" VALUE="equals" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 <OPTION>5.0 

<OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>1.0 <OPTION>-l.O <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 

<OPTION>-lO.O <OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 </SELECT>

<B> mm</B> </TD> </TR>

<TRxTD width="170" align="right" valign="middle" bgcoIor="30C0FF">

<B>July Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" va!ign="midd!e" bgco!or="30C0FF">
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<SELECTNAME="July-precip" VALUE="equab" SIZE= l>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPT10N>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 <OPTION>5.0 

<OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>I.O <OPTION>-l.O <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 

<OPTION>-10.0 <OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 </SELECI>

<B> mni</B></TD>

<TD width="I70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcoior="30C0FF"> 

<B>AugustPrecipitation</B> </TD>

<TD widlh="200" align="Ieft" valign="middle" bgcolor="30C0FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="aug-precip" VALUE="equals" SIZE= I>

<OPTION>100 yr. Average <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>IO.O <OPTION>5.0 

<OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>1.0 <OPTION>-1.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 

<OPTION>-IO.O <OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 </SELECI>

<B> mm</B> <TD> </TR>

<TRxTD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="30A0FF">

<B>September Precipi*adoa</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="30A0FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="sept-precip" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>lOO yr. Average <OPTION>40.0 <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 <OPTION>-40.0 </SELECT>

<B> mm</Bx/TD>

<TD width="I70" align="right" valign="middle” bgcolor="30A0FF">

<B>October Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="Ieft" valign="middle" bgcoIor="30A0FF"> 

<SELECTNAME*"oct-precip" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= l>

<OPTION>IOO yr. Average <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>30.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPnON>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-30.0 <OPTION>-50.0 </SELECT>

<B> mm</Bx/TD> </TR>

<TR> <TD width="l70" align="right" valign="middle" bgcolor="3060FF">

<B>Novemebr Precipitation</B> </TD>
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<TD width="200" align="left" valigm="middle" bgcoIor="3060FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="nov-precip" VALUE="equaIs" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>IOO yr. Average <OPTION>75.0 <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>10.0 

<OrnON>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-lO.O 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPTION>-50.0 <OPTION>-75.0 <7SELECI^

<B> mm</B> </TD>

<TD width=“170" align="right" valigm="middle" bgcoIor="3060FP>

<B>December Precipitation</B> </TD>

<TD width="200" align="left" valign="middle" bgcolor="3060FF"> 

<SELECTNAME="dec-precip" VALUE="equak" SIZE= 1>

<OPTION>lOO yr- Average <OPTION>75.0 <OPTION>50.0 <OPTION>20.0 <OPTION>lO.O 

<OPTION>5.0 <OPTION>3.0 <OPTION>-3.0 <OPTION>-5.0 <OPTION>-10.0 

<OPTION>-20.0 <OPnON>-50.0 <OPTION>-75.0 </SELECT>

<B> mm</B> </TD> </TR> </TABLE>

< B R xP xH R  width = 260x B R x p x p >

<H3x BOLD> s t e p  3:</H3x /BOLD>

<CENTERxB>Lastiy you are allowed to choose the number o f years that you

would like these climatic conditons to persist Intervals from 1 to 20 years

are avaiable to be selected. Year-to-year effects will slowly compound and alter the radial growth

conditions o f the tree species, so a lag effect is also calculated and applied to the radial

growth if you select an interval of more than one year. < /B x / C E N T E R x p x p >

<TABLE border=0 align="center^ <TR>

<TD width="20%" align="CENTER" valign="middle"> <CENTEIt> 

<B>Modelled<BR>Years</BxBR> <SELECT NAME="yeais" TYPE ="text" SIZE= l> 

<OPTION> 1 <OPTION> 5 <OPTION> 10 <OPTION> 20 </SELECT> </CENTER>

</TD> </TR> </TA BLExpxH R width = 2 6 0 x B R x p x p >

<TABLEXt r > <TD align="centerT>

<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" value="RUN M ODEL"xnD> <TD align="center">

<INPUT NAME="RESET" TYPE="RESETX/TDx/TRX/TABLEx/FORM xp>




